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Abstract 

This thesis investigates development surrounding Edmonds Station in Burnaby, BC. The 

area within 500 metres of Edmonds Station has seen high rates of growth since the 

opening of the SkyTrain in 1985 thanks to supportive regional, municipal, and 

neighbourhood-level planning policies. Using a mixed methods approach, 

neighbourhood plans and development patterns are examined to establish the degree to 

which they are consistent with the design goals and objectives of transit-oriented 

development (TOD). 

The research finds that the present-day physical environment around Edmonds has 

amalgamated a number of suburban characteristics with rapid transit infrastructure, and 

thus established the area as a family-friendly and walkable community. However, more 

work is needed to integrate the station with the neighbourhood and improve the 

community’s self-reliance. The thesis concludes that development near transit can 

successfully diverge from planning norms for TOD, to make transit-oriented living an 

attractive option for more people.  

  

Keywords:  transit-oriented development; urban design; land use planning; rapid 
transit; station area planning; Edmonds Town Centre 
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Chapter 1.  Introduction  

Edmonds Station opened in 1985 as part of the initial SkyTrain rapid transit 

system between Vancouver and New Westminster. Edmonds is one of the four stations 

built within the City of Burnaby as part of the original Expo Line. Edmonds Station serves 

nearly 22,000 passengers daily (TransLink, 2011). For Burnaby, the SkyTrain has 

offered an opportunity to intensify residential development, reduce the trend towards 

longer travel times in the region, and protect established land uses and industry. With 

the introduction of the SkyTrain, the City of Burnaby quickly acted to shape policy and 

orient development to correspond with the new rapid transit line.  

The adoption of the Official Community Plan (1987) and the Edmonds Town 

Centre Plan (1994) demonstrated a commitment from city planners to focus 

development around the new SkyTrain line and take advantage of the mobility options 

afforded by it. These early efforts resulted in a significant amount of development around 

Edmonds Station; virtually all development within the study area has occurred since the 

SkyTrain opened. Through this change, Edmonds has been successful in incorporating 

a mix of uses, including low, mid, and high-rise residential; some commercial office 

space; pedestrian and cycling trails; and park space, offering a scale of development 

that caters to local residents. As former Vancouver City Councillor Gordon Price 

described it, the combination of these factors “makes living in a transit-oriented 

community extremely attractive and it does so in a suburban context” (McQuade, 2001).  

Edmonds was selected as a case study for this research project based on its 

relationship between the described development patterns and its planning history. Its 

planning history, in particular, saw an innovative, community-led approach to planning 

bring consensus to a once divided neighbourhood. Through the development of the 

Edmonds Town Centre Plan, residents departed from an anti-density rhetoric and 

accepted a high degree of growth and change for the neighbourhood. They also created 

a vision for development, with a particular focus on urban design to offer residents a 
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multi-modal lifestyle, provide for the needs of families, and incorporate nature into 

development. This vision, established by and for its residents, guides the research 

question for this project.  

1.1. Research Question 

The research question behind this project is rooted in Edmonds Station’s 

planning history and collaborative vision to create a mixed-use, high-density community 

that placed a strong emphasis on increasing self-reliance and developing natural, 

pedestrian, and family supporting amenities. The research attempts to understand the 

outputs of transit-oriented development at Edmonds Station by asking, how does the 

built environment within 500 metres of Edmonds Station fulfill the urban design goals 

and objectives of transit-oriented development? 

The objective of this project is to understand and evaluate the present-day, 

physical environment in order to identify best practices, shortfalls, and failures within the 

local context. Sub-questions asked include: what commonalities exist between the goals 

and objectives of transit-oriented development and municipal plans? What 

commonalities exist between the goals and objectives of TOD and the physical built 

environment today? How have land use decisions helped promote and facilitate a multi-

modal lifestyle?  

A 500 metre walkshed (5 to 8-minute walk) was selected as the boundary for the 

purposes of this research because it is an accepted standard in transportation research 

and to maintain a workable scope for a Master of Urban Studies project. This radius is 

intended to represent the immediate vicinity of the station area where the highest levels 

of development and activity would be expected (APTA, 2009). It is not intended to 

represent the only area from which pedestrians may access the station or where 

corresponding development has taken place. Many factors including geography, road 

and footpath network, physical barriers, frequency of transit service, and quality of urban 

environment influence the distance individuals are willing to walk. These are discussed 

in further detail in Section 3.1.  
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Chapter 2. Context 

2.1. A Unique Planning History for Edmonds 

The Greater Vancouver region and the City of Burnaby both share a history of 

promoting nodal development through the “town centre” concept. Regionally, The 

Livable Region 1976/1986 set a precedent for concentrating suburban growth at 

designated town centres (GVRD, 1975a). At the municipal level, this model was laid out 

in the 1966 and 1969 Apartment Studies, which identified three town centres at 

Lougheed, Metrotown, and Brentwood (Pereira, 2011). However, a nodal gap remained 

for the southeast quadrant of the city, with Edmonds not recognized as a town centre 

until the publication of Burnaby’s first Official Community Plan in December 1987 

(District of Burnaby, 1987). This designation as a town centre was affirmed at the 

regional level under the 1996 Liveable Region Strategic Plan (GVRD, 1996).  

It is no coincidence that Edmonds was 

established as a town centre within two years of 

the SkyTrain’s opening. From early on, public 

transit was recognized as a key method to 

enhance and better unify the Edmonds 

neighbourhood. In 1972, during the development 

of Edmonds’ first area plan since the 1966 and 

1969 Apartment Studies, Kingsway-Edmonds 

was identified as an area for significant future 

apartment growth. That growth was expected to 

be achieved through the future provision of a 

“first class transportation link to the very heart of 

this district centre” (Parr, 1972). The arrival of 

the SkyTrain offered immense potential in 

transforming and revitalizing the neighbourhood. 

Figure 1.  
Burnaby's Four Quadrants (© 
District of Burnaby, 1987) 
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It was an opportunity for Burnaby planners to reaffirm and build upon long-range 

objectives established decades earlier. It was also a chance to push through the vision 

for a town centre concept that would finally encompass all four quadrants of the city 

(District of Burnaby, 1987; Pereira, 2011).  

Between 1987 and 1994, the city worked closely with residents to develop a 

neighbourhood plan that would take advantage of redevelopment opportunities afforded 

by the SkyTrain (Kirkby, 1994). In 1994, the Edmonds Town Centre Plan was adopted, 

establishing a development framework and laying out guidelines to create a liveable and 

walkable community of neighbourhoods. This town centre would serve the south-east 

area of the city and help Burnaby meet its growth management objectives (City of 

Burnaby, 1994).  

Development in the area has not been without its challenges, primarily stemming 

from the station’s physical location. Despite warnings from municipal planners that the 

selected station site lacked the ability to integrate with and complement existing 

development, the provincial government constructed Edmonds Station at its present 

location to save on costs (Parr, 1982). Another key factor presenting challenges for 

development is the neighbourhood’s late designation as a town centre, two decades 

later than Burnaby’s other town centres. Furthermore, Edmonds Town Centre may have 

been influenced or hindered by citywide priorities in which planners sought to focus 

development at Metrotown and feared creating “a competitive climate between these two 

areas” (Parr, 1984; Pereira, 2011). 

The station’s physical location within Edmonds Town Centre has resulted in the 

development of two ‘cores’, a unique element among Burnaby’s town centres (see 

Appendix A reference map). The cores are located at Edmonds Station and at the 

intersection of Kingsway and Edmonds Street, the latter of which is just outside the 

station’s walkshed (800 to 1,000 metres, representing a 10 to 15-minute walk). Many 

retail venues and public amenities were located along Kingsway prior to the arrival of the 

SkyTrain and this area continues to serve as the neighbourhood’s main commercial 

sector. While neighbourhood plans envisioned a station with significant high-rise office 

construction, accompanied by “restaurants, a medical clinic, stores, and other local 
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services,” little of this has come to fruition, likely due in part to market and agglomeration 

economies within the area.  

Despite the challenges presented by the station’s physical location and the town 

centre’s late designation, the decades following the arrival of the SkyTrain have seen a 

dramatic change of the neighbourhood. Prior to the opening of the SkyTrain, the study 

area contained various scattered industrial properties and a significant portion of 

undeveloped land owned by the City of Burnaby that were easily rezoned. This has 

allowed for a significant amount of development in the years since (Pereira, 2011). 

Thanks to the framework developed with community input in the Edmonds Town Centre 

Plan (1994), attention has been placed on the urban design of the community in order to 

integrate uses, housing types, and pedestrian, cyclist, and family amenities. The levels 

of application and success of urban design are examined in detail as part of this 

research project.  

2.2. Significance of Research 

This research speaks to the broader topics of public transportation, land use, and 

development by taking an in-depth look at an example of transit-oriented development. 

The literature review reveals that there is a strong basis of academic literature regarding 

the inputs of TOD, but less is known about outputs or outcomes. There is a “pent-up 

demand for best-case practices” that can guide future projects (Cervero et al., 2002). 

Even more specifically, the literature review reveals that greater understanding is 

needed “of the successes and failures of TODs in terms of their urban design practices” 

(Jacobson & Forsyth, 2008). This research project, therefore, seeks to produce findings 

to add to this area of the literature, within the local context.  

TOD is an important subject to study because it offers a means of promoting 

compact urban form, expanding housing choices, increasing transportation choices, and 

limiting urban sprawl. TOD is one of many tools that can help promote smart growth and 

provide residents with a mix of amenities and travel options (Calthorpe, 1993). 

Transportation plays a role in almost everyone's daily life. When the transit facilities 

provide attractive surroundings, they become important places in their communities that 

people can enjoy (Project for Public Spaces, 1997). Similarly, when the areas and 
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development surrounding transit facilities are conducive to transit riding, demand for 

transit will increase, allowing transit service to flourish with frequent, all-day services that 

are well-utilized and economically viable (Arrington & Cervero, 2008).  

Having the tools to develop communities conducive to transit riding is important 

for the City of Burnaby, which, as the third largest municipality in Greater Vancouver, 

occupies a strategic location in the centre of the region. It is at the centre of the SkyTrain 

network, with eleven stations servicing the city along the Expo and Millennium Lines. 

Edmonds’ historical experiences reveal that transit can serve as both a neighbourhood 

amenity and a catalyst for development. Using transit as a catalyst for development is 

important for Burnaby as it is the municipality in Greater Vancouver best served by the 

SkyTrain. Nevertheless, a number of SkyTrain stations, such as Holdom and Royal Oak 

Stations in Burnaby and Braid Station in New Westminster, have yet to realize their full 

potential as sites for transit-oriented development. These stations share similarities to 

Edmonds in its former state, including the presence of scattered industrial land uses. 

Therefore, this research is important for the City of Burnaby and other municipalities, as 

there are important lessons that can be learned from and applied to future station-area 

plans and developments.  

TOD continues to grow in popularity as light rail, bus rapid transit systems, and 

other rail-based systems expand and governments seek to capitalize on their 

investments. It also offers an opportunity to address traffic congestion, housing 

shortages, and smart-growth agendas (Cervero et al., 2002). As new stations are built, it 

is likely that municipalities will embrace the concept of TOD to create a desirable and 

efficient urban landscape around stations. The mix and scale of development occurring 

at Edmonds may be applicable to North American cities that are only recently starting to 

build high capacity, frequent transit lines. The findings of this research will assist 

municipal, regional, and transit planners in understanding the role of urban design in 

TODs. In combination with existing literature, the findings can be utilized to help 

establish desirable communities around rapid transit stations that coordinate uses well 

and provide a strong integration with transit.  
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Chapter 3. Literature Review 

To understand what “transit-oriented development” (TOD) means in practice, the 

following literature review draws on transit-oriented development theory as a means to 

examining the concepts and principles behind this term. The literature review will 

examine definitions of TOD and identify common themes and elements among them. It 

is important that this term be properly defined and correctly applied within the context of 

this research project. Next, the literature review will explore the different factors that 

influence development to understand the typical processes and actors that have shaped 

development at Edmonds Station. Finally, it will conclude by examining the role of urban 

design principles in TOD to show the correlation between urban design and the success 

of TODs. 

3.1. Defining Transit-Oriented Development 

The term “transit-oriented development” entered into the planning context in the 

late 1980s (Loukaitou-Sideris, 2010), and within a decade it was enthusiastically 

endorsed by planners and academics who viewed TODs as a way of mitigating the 

ubiquity of sprawl and as an implementation tool for smart growth (Bernick, 1996; 

Bernick & Cervero, 1997; Calthorpe, 1993; Cervero, 1994). Although this terminology is 

new, similar concepts have existed since the late Nineteenth Century. Cities have 

always been partially shaped by transportation; historically, streetcars, subways, and 

commuter rail have all influenced development patterns in one way or another (Dittmar 

et al., 2004). At its most basic form, TOD seeks to restore many of the urban design 

patterns common before the advent of the automobile (Dittmar et al., 2004).  

Transit-oriented development re-emerged as a concept in the 1980s after a 

period of significant change in North American cities contributed to contemporary policy 

concerns (Bernick & Cervero, 1997). The decline in transit’s prominence was signaled 

by the car as a primary transportation mode through the early half of the twentieth 
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century. In the decades after WWII, the automobile would continue to dramatically 

redefine both the urban and suburban landscape. Rapid suburban expansion coupled 

with other economic social issues lead to growing concerns over traffic congestion, air 

quality, energy dependence, and social inequities (Bernick & Cervero, 1997). As a result, 

a number of US cities sought to resurrect their public transit networks by building new 

rail systems or extending existing ones. As new rapid transit systems were brought 

online, transit-oriented development gained momentum as a way to build a more 

efficient urban form that could help address contemporary policy concerns, like traffic 

congestion and air quality. At the same time, many of these new rapid transit systems 

failed to meet ridership projections and required substantial operating subsidies (Carlton, 

2009). Transit agencies soon began to realize that localized densities around transit 

systems could produce positive synergies. By guiding the type and scale of development 

near transit stations, agencies could become more financially sustainable by increasing 

ridership and generating revenue through leases of redeveloped land near stations 

(Carlton, 2009). These factors prompted renewed interest in transit-oriented 

development and have contributed to the modern applications of TOD seen today. 

Transit-oriented development theory encapsulates a way of thinking about 

building communities around transit stations and is predicated on the belief that the 

station should be the focus of the community (Jones, 2012). TODs are places that allow 

people to drive less and walk, cycle, and take transit more through higher density, 

mixed-use, human scale development centred around transit stations (TransLink, 

2010c). TOD has been referenced by many names including “transit villages” (Bernick & 

Cervero, 1997), “pedestrian pockets” (Kelbaugh, 1989), and “transit friendly design” 

(Ewing, 1999). “Transit-oriented communities” has also been used to stress that this type 

of development should encompass an entire place (i.e., neighbourhood), rather than just 

specific buildings or development projects in the closest proximity to transit (TransLink, 

2010c). Transit-oriented development, however, is the most commonly used terminology 

and will be adopted for the purposes of this research (Cervero et al., 2002; Jacobson & 

Forsyth, 2008). The use of the term in this research will be in reference to the entire 

study area and neighbourhood, rather than any site-specific development.  

Despite the wide variation in the terminology, there is a consistency among 

academics regarding the need for and goals of TOD. Transit-oriented development is 
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seen as a means of addressing a number of urban problems; such as traffic congestion, 

urban sprawl, and affordable housing shortages. It represents an opportunity to address 

land-use and transportation issues by giving people choices on where they live and how 

they travel (Calthorpe & Fulton, 2001; Dittmar & Poticha, 2004; Duany et al., 2010).  

Transit-oriented development in the modern context was born out of a larger 

movement – New Urbanism – that has many dimensions and emphases (Calthorpe, 

1993). The Charter of the New Urbanism, the foundational text for the Congress of New 

Urbanism (CNU) outlines the following priorities and objectives:  

“Neighbourhoods should be diverse in use and population; communities 
should be designed for the pedestrian and transit as well as the car; cities 
and towns should be shaped by physically defined and universally 
accessible public spaces and community institutions; urban places should 
be framed by architecture and landscape design that celebrate local 
history, climate, ecology, and building practice.” (Handy, 2005) 

TOD is the application of many of the Congress of New Urbanism’s objectives to 

neighbourhoods and communities adjacent to transit stations. TODs support the 

proposition from the CNU that development should reduce automobile use and create 

more liveable communities. TODs hold many commonalities with New Urbanism 

traditional neighbourhood design (TNDs). Common urban design elements between 

TODs and TNDs include: a mix of uses; diversity among residents; environmental 

sensitivity; people-oriented public spaces; an internally consistent hierarchy of 

architectural and street types; a finite geometry with a central anchor; and a reliance on 

graphic guidelines rather than traditional zoning codes (Handy, 2005).  

TNDs and TODs differ, however, in that TODs are often predicated on regional 

transit and regional planning goals and objectives. TNDs focus on implementing a 

certain architectural style or historical precedent, with less consideration on regional 

planning framework (Gillham, 2002; Handy, 2005). TNDs are typically new projects on 

greenfield sites that strive to create a traditional village feel. TODs may also occur on 

greenfield sites; however, more often they are infill projects, focused specifically on 

transit and meant to function within regional growth policies (Gillham, 2002). While being 

aligned with regional planning goals and objectives is not an essential requirement for 

TOD, research has found that the most successful applications of TOD have regional 
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agency support and plans that centre on transit-focused development as the principal 

organizing concept for future growth in the region (Porter, 1997).  

Transit-oriented development offers planners, developers, and other individuals a 

way of thinking about building communities around transit stations. Cervero et al. (2002) 

find that the core objective of TOD is to “provide mixed-use development that is close to 

and well-served by transit, and furthermore, is conducive to transit riding.” It offers an 

opportunity to draw people to transit by providing them with various options for mobility. 

Mixed uses serve to support balanced ridership throughout the day, while higher 

densities generally support greater levels of transit service (Arrington & Cervero, 2008).  

Peter Calthorpe, a founder and first board president of the CNU, is credited with 

popularizing the term “transit-oriented development” into planning discourse with his 

book The American Metropolis: Ecology, Community, and the American Dream (1993). 

Calthorpe defines TOD as a “mixed-use community within an average 2,000 foot [600 

metre] walking distance of a transit stop and core commercial area. TODs mix 

residential, retail, office, open space, and public uses in a walkable environment, making 

it convenient for residents and employees to travel by transit” (1993).  

In his urban design guidelines, Calthorpe acknowledges that TODs may come in 

different shapes and forms. Therefore, he differentiates between types of TOD based on 

levels of transit service and existing land uses. He also states that the radius of a TOD is 

meant to represent a “comfortable walking distance,” which may be predicated on the 

age and health of an individual, geography, climate, or roadways. This variation is 

reflected throughout the literature. Current planning practice recommends a 400 to 800 

metre radius as the pedestrian catchment area for transit service. However, people may 

be willing to walk longer distances to reach transit in areas of higher density and high 

quality urban design (Canepa, 2007). The American Public Transportation Association 

(APTA) has described the physical distance that people are most likely to walk to access 
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a transit station as the “area of influence.” Providing there are no barriers to access, the 

area of influence for rapid transit1 is identified by APTA (2009) as 500 metres.  

Calthorpe’s definition of TOD has been expanded on by academics, who have 

added requirements regarding the presence of public and civic spaces (Bernick & 

Cervero, 1997), the type of transit (Boarnet & Compin, 1999), the number of landowners 

(Salvesen, 1996), and goals for reductions in car usage (Still, 2002). In their book, 

Transit Villages in the 21st Century, Michael Bernick and Robert Cervero introduce the 

transit village concept as “a compact, mixed-used community centred around the transit 

station [where] the centrepiece of the community is the transit station itself and the civic 

and public spaces that surround it” (1997). With their transit village concept, the authors 

deviate from Calthorpe’s vision of TOD by allowing for development that is more ad hoc 

in nature, rather than a fully master planned community (Gillham, 2002). They also 

recommend higher dwelling density and a larger walkshed than Calthorpe (Gillham, 

2002). 

In another example, John Renne (2009) argues that most development near a 

transit station falls within a spectrum between TOD and TAD (transit-adjacent 

development). TAD is development “physically near transit [that] fails to capitalize upon 

this proximity… [It] lacks any functional connectivity to transit – whether in terms of land-

use composition, means of station access, or site design” (Cervero et al., 2002). Renne 

finds that the distinction between a TAD and TOD is subjective to the person examining 

it and can vary in both space and time (2009). In a similar manner to Renne, Hank 

Dittmar and Shelley Poticha (2004) argue for a stronger and more resilient definition of 

TOD. They find that the vague, flexible definitions commonly used have resulted in many 

projects that do not deliver their full potential. Instead, they recommend performance 

based goals, guided by established urban design principles. Focusing on addressing 

these principles will help achieve “a functional integration of transit and the surrounding 

development.” This is necessary because TOD cannot be defined by physical form 

alone. Dittmar and Poticha’s definition, therefore, demonstrates how the presence and 

1 Rapid transit is the top tier of transit identified by APTA in this report. It is defined as transit in a 
“dedicated right-of-way with grade separation” with a “heavy investment” in transit facilities. These 
characteristics are encompassed by SkyTrain. 
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performance of urban design principles is critical to ensure that TOD projects are 

functional and successful. 

For the purposes of this research transit-oriented development will be defined as 

“a place within walking distance of a rail transit station and core commercial area, that 

are pedestrian-friendly, mixed use, and built to support rail transit and to leverage the 

development opportunities and increased accessibility that a rail station may provide.” 

This is consistent with the definitions popularized by Calthorpe (1993), Bernick and 

Cervero (1997), and many others. With this definition as context, the following sections 

will examine the influence of rapid transit stations on land use and identify essential 

factors that are critical for TOD success. The literature review will conclude with a 

discussion on the role of urban design and its supporting principles in TOD.  

3.2. Development at rapid transit stations 

Development is often touted as a benefit to justify the public investment in new 

transit infrastructure. It is commonly said that rapid transit will positively benefit 

neighbourhoods through renewed land development, investment in the community, and 

urban revitalization (Cao & Cao, 2014). While there are many cases where this has been 

the result, there have also been many examples where rapid transit has had little or no 

impact on development (Boarnet & Compin, 1999; Cervero & Landis, 1997; Gomez-

Ibanez, 1985; Knight & Trygg, 1977; Loukaitou-Sideris & Banerjee, 2000). Therefore, the 

impact of rapid transit on land-use and urban form is far from guaranteed. Instead, 

development is varied and determined by numerous factors and actors at play.  

3.2.1. Factors that influence and shape development 

Due to the complexities of building near transit, TODs often require support from 

governments and collaboration with community members and stakeholders (Arrington, 

2009; Bernick & Cervero, 1997; Cervero, 2002; Newman, 2009). Indeed, Knight and 

Trygg (1977) refute the premise that a new rapid transit system will inevitably stimulate 

new development, concluding that “rapid transit will not automatically revitalize and 

reshape our cities.” Experience shows that coordination is needed at various levels. This 

is because in most cases, transit is an important but not sufficient condition for 
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development (Cervero et al., 2002; Crane & Boarnet, 2001; Knight & Trygg, 1977; 

Porter, 1997). This is due to different aspects, including the location disadvantage of 

some stations, non-supportive policies or building codes, or a fixation on low-density, 

auto-oriented design. Knight and Trygg identify four factors that must be favourable for 

development to occur near transit stations. Other academics have since drawn similar 

conclusions in their research.  

(1) Local government policies must be supportive of development, such as the 
adoption of pro-development policy orientation, regional planning strategies, 
zoning densities to support transit ridership, or other incentives (Belzer et al. 
2004; Cervero, 1984; Gomez-Ibanez, 1985; Knight & Trygg, 1977; Porter, 1997).  

(2) Regional development trends must be positive, such as a strong regional 
economy and growing metropolitan area (Cervero, 1984; Gomez-Ibanez, 1985; 
Knight & Trygg, 1977). 

(3) Developable or redevelopable land must be available (Cervero, 1984; 
Cervero & Landis, 1997; Porter, 1997). 

(4) Sites should not be physically constrained. For example, they should be in a 
desirable area, have appropriate land uses, and be accessible to other modes of 
transportation, such as pedestrians or cyclists (Cervero & Landis, 1997; Knight & 
Trygg, 1977; Loukaitou-Sideris & Banerjee, 2000). 

Government action can serve to integrate planning with the design of transit 

systems. TOD requires regional planning resources to “establish a commitment to 

centres and to transit as its core ingredients together” (Newman, 2009). Porter (1997) 

finds that the most successful examples of TOD have occurred in the Vancouver and 

Toronto metropolitan areas, where the presence of regional planning bodies have 

integrated the planning for transit with regional growth and development plans. In 

Vancouver, for example, the strategic planning policies of Metro Vancouver (formerly the 

Greater Vancouver Regional District) has resulted in development patterns that mirror 

and reinforce the transit network (Porter, 1997).  

Given the substantial investments required for development projects, clear and 

sustained public policy favouring TOD is important. Successful projects are founded in 

clear political support and policy guidance at the municipal, regional, or senior 

government level (Greenberg, 2004). Even with supportive policy, formal and informal 

barriers often constrain implementation of TODs (Crane & Boarnet, 2001; Tan et al., 

2014). These barriers may arise from opposing objectives, social and economic 

conditions, or legal and regulatory issues, which prevent or discourage implementation 
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of TOD. The lifting of barriers may be accomplished by the introduction of incentives; 

leadership from key individuals; and partnerships between governments, the private 

sector, and non-profit sector. The specific instruments used should be selected based on 

their appropriateness to the situation (Burth & Gölitz, 1999).  

Supportive municipal and/or regional policy has been found to be one of the most 

important elements in advancing TOD (Greenberg, 2004). Government incentives can 

encourage developers to build near transit by removing financial and regulatory barriers 

that may exist. Liberal floor space ratios, the marketing of air rights, and the relaxation of 

building codes or parking requirements are all tools local governments have used to 

promote TOD (Cervero et al., 2002; Crane & Boarnet, 2001; Greenberg, 2004; Utter, 

2009). These incentives work by helping keep costs down or improving a developer’s 

return on investment. Local governments, in particular, who control zoning and building 

code requirements, may need to amend policies to provide a clear policy framework and 

effective zoning that create workable projects for developers (Greenberg, 2004). This 

work can occur in partnership with regional actors, including transit agencies, regional 

districts, and metropolitan planning organizations. For example, TriMet, the regional 

transit agency for Portland, Ore., requires that local governments adopt transit-

supportive land development regulations as a condition of the regional investment in 

light rail (Greenberg, 2004). In San Jose, Valley Transportation Authority works with 

cities to plan and develop higher density, mixed-use projects around transit stations 

(Greenberg, 2004). These initiatives aim to set up a self-sustaining framework to 

promote TOD once the planning process is complete. It also helps direct local 

governments into adopting regulatory tools that can promote the development of 

successful TODs.  

Finally, community outreach and collaboration is critical for the success of TOD. 

Unforeseen community opposition has blocked many TOD projects. In the San 

Francisco Bay Area, original plans for BART called for mid-rise apartments and office 

towers around a number of stations. However, neighbours pressured elected officials to 

substantially down-zone properties around stations and place a moratorium on building 

permits (Cervero & Landis, 1997). This story has been repeated in countless cities and 

neighbourhoods across North America, including Oakland, Miami, Atlanta, and Santa 

Clara (Cervero et al., 2002). BART’s experiences have shown that government and 
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community involvement is necessary in promoting station-area development. The mere 

presence of BART has not been enough to spur development. Rather, development has 

occurred in areas where local officials maintained some control and were able to 

influence land-use changes in station areas (Cervero & Landis, 1997).  

Solidifying community support is a critical element to help move local 

governments to plan and zone for TOD. Local and regional governments, as well as 

transit agencies, may all be involved in public outreach and education efforts. In Los 

Angeles, for example, the city developed the Neighbourhood Initiatives Program to plan 

for TOD with a “bottom-up perspective, encouraging small-scale, community-based 

involvement” (Cervero, 1998b). In Seattle, Sound Transit worked with local government 

staff and neighbourhood associations in many critical planning and design phases of the 

LINK light rail project. It also funded local station-area planning activities, a series of 

neighbourhood urban design charrettes, and citizen advisory efforts (Deakin, 2006).  

It is not always enough to make plans and build community support for TOD 

projects. There has to be room for evolution in both the planning and design of TODs. 

Requirements from local governments cannot compel a product the market does not 

seek to provide (Levine, 2005). Given the mobility of private sector investments, 

prescriptive regulations governing land uses near transit will only be successful if 

developers perceive that projects at these sites will offer at least normal profits (Levine, 

2005). Therefore, it is important for local governments to monitor their plans and any 

regulatory requirements used to promote TOD and introduce new tools as necessary. 

There must also be room to adjust requirements as priorities and best practices evolve. 

For example, research by Greenberg (2004) concluded that placemaking, the 

arrangement of physical elements to create a sense of place, is where many first-

generation TOD projects fail to realize their potential; these first-generation projects have 

had success in attracting development and creating density, yet they have had little 

success in creating interesting and cohesive places.  

Experience from Portland, Ore. shows that planning has to be followed up with a 

clear strategy to help move the station area towards implementation (Arrington, 2009). 

The constant monitoring of plans and policies by active and vocal citizen groups has 

helped the planning community learn and reflect on past TOD initiatives. In response, 
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new regulatory and financial tools have been gradually added to the toolkit that planners 

use to shape and promote development near transit stations (Arrington, 2009).  

The literature reveals that development at transit stations and the subsequent 

benefits it may bring to a neighbourhood are not guaranteed. There are certain factors 

required for development to occur. In many cases, government must play a strong role in 

encouraging development through incentives, including modifications to regulatory 

structures. Furthermore, support, involvement, and agreement from community 

members, stakeholders, landowners, and policy makers is essential in securing support 

and shaping outcomes for transit-oriented development projects. Planning for TOD must 

also be viewed as an evolutionary approach; therefore, it requires occasional revisiting 

as new ideas emerge and different tools or resources become available. 

3.2.2. Integration with transit  

Integration of transit with the surrounding neighbourhood is a critical component 

of a successful TOD (Bernick & Cervero, 1997; Boarnet & Compin, 1999; Ewing & 

Bartholomew, 2013; Greenberg, 2004). The principles of urban design (discussed below 

in Section 3.4) are an essential part of achieving this integration among individual 

components within a TOD. Local governments should enact policies in support of these 

principles without being too prescriptive and sacrificing opportunities for creative original 

implementation (Greenberg, 2004). While urban design is important in integrating 

neighbourhoods with transit, the station location itself also plays an important role in 

integrating transit with the adjacent community and must also be considered (Arrington, 

2009; Boarnet & Compin, 1999; Cervero, 1984; Greenberg, 2004; Zimbabwe & 

Anderson, 2011).  

 Transit agencies and senior government partners often have different objectives 

and timelines for planning new transit systems than local governments have when 

planning for growth and development (Greenberg, 2004; Zimbabwe & Anderson, 2011). 

The development of Edmonds Station at its present site is a reflection of these opposing 

objectives. Indeed, the conditions surrounding the selection of the station’s location 

match closely with trends identified by Cervero (1984). Cervero’s research identified a 

tendency among cities to align new light rail systems along abandoned rail corridors, 
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where transit agencies were committed to minimizing costs as opposed to enhancing the 

urban development potential of the transportation system. While this is less expensive 

and disruptive than other alignment options, it does not maximize development 

opportunities and typically does not support local and regional plans for growth and 

development.  

A study of stations served by the San Diego Trolley found that the majority of 

stations had been located along existing rights-of-way and presented several problems 

for TOD (Boarnet & Compin, 1999). These sites were already developed; therefore, 

redevelopment would depend largely on efforts by the city or other entities. The study 

also found that using pre-existing freight rail rights-of-ways presents challenges because 

existing land uses are not conducive to residential development and are typically auto-

oriented rather than transit-oriented. These findings show that the public investment in 

transit will yield the best return in terms of real estate development, transit ridership, and 

other public benefits when it supports existing plans for growth and development. Since 

travel and development patterns are not contained within the boundaries of local 

jurisdictions, TOD is most successful when it is planned as part of a regional network of 

transit-oriented neighborhoods and destinations. Therefore, it requires, that transit 

agencies and governments at all levels “work together to create a feedback loop that 

informs and integrates plans for transit, housing, jobs and other development” 

(Zimbabwe & Anderson, 2011). Such collaboration is essential to link land uses 

throughout different jurisdictions with rapid transit corridor planning in a way that 

considers where and how people travel within the region based on demand for housing, 

jobs, and services in both the present and future. Integrated and coordinated planning 

efforts can make rapid transit investments more successful by yielding supportive land 

use densities and uses that support all-day, frequent transit service.  

3.2.3. Agglomeration economies  

Proximity to materials and markets has historically been the driving factor behind 

the establishment of commercial sectors. Retail firms seek locations that maximize 

accessibility to their target customer markets, usually in high traffic volume corridors 

(Button & Reggiani, 2011). Similarly, office firms cite accessibility to clients and 

employees as key factors in their location decisions (Button & Reggiani, 2011). 
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Agglomeration economies are the benefits that come when complementary firms and 

people locate near one another in cities and high density industrial clusters (Button & 

Reggiani, 2011; Glaeser, 2010). These economic benefits are conferred by ease of 

access and face-to-face contact among businesses, labour, and consumers (Suzuki et 

al., 2013). Transport infrastructure, and the accessibility provided by it, is critical in 

allowing for the development of industrial, commercial, or retail clusters (Button & 

Reggiani, 2011). 

In the retail sector, agglomeration economies play out as stores that offer goods 

and services to consumers locate in close proximity to each other (Teller & Schnedlitz, 

2012). Nelson (1958) found that store clusters promote a ‘cumulative attraction’ which 

makes spatial retail networks more advantageous than scattered retail locations. From 

the customer’s point of view, retail agglomerations have been found to be important for 

the planning and undertaking of mutli-purpose shopping trips (Arentze et al., 2005; 

Ghosh, 1986; Oppewal & Holyoake, 2004). Within retail clusters, customers enjoy 

economies in search, with a wider selection and variety of products (Fujita & Thisse, 

2013). Furthermore, once a customer arrives at a retail cluster, the travel costs are sunk 

and multiple retailers can be visited at low to no cost (Fujita & Thisse, 2013).  

The central business district has historically been the point of maximum 

accessibility, resulting in the most intensive land use and highest land values in the city 

(Button & Reggiani, 2011). Other high land use, high land value locations tend to be 

found at important transport intersections, such as along major road or rail arterials and 

at highway or public transit interchanges. Furthermore, as transport improvements are 

made within the urban area, sites that previously had limited accessibility become ripe 

for new development (Button & Reggiani, 2011). This is where sites of transit-oriented 

development stand to benefit, if they are able to capitalize on rapid transit investments to 

establish a more compact model of urban development that increases the concentration 

of people and economic activities, and thus promote economic, business, and social 

interactions (Xiao et al., 2015). 

However, the mere presence of transit is not a sufficient condition to establish the 

retail and commercial cores that are critical components of TOD. The formation of new 

retail and commercial cores is contingent on economic forces. Although, most 
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homebuyers regularly express a preference for “shops within walking distance” and like 

the idea of having a corner store or café in their neighborhood, the viability of such 

establishments comes down to the population density needed to support such 

businesses (Campoli & MacLean, 2007). To survive, retail and commercial 

establishments need a large potential customer base, much larger than might be 

intuitively thought. The larger a grocery store is, and the more extensive its selection, the 

more customers it needs to stay in business. A supermarket requires approximately 

40,000 residents within a ten-minute drive, while a large warehouse-style store, like a 

Wal-Mart Supercentre, can require a customer base of up to half million households 

within a twenty-minute drive (Campoli & MacLean, 2007; Marshall, 2010). Even a small 

restaurant or pharmacy require high traffic volumes, whether by foot or car (Marshall, 

2010).  

At higher densities, it is possible to offer more amenities within a smaller 

geographical area. For retailers, the denser the distribution of people, the denser the 

distribution of stores can be. An urban streetfront needs approximately 10,000 families 

living within walking distance or about 20,000 residents within 800 metres (Arnold et al., 

2012; Marshall, 2010). Density is not simply limited to residents; daytime population can 

be an important element in establishing a critical mass of customers. Approximately 15% 

of household purchases originate from the workplace; therefore, daytime populations are 

important for retailers, especially in the food and beverage industry (Arnold et al., 2012). 

Transit stations and exchanges can also provide critical traffic volumes to support retail, 

by offering increased foot traffic through journeys to and from transit, as well as from 

riders transferring from bus to rail.  

Even if land uses surrounding station areas support these standards and 

establish densities that provide a critical mass for retailers, TODs may face an uphill 

battle in establishing new retail clusters due to the economies of agglomeration. Stahl 

(1982) observed that a retailer “upon choosing a profit maximizing location, is confronted 

with the alternative either to establish a local monopoly within a small market area by 

lack of variety…or to join other firms in a competitive marketplace with a large market 

area.” Stahl finds that given the two options, a new firm entering the market will choose 

to join the incumbents, thus leading to larger agglomeration. These findings demonstrate 

the possible difficulty in establishing new commercial cores in a TOD. It shows the need 
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to consider the key criteria that retailers use in evaluating retail submarkets, as a way to 

guide, shape and inform development in a TOD. Key criteria retailers use for 

establishing new outlets, including population, daytime population, vehicular traffic 

counts, and pedestrian counts, can be positively influenced by the urban design and 

zoning of station areas (Arnold et al., 2012). Furthermore, other key criteria, such as 

neighbouring retail competition and regional accessibility, can be considerations in the 

selection of station locations that can be successful as sites for TOD (Arnold et al., 

2012). Acknowledging and addressing these factors will help influence development at 

rapid transit stations by dictating the economic viability of local retail and commercial 

cores critical to the success of TODs. 

3.3. The role of urban design 

3.3.1. The need for urban design 

Urban design is “the process of creating, making, and managing spaces and 

places for people” (Carmona, 2010; Cooper & Boyko, 2010; Rowley, 1994). Urban 

design helps ensure the continuity of the urban experience, allowing for spaces that are 

fluid across private and public realms (Sternberg, 2000). It also creates a cohesive vision 

so that development does not solely reflect the individual interest of a single developer 

or land owner (Sternberg, 2000). Urban design shapes how urban environments look, 

feel, and are used. As such, urban design affects people’s sensory experiences, as well 

as their reactions and responses within these environments (Cooper & Boyko, 2010; 

Greed & Roberts, 1998). Urban design focuses on two fundamental elements – 

placemaking and pedestrian orientation. Together these elements provide guidance and 

direction for architects, planners, developers, and municipalities. Without this, urban and 

suburban areas often become characterized by haphazard development that serves a 

singular purpose, uninspiring streetscapes, and poor connections between uses 

(Calthorpe, 1993).  

Urban design is one of the most neglected and least well-understood aspects of 

TOD, partially because of the challenge of quantifying the impact of urban design on 

transportation outcomes (Cervero et al., 2002; Jacobson & Forsyth, 2008). TOD projects 

depend on good urban design to coordinate transportation types, mix land uses, and 
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create an appealing public space. These elements are critical because TODs seek to 

accomplish a number of interrelated goals for different types of users. The higher 

densities and mixed uses that ultimately attract a diverse user base mean that TODs 

must be inviting, attractive, and offer a higher visual quality than developments with a 

single purpose. This is due to the fact that people have different standards and different 

reasons for using the same space (Jacobson & Forsyth, 2008).  

3.3.2. Placemaking 

Urban design is a necessary element for placemaking, which is the collaborative 

process by which we can shape our public realm to maximize shared value (Project for 

Public Spaces, 2015). Good urban design relies on an arrangement of physical elements 

to create a sense of place (Lynch, 2007). Therefore, designers should pay attention to 

social, visual, and land use dimensions to create attractive spaces that are diverse, 

colourful, interesting, and safe for all users (Dittmar & Poticha, 2004; Ewing & 

Bartholomew, 2013; Jacobson & Forsyth, 2008). Lynch (2007) finds that people form a 

visual perception of their urban environments; he terms this “imageability.” Imageability 

builds a strong case for using urban design to prioritize human needs by creating 

people-oriented places. Places that are poorly designed or are not scaled to the human 

form will provide little opportunity for human interaction or pleasure (Ewing & 

Bartholomew, 2013; Lynch, 2007).  

For TOD to be successful, the principles of urban design should create a physical 

environment that coordinates varying land uses and transportation modes, establishes 

public spaces that people want to spend time in, and that serves the needs of residents. 

To be successful, TODs should feature elements such as land use diversity, mixed uses, 

a jobs-housing balance, and mid-to-high densities (Bernick & Cervero, 1997; Calthorpe, 

1993; Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). There are many dimensions and scales involved in 

planning and designing TODs. Focusing on one of the smallest scales – the pedestrian – 

can allow TODs to achieve numerous interrelated goals, such as encouraging transit 

usage, offering individuals a space to enjoy and interact in, and creating a sense of 

place for different types of users (Bernick & Cervero, 1997; Ewing & Bartholomew, 

2013).  
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3.3.3. Pedestrian Orientation 

Deeply embedded into the purpose and role of TODs is the creation of 

pedestrian-friendly environments. Pedestrian movement and experience is connected to 

many elements of TOD; it serves, for example, to support transit ridership and 

commercial activity, while reducing reliance on automobiles and promoting walking as a 

sustainable transportation mode. In The New Transit Town, Dittmar and Poticha (2004) 

focus primarily on creating pedestrian-friendly projects as a cornerstone of TOD. They 

find that “one of the greatest limitations of TODs is that not enough attention has been 

paid to making them attractive and pedestrian friendly places.”  

 Dittmar and Poticha find that the integration of transit and pedestrian supportive 

features into TOD projects should begin as early as the conceptualization stage. This 

allows a cohesive and creative vision to be crafted; a vision that can support a strong 

pedestrian environment and help create a successful TOD. The value of the individual 

elements that make up urban design is when they all come together. The transformation 

of neighbourhoods into pedestrian friendly, transit-supportive ones can occur as the 

neighbourhood evolves. Over time elements can be redesigned, modified, and retrofitted 

to a human scale that can be welcoming to pedestrians and transit users (Bernick & 

Cervero, 1997).  

Furthermore, there is no one size fits all approach; instead, urban design should 

reflect the local context. It is important to recognize the differences between places and 

implement appropriate development strategies (Dittmar & Poticha, 2004). For example, 

what might work for a TOD in suburban contexts may not be applicable to older 

neighbourhoods close to downtown. Therefore, the scale, amenities, architecture, and 

overall land use should reflect the needs of the community and correspond to the level of 

transit service provided to the TOD (Calthorpe, 1993).  

3.4. Urban Design Principles for Transit-Oriented 
Development 

For the most part, TODs embody many of the same urban design elements 

found in the neo-traditional and New Urbanism movements. Six general urban design 
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principles are defined as key elements for transit-oriented development. These principles 

have been identified and built upon by a number of authors, using a range of terminology 

(Campoli, 2012; Cervero & Kockelman, 1997; Ewing & Cervero, 2010; Ewing et al., 

2011; Ogra & Ndebele, 2014; TransLink, 2012). For the purposes of this research, the 

principles have been adopted as: destination accessibility, distance to transit, human 

scale development, density, diversity, and demand management. Collectively, these 

elements are referenced as the “six Ds” (Ogra & Ndebele, 2014; TransLink, 2012). 

These principles address placemaking and pedestrian orientation, the two objectives 

highlighted in Section 3.3. They also provide a device for defining, measuring, and 

evaluating transit-oriented development.  

The “six Ds” have been used as a planning framework by academics, 

municipalities, and other public agencies. TransLink, the regional public transit provider 

and regional transportation planning agency for Greater Vancouver, utilized these six 

principles as part of their Transit-Oriented Communities strategy.2 This strategy is 

intended to highlight the key attributes of urban design that most strongly influence travel 

behaviour.  

The following is a summary of literature regarding transit-oriented development 

and urban design grouped by the “six D’s”. Ideas, guidelines, and evidence presented in 

the TOD literature were assembled into these principles to guide the analysis. In some 

instances, there may be overlap between concepts identified for each principle.  

3.4.1. Destination Accessibility 

Destination accessibility refers to “how closely a place is located to the 

destinations to which people travel most regularly” (Campoli, 2012). It represents the 

number of opportunities people have to reach the places they want to go. Therefore, it 

measures the ease of access to the range of activities people need on a daily, weekly, or 

monthly basis. It is enhanced by mobility, the speed between two points, as well as 

proximity, distance, and time between two points. Destination accessibility is a factor of 

2 The “design” principle in TransLink’s Transit-Oriented Communities Design Guidelines (2012) has 
been adopted as “development at the human scale” for the purposes of this research.  
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both regional and local destinations (Stoker et al., 2015). This variable is measured by 

the distance or travel time to a central business district, town centres, large employers, 

or other key activity centres. For local accessibility, it can also be examined by how 

many jobs or attractions there are within a three-minute drive or fifteen-minute walk 

(Ewing & Cervero, 2010).  

Destination accessibility is the variable most strongly associated in affecting 

distances traveled by residents (Stoker et al., 2015). It relates to both motorized and 

non-motorized travel. Neighbourhoods with mixed commercial and residential uses have 

lower travel distances because residents have opportunities for shorter trips and trip 

chaining (Stoker et al., 2015). For example, downtowns represent a clustering of 

destinations, particularly regional employers and attractions. Therefore, places close to 

downtowns have easy access to the jobs and services concentrated there. This, in turn, 

makes it easier for trips into and out of downtown to be made on foot, by bike, or transit 

(Campoli, 2012).  

3.4.2. Distance to Transit 

For a TOD to be successful it should exploit urban design to strengthen the bond 

between transit service and the immediate community it serves (Cervero et al., 2002). 

Distance to transit refers to how long it takes residents and workers to reach transit 

services. Also included in this principle is accessibility to transit, such as features that 

facilitate or encourage this access or reduce total travel distance to help sustain transit 

investments.  

People will often be willing to walk longer distances in areas with better urban 

design that have shops, sidewalks, and trees (Canepa, 2007; Pikora et al., 2003). Travel 

to and from stations is also a key dimension of the transit journeys and has been found 

to play heavily in customers’ overall journey satisfaction (Brons et al., 2009). 

Furthermore, within stations the quality of transit facilities, such as signage, travel 

information, and amenities, can also serve to attract and encourage ridership (Brons et 

al., 2009).  
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There is a higher propensity to use transit if trip origins and destinations are 

located within close proximity to transit (TransLink, 2010b). Development should ideally 

be concentrated within a 10-minute walk of transit (Campoli, 2012). The 500 metre 

radius for the study area of this research project represents a 5 to 8-minute walk in a 

straight line. However, the actual route to the station along streets and paths may be 

longer and take more time. This is usually a function of larger blocks and fewer 

intersections, which makes it more difficult for pedestrians to navigate the station area 

(Metropolitan Council, 2014). A fine-grained street network with many connections, for 

example, will shorten the walk to transit by providing more direct routes (TransLink, 

2010c).  

Smaller city blocks produce a highly connected street pattern, which allows more 

destinations to be easily linked and shortens walking distances (Ewing & Bartholomew, 

2013). Where possible, short blocks can promote circulation by increasing the density of 

intersections. Alleyways, mid-block paths, and other connections that facilitate 

movement can improve accessibility. For example, a suburb with cul-de-sacs can still 

provide connectivity by creating paths to connect the cul-de-sac to a nearby road. 

The presence of sidewalks en route to transit will increase the odds of using 

transit, while crosswalks will increase the number of pedestrians traveling along the road 

segment (Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). Sidewalks should be continuous, well 

maintained, and safe. The number of driving lanes should be minimized in favour of 

wider sidewalks, bike paths, or other human-oriented features. Two to four lanes are 

recommended because drivers have been found to behave less aggressively on these 

streets and be involved in fewer collisions. Furthermore, the lower vehicle speeds and 

shorter crossing distances make narrower streets more comfortable for pedestrians 

(Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). Traffic calming measures, such as bump-outs, on-street 

parking, trees and vegetation, speed tables, or raised intersections, can be used to 

reduce the speed of cars and improve pedestrian comfort (Metropolitan Council, 2014).  

3.4.3. Development at the Human Scale  

Transit-oriented communities need to be developed with the needs of people in 

mind. This ensures that people of all ages and abilities can access and enjoy a 
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comfortable, safe, delightful, and inviting public realm. Therefore, developments should 

focus on creating places for people. The inclusion of high-quality, pedestrian-oriented 

streets or public spaces that are safe and feature visual elements, such as art or 

landscaping, improves the quality of journeys, adds interest, and creates comfort. All of 

these elements work together to increase the likelihood that people will choose public 

transportation, walking, or cycling (Campoli, 2012; TransLink, 2010c).  

Pedestrian supportive elements can include: street-walls of ground-floor retail; 

varied building heights, textures, and façades that enhance the walking experience; 

integration of major commercial centres with the transit facility; grid street patterns that 

allow origins and destinations to be connected easily; and the provision of attractive 

landscaping, continuous paved sidewalks, street furniture, and safe street crossings 

(Bernick & Cervero, 1997; Calthorpe, 1993; Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). Buildings 

should be oriented to the primary street with minimal setbacks; as much as possible, the 

primary façade should be uninterrupted along the street. Anchor features in the 

architecture of buildings can help establish a sense of place. Setbacks can be used to 

make higher density structures less imposing for pedestrians (Metropolitan Council, 

2014). All these elements work to make intimately scaled streetscapes that maintain the 

visual interest of pedestrians and cyclists, enhance the attractiveness and safety of the 

street environment, and provide safety (TransLink, 2010c).  

The provision of street furniture, such as pedestrian scale streetlights, banners, 

benches, or trash receptacles can be used to make the street more attractive for 

walking. Trees should be used to provide a continuous canopy for shade, while planters, 

hanging baskets, and vegetation should be utilized to create visual interest and soften 

the streetscape from eye to ground level. Because the compact nature of TODs means 

that there will be less private open space for each household, a variety of public open 

spaces should be included, such as major parks, linear greenbelts, neighbourhood 

parks, or urban plazas (IBI Group, 2004). 

3.4.4. Density 

Density is the measure of the intensity of land use. Density is measured in 

different ways, such as people per hectare, jobs per hectare, or floor space ratios. Within 
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the TOD context, density refers to “a higher concentration of infrastructure and 

amenities, and a compact built environment that allows more workers to live near transit” 

(Campoli, 2012). It draws origins and destination closer together resulting in shorter 

average trip lengths. Shorter trip lengths, in turn, open up the option to make trips using 

a wider variety of modes. Additionally, density is an important element for TODs to be 

successful, as higher densities generally support greater levels of transit service by 

placing more potential riders in the same amount of space (Arrington & Cervero, 2008). 

Handy (2005) finds that, “All else equal, residents of neighbourhoods with higher levels 

of density, land use mix, transit accessibility, and pedestrian friendliness drive less than 

residents of neighbourhoods with lower levels of these characteristics.”  

Without high enough densities, transit may fail to attract enough passengers from 

within the station walkshed to sustain frequent, all-day transit service. Therefore, it is 

critical to concentrate most growth and development within the pedestrian catchment 

areas of transit stops (TransLink, 2010c). A minimum residential density of 75 units per 

hectare is recommended to create critical mass for TOD streets and public spaces in the 

context of SkyTrain or dedicated rapid transit line (IBI Group, 2004; Ontario Ministry of 

Transportation, 2012). This translates into approximately 160 residents and jobs 

combined per hectare (Ontario Ministry of Transportation, 2012). Generally, higher 

densities should be concentrated closest to transit stations to minimize walking 

distances for the greatest amount of people. With the highest densities located at transit 

stations, density should gradually step down to meet the scale of the existing 

neighbourhood. Since employment uses tend to generate more trips throughout the 

weekday and more trips overall than residential uses, concentrating high-intensity 

employment uses like office buildings within walking distance of frequent transit is the 

most effective way to build transit demand and justify service improvements (TransLink, 

2010c).  

3.4.5. Diversity 

It is widely acknowledged that TODs should be diverse in their land use 

compositions. Diversity refers to “a mix of land uses located within close proximity, 

preferably accessible by foot or a short transit trip” (Campoli, 2012). Mixed uses attract 

people throughout the day and encourages residents and workers to shop and spend 
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locally. A mix of land uses should include residential, commercial, institutional, light 

industrial, and entertainment where possible. Mixed uses can also include vertical mixing 

within a building, horizontal mixing of adjacent uses, or a mix of uses within a wider area. 

This places complementary and context-appropriate shops, services, housing types, 

employment, and public realm uses together, allowing people to meet most of their daily 

needs nearby, many times on foot.  

A higher degree of mixed land uses increases the likelihood that a desired 

destination is nearby. Increased land use diversity creates a potential reduction in travel 

distance by allowing individuals to combine more than one destination in each trip, which 

studies have associated with reduced driving (Cervero et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2007; 

Frank et al., 2008; TransLink, 2010c). A mixture of land uses also helps to balance 

demand for transit. Many land uses generate demand for transit service only at specific 

times of the day, week, or year. A mix of uses will generate transit demand not only in 

the peak period, but also in the midday and evening, and weekends. Land uses that 

generate trips in off-peak times include retail, service, residential, and entertainment 

(TransLink, 2010c).  

Diversity also extends to demographic diversity. Planning approaches for mixed 

uses should also “encourage every price point to live around transit” (Dunphy et al., 

2003). Therefore, housing diversity should also be included to have a mixed housing 

stock with a variety of housing types suitable for a range of incomes. Through mixed 

housing types, TOD also offers an opportunity to form a community with a broader 

cross-section of people, support transit ridership, and address transit inequality. For 

example, neighbourhoods with lower-income residents tend to have higher demand for 

transit (Ewing & Cervero, 2001). Neighbourhoods with housing that is typically occupied 

by seniors or students tend to have higher mid-day, evening and weekend demand, 

justifying improved off-peak service (TransLink, 2010c).  

3.4.6. Demand Management 

TODs should accommodate a balance of modes, including trips by personal 

vehicles, in the most efficient manner possible. Ultimately, individuals will weigh the 

relative financial and time costs of their different travel options. Therefore, “if it is still 
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significantly easier, cheaper, and faster to drive – changes to the built environment will 

not lead to significant increases in transit demand” (TransLink, 2010c).  

Traditionally, most developments have utilized parking lots to meet demand, 

resulting in more parking than is necessary. Parking is a feature of the built environment 

that has a considerable impact on travel behaviour, yet is often overlooked (Campoli, 

2012). The availability of convenient parking is a major detriment for transit usage (IBI 

Group, 2004). Furthermore, surface parking is land consumptive and discourages 

walking. Therefore, parking should be shared among station area users, particularly if 

there are complementary peak use times that vary by land use type (Metropolitan 

Council, 2014). Buildings should be placed near streets, not behind parking areas; 

therefore, underground or off-lane parking is encouraged. Another effective demand 

management strategy is to relax parking standards and actively manage parking supply 

and pricing. Limiting off-street parking supply and charging for short-term parking can 

reduce the overall attractiveness of driving, while encouraging higher levels of parking 

turn-over. Where parking is not metered, decreasing parking time limits can have a 

similar effect (TransLink, 2010c).  

The presence of car sharing services can provide additional mobility options to 

residents who primarily walk or take transit. Policy choices, such as unbundling parking 

from monthly rent and reinvesting parking revenues in public space enhancements or 

transportation demand management (TDM) strategies can help reduce the overall 

demand for parking spaces, while supporting the continued investment and 

management of parking infrastructure and public spaces. 

3.5. Summary 

The literature review has provided a look into the factors that influence 

development at rapid transit stations and the role urban design plays in delivering on the 

objectives of transit-oriented development. The literature on these aspects of TOD 

establishes a strong contextual framework for this research project. This framework 

illuminates the fact that for development to occur, a number of conditions are required, 

including supportive policy and consensus from the community, government, and other 

stakeholders. Furthermore, urban design is important for integrating transit with the 
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community, coordinating transportation types, mixing land uses, providing sufficient 

densities to support transit service, and creating appealing spaces that facilitate access 

to transit. If the Edmonds Station area is to be considered successful as a transit-

oriented development it must also be a physical environment that reinforces and 

promotes these principles. 

The following chapter outlines the methodology used to explore the historical 

context of development around Edmonds Station and to develop a qualitative and 

quantitative understanding of the built environment. Evaluation tools are presented to 

assess the area and establish the overall success of urban design within the station 

area.  
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Chapter 4. Methodology & Data Collection  

This research project utilizes mixed methods to evaluate how the built 

environment around Edmonds Station lives up to the urban design goals and objectives 

of TOD. Data was collected through a content review of historical documents, 

quantitative analysis of spatial data, direct observation of the study area, and qualitative 

interviews. The focus of this project was to understand and evaluate the station area in 

its present state. As part of this, however, it was also necessary to understand the area’s 

planning history and factors that may have influenced the built urban form. The multiple 

methods approach provided the researcher with a strong analysis framework on which to 

thoroughly evaluate the case study.  

As mentioned in Section 2.2, little is known about outputs or outcomes of TOD, 

and there is a demand for best-case practices that can guide future projects. This 

research project was conducted as a single-site case study. The case study approach 

provides an understanding of a complex issue or object that will expand the academic 

knowledge and experience on the subject.  

 Researcher Robert K. Yin defines the case study research method as an 

“empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life 

context in which multiple sources of evidence are used” (Yin, 2013). There are three 

situations that create relevant opportunities for applying the case study method for 

research. First, case studies are pertinent when the research addresses either a 

descriptive question – for example, “what is happening?” or “what has happened?” (Yin, 

2013). Second, by emphasizing the study of a phenomenon within its real-world context, 

the case study method favours the collection of data in natural settings, compared with 

relying on “derived” data (Bromley, 1986). Third, the case study method is commonly 

used in conducting evaluations. This research question for this project addresses all 

three of these situations.  
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4.1. Content Review 

 A content review to evaluate primary source documents was conducted to 

accomplish two objectives: (1) to place the site in context through case history, and (2) 

to identify commonalities between area plans and the goals and objectives of TOD.  

Data sources for the first objective include the Official Community Plan (1987), 

Edmonds Station Area Plan (1994), regional planning documents from the Greater 

Vancouver Regional District (GVRD), reports to Burnaby City Council by long-time 

planning director Anthony Lea Parr, newspaper articles, photographs, maps, and 

previously conducted historical research reports. Approximately 45 planning documents 

and 30 newspaper articles were reviewed, representing around 300 pages of primary 

source material. Notes were compiled using these documents to identify key events and 

planning processes to produce a short written narrative and understand the historical 

timeline. In order to capture elements and objectives for the Edmonds neighbourhood in 

the planning and construction phase of the SkyTrain, documents for the first objective of 

the content review are from 1975 to coincide with the publication of The Livable Region 

Plan (1975). Data sources for the second objective include the Official Community Plan 

(1987), Edmonds Station Area Plan (1994), planning reports, zoning maps, and Burnaby 

City Council meeting minutes. Documents for this portion of the content review are from 

1987 onwards, to coincide with the Official Community Plan (1987), which laid the initial 

framework for transit-oriented development at Edmonds.  

4.2. Quantitative Analysis  

 Quantitative analysis was used to evaluate quantifiable spatial variables and 

metrics for the study area. A database was created to capture metadata at the parcel 

level on items such as number of units, parcel size, year built, or building type. Metadata 

was collected from parcel maps, zoning maps, and real estate websites. This allowed for 

basic calculation and evaluation of metrics on an area-wide level, which was then 

analyzed against parameters drawn from the TOD literature. The quantitative analysis 

also evaluated intersection densities, population densities, and land uses, as a way of 

understanding and evaluating different elements of TOD; such as, pedestrian 

connectivity and mix of uses. Data for the quantitative analysis was collected from the 
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City of Burnaby’s online GIS platform, Statistics Canada, aerial imagery, and land use 

maps.  

4.3. Semi-Structured Observation  

Semi-structured observation was conducted to allow the researcher to evaluate 

the urban design of the Edmonds Station area. The semi-structured observations were 

guided by a note-taking matrix, but offered the researcher flexibility in terms of depth and 

focus of individual comments. The observations were supplemented by online aerial 

photographs and Google Street View images for additional analysis. The semi-structured 

observation visits were conducted on August 22 and September 13, 2015. The 

observation evaluated every block within the study area. Photographs were taken during 

the site visits of the public space environment. The observations also presented an 

opportunity to specifically visualize any questions or points of interest that emerged from 

the content review. Furthermore, the visits provided a familiarity of the area that was 

required to develop the sampling of segments to be observed under the structured 

observation, per the methodology of the Irvine Minnesota Inventory (discussed in 

Section 4.4).  

Throughout the observations, the researcher took notes to aid in the evaluation 

of the study area’s urban design. A note taking matrix was developed based around the 

six principles of transit-oriented development highlighted in Section 3.4. To summarize 

the observation findings, a neighbourhood-level TOD checklist was adapted from the 

TransLink Transit-Oriented Communities Design Guidelines (2012). This checklist was 

developed for municipalities and stakeholders in evaluating development proposals, 

community plans, and other elements relevant to the urban design principles of TOD.  

4.4. Urban Design Inventory (Structured Observation)  

Structured observation was conducted to further evaluate and quantify the 

performance of urban design in the Edmonds Station area. The structured observation 

was conducted using the Irvine Minnesota Inventory (Day et al. 2006). This instrument 

focuses on measuring physical environment features linked to walking and cycling. As 
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discussed in the literature review, pedestrian connectivity and walkability is a 

cornerstone of TOD theory. Therefore, this instrument provides indicators on which to 

evaluate the success of transit-oriented development. The instrument has been 

previously used by Jacobson & Forsyth (2008) as a data input for analyzing various 

American TOD projects in terms of urban design. 

The Irvine Minnesota Inventory (IMI) addresses physical environment features 

related to accessibility, pleasurability, comfort, and safety (Day et al., 2006). The unit of 

analysis for the Irvine Minnesota Inventory is the segment. A segment is defined as a 

block face, including both facing sides of the street. The observation instrument asks 

“yes/no” questions regarding the presence of certain elements within a segment. In 

some cases, the observer may be asked to count the number of instances an element 

occurs along the segment. The structured nature of these checklists allows observations 

to be quantified. 

Not all blocks must be observed, with a suggested sampling of 25%. The 

sampling methodology is semi-random, allowing for manipulation by the researcher so 

unique or distinctive segments may be included in the sample. The Edmonds Station 

study area has 41 identifiable segments. Only public roads and alleys were considered 

as segments for the purposes of this study. Private driveways were not considered for 

observation. Pathways and trails were also not considered, due to the fact that in some 

cases these paths parallel existing roadways; in other cases, there is lack of observable 

development along the pathways through forested areas.  

Sixteen segments were selected for observation. Segments were selected after 

completion of the semi-structured observation, so that the researcher was familiar with 

the neighbourhood. Selected segments represent a geographic distribution, reflect 

different land uses, and demonstrate other unique features. Figure 2 illustrates which 

segments have been selected for observation. Per the Codebook, two observers – the 

researcher and an assistant – visited each setting separately so that the reliability of 

inventory responses can be calculated. Structured observations were conducted by both 

observers on September 27 and October 17, 2015, with one half of the sampled 

segments observed on the first visit, and the remaining half observed on the second.  
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Figure 2. Irvine Minnesota Inventory Sampled Segments (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

Three sets of reliability tests were run on the datasets: (1) answer-to-answer, (2) 

for each observed segment, and (3) for each question. A 20% disagreement threshold is 

established for reliability tests by Boarnet et al. (2006). For the first reliability test, the 

answer from each question and segment was compared to the response of the other 

observer. A total of 2,816 questions were answered as part of the inventory (176 

questions x 16 segments). Reliability among all inventory questions was extremely high, 

with 93% of the two observers’ responses matching. The 7% of answers which did not 

match were excluded from further analysis. Next, the reliability test was run for each 

observed segment. For each individual segment, disagreement rates ranged from 4% to 

9%, within the acceptable range of disagreement permissible (Boarnet et al., 2006). 

Therefore, all segments had sufficient reliability to be included in further analysis.  

The final reliability test was conducted at the individual question level. Out of the 

176 questions in the inventory, 158 questions had less than 20% disagreement among 

responses for that question. 19 questions had greater than 20% disagreement. The 

result is that 90% (158 of 176) of the observed variables had strong agreement among 

the two observers. Therefore, the majority of results of the inventory can be determined 
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to be reliable for a majority of the questions. Questions with a level of disagreement 

above the threshold were excluded from consideration in further analysis. 

Upon completion of the reliability tests, the results were broken out into four 

domains – (1) accessibility, (2) pleasurability, (3) comfort, and (4) safety – for further 

analysis. The Irvine Minnesota Inventory Codebook assigns each question to one of the 

four domains. Inventory results were then analyzed within these four domains. The 

results for each question were then evaluated to determine whether or not the presence 

(or absence) of that feature within the study area is positive, negative, or neutral for the 

factor. This was a manual process conducted by the researcher, as there was no 

threshold that could be evenly applied for each question. For example, in some cases, 

there are features that would be expected to be in nearly every segment, such as a 

sidewalk. Other features, such as a community centre or library, would only be expected 

to show up once in a neighbourhood.  

4.5. Qualitative Interviews 

 Qualitative interviews were used to supplement the other sources of data 

collection and provide a local perspective in the research. Qualitative interviews use 

guiding questions, but remain open to the flow of dialogue (Babbie & Benaquisto, 2009). 

Interviews were designed to provide both a historical context to the development and 

planning at Edmonds Station, as well as to gain insights to the as-built nature of the 

station area. Interviewees were asked about Edmonds’ planning history and how 

development has been guided by municipal plans. They were also asked about 

Edmonds’ strengths and weaknesses in regard to transit-oriented development theory. 

Finally, interviewees were asked to reflect on how well the neighbourhood implemented 

objectives set out by the Edmonds Town Centre Plan.  

Interviews were conducted with six professionals familiar with the planning 

history and the present day development at Edmonds. They included municipal planning 

directors, urban designers, realtors, and community business leaders. Participants’ 

names were identified through documents evaluated as part of the content review (i.e. a 

report’s author). Each interviewee was asked questions pertaining to their specific 

involvement and experiences working with the study area. The basis for each interview 
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was to further the researcher’s understanding on topics that had been uncovered during 

previous stages of data collection, specific to each interviewee’s field. Data gathered 

through interviews was used to help draw conclusions. Interviews were key in gathering 

a sense of the conversations that took place during the planning processes which have 

shaped the Edmonds area. Interviews were transcribed and coded using qualitative 

analysis software to identify common themes among responses. Interviewee statements 

have been attributed within the findings of this research.  
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Chapter 5. History of Edmonds Town Centre  
and Station 

The development of the Edmonds Station area has been guided by both 

Burnaby’s sector approach to planning and Metro Vancouver’s growth management 

strategy. Both these planning approaches have focused on nodal planning at town 

centres. Nodal planning allows for the strategic location of urban services and 

opportunities. It also serves as a basis for accommodating and organizing higher density 

development. Nodal planning strongly relates to transit-oriented development theory and 

can address many of the same concerns, such as urban sprawl, traffic congestion, and 

environmental degradation. When combined with high quality transit links, nodal 

planning offers an opportunity to address land-use and transportation issues 

simultaneously by providing an opportunity to widen the choices people have on where 

to live and how to travel (Calthorpe & Fulton, 2001; Dittmar & Ohland, 2004; Duany et 

al., 2010). 

Burnaby’s town centre model saw the city divided into four sectors in the 1987 

Official Community Plan and established town centres at Brentwood, Lougheed, 

Metrotown and Edmonds. These four town centres, plus UniverCity and Burnaby 

Heights are the only areas designated for high density development in Burnaby. The 

foundation of the town centres was based around the idea that each would serve its 

individual sector with a range of housing, community amenities, and recreation facilities. 

This has helped concentrate city services alongside commercial and retail opportunities 

in defined areas slated for residential densification and growth. The plans contributing to 

the town centre approach have become part of an overarching municipal structure and 

have withstood changes in political leadership. It has made development predictable and 

concentrated in Burnaby. Furthermore, many of the objectives outlined in the town 

centre concept support transit-oriented development theory by promoting densities that 

sustain transit investments, land-use compositions that mix and enrich the urban 
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environment, and high quality public spaces (Cervero, 2002; Dittmar & Ohland, 2004; 

Dunphy et al., 2003; Jacobson & Forsyth, 2008).  

The town centre concept has been instrumental in encouraging development that 

is transit-oriented within the Edmonds Station area. However, the trends of development 

seen in Burnaby did not occur in isolation. Rather, the concept of town centres and 

subsequent development seen at Edmonds is tied closely with “the evolution of regional 

planning in the Lower Mainland” (Pereira, 2011). Therefore, it is pertinent to understand 

the history of Burnaby’s town centres in tandem with the history of regional planning in 

Greater Vancouver.  

5.1. Regional Planning 

The regional town centres concept grew out of growth management strategies 

first introduced by the Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board (LMRPB). In 1952, the 

Board produced a non-binding plan, The Lower Mainland Looks Ahead, which called for 

“a decentralized pattern of metropolitan growth into smaller dispersed towns, led by 

industrial dispersal” (LMRPB, 1952). This represents one of the first mentions for a 

decentralization plan for the Greater Vancouver region (Pereira, 2011). A decade later 

the LMRPB produced its second planning document, Chance and Challenge (1963). 

This document strengthened the decentralization call and recommended that the Lower 

Mainland develop a network of new population centres on existing sites or in green 

fields, each containing at least 100,000 residents, separated by productive countryside, 

and linked by a freeway network (Tate, 2009). The concept went on to be adopted by 

member municipalities in 1966 as part of the LMRPB’s Official Lower Mainland Regional 

Plan (Pereira, 2011).  

Due to conflicting political interests and concerns at the provincial level, the 

LMRPB was dismantled and replaced by the Greater Vancouver Regional District 

(GVRD) in 1967 (Pereira, 2011). In 1975, the GVRD passed The Liveable Region 

1976/1986, the most comprehensive growth management strategy yet (Perkins, 1992). 

The Liveable Region signalled a commitment to decentralization policy that had been 

promoted in the past (GVRD, 1975a). This time, however, the political environment 

appeared better suited for such a move (Pereira, 2011). The Liveable Region Plan 
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sought to shift development opportunities from Downtown Vancouver into the suburbs, 

where the region’s population growth was forecasted to boom (Perkins, 1992). It was 

hoped that by creating highly urban spaces in specific geographically contained centres, 

residents could live and work in the same local area, helping to reduce commuting 

movements and traffic congestion (GVRD, 1975a). The plan also introduced the notion 

of the Regional Town Centre (RTC), describing it as:  

A Regional Town Centre is like the downtown of a small city. It has 
virtually everything one needs on a day-to-day basis. It is small enough 
so that it is possible to know and be known by local merchants, but large 
enough to provide libraries, health clinics, theatres and perhaps a 
community college. It should also be large enough to support practices for 
lawyers, insurance agents and all those other services one occasionally 
needs (GVRD, 1975a). 

The Livable Region recommended the immediate dedication of two Regional 

Town Centres: Burnaby’s Central Park (present-day Metrotown) and New Westminster’s 

Downtown (GVRD, 1975b). Metrotown, in particular, was well suited to become a RTC, 

since the same geographic area had been designated as a town centre by Burnaby 

Council (discussed further in Section 5.2). At the same time, there was a lack of 

understanding about why the Regional Town Centres were proposed in some areas and 

not in others, with a number of the region’s municipalities arguing to be represented by 

the RTC scheme (Pereira, 2011). As a compromise, the GVRD recommended future 

Regional Town Centres in the Northeast Sector and North Surrey, should certain 

preconditions be met (GVRD, 1975b). 

The designation of RTCs under The Livable Region had mixed success. 

Reflecting on this experience, the GVRD wrote that the regional plan “offered various 

suggestions as to how compact, complete communities could be achieved. But instead 

of [achieving] a ‘region of unity’, sprawl and dispersion occurred” (GVRD, 1994). 

Recognizing that most designated RTCs developed with a distinctly suburban feel and 

over-reliance on shopping centres, the GVRD sought to strengthen regional governance 

powers. In 1995, the provincial government passed the Growth Strategies Act, 

expanding the governance capacity of the GVRD over member municipalities (Pereira, 

2011). It required that municipalities provide Regional Context Statements, specifying 

how their Official Community Plans would fit into the Regional District’s growth 

management plans.  
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With this renewed governance for regional planning, the GVRD adopted the 

Livable Region Strategic Plan (1996). In regard to town centre policy, the Livable Region 

Strategic Plan took a broad vision, by identifying four “Policy Directions”: (1) protect the 

green zone; (2) build complete communities; (3) achieve a compact metropolitan region; 

and (4) increase transportation choice (GVRD, 1996). The plan recognized the 

importance of the primary Metropolitan Core (Downtown Vancouver) and included eight 

Regional City Centres and thirteen Municipal Town Centres.  

With the Livable Region Strategic Plan, the GVRD re-launched the town centre 

program, acknowledging opportunities for different scales of town centres. The GVRD’s 

efforts have created a culture of nodal planning across municipalities in the Lower 

Mainland. Most recently, the Metro Vancouver 2040 Regional Growth Strategy (2011), 

builds upon the town centre model. The Regional Growth Strategy continues to identify 

the importance of the Metropolitan Core (Downtown Vancouver), while promoting Surrey 

Metro Centre as a secondary metropolitan core for the region, in acknowledgement of 

shifting population trends south of the Fraser River. The Regional Growth Strategy also 

identified the remaining seven Regional City Centres as well as seventeen Municipal 

Town Centres as areas of focus for future development (see Figure 3).  

The succession of plans at the regional planning level have supported the efforts 

of individual municipalities, including Burnaby, who have sought to focus growth, 

development, and civic investments into specific areas. Therefore, the growth and 

development at Edmonds is partially attributable to a history of regional planning under 

its continued designation as a Municipal Town Centre, as well as specific policies at the 

municipal level.  
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Figure 3. Urban Centres and Frequent Transit Development Areas  
(© Metro Vancouver) 

 

5.2. Municipal Nodal Planning 

As regional planners pushed their town centre model, the City of Burnaby worked 

to develop its own growth management policies based around the similar concept of 

nodal planning. For Burnaby, nodal planning represents a “clustering of urban growth 

and development within centres intended to service their surrounding areas” (District of 

Burnaby, 1987). Nodal planning in Burnaby first got its roots under Planning Director 

Anthony Lea Parr in the mid-1960s, who led two detailed studies of suitable areas for 

future development within the municipality, collectively known as The Apartment Studies. 

The first Apartment Study hit a roadblock in 1965 when City Councillors did not see its 

merits and failed to adopt it as policy (Pereira, 2012a). However, in 1969, Burnaby 

Council requested a review of The Apartment Study, motivated by burgeoning low-rise 

apartment construction trends between 1962 and 1968 and a desire to promote more 

high rise developments. The plan was revised with a focus to “bring about the engine for 
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higher densities and better quality construction,” and with these changes set a new tone 

for development in the city (Pereira, 2012a). The Apartment Study was accepted as 

official policy in 1969.  

The general directions set out in The Apartment Study have been significant for 

Burnaby in the decades since. The plan identified four tiers of residential and 

commercial areas within Burnaby. The lowest order of magnitude was the 

neighbourhood, followed by community, then district, and the town centre as the highest 

order of magnitude. Three town centres were identified for Burnaby at the sites of 

modern-day Lougheed, Brentwood, and Metrotown. Initially, however, Edmonds was 

only identified as a district “owing to the large presence of industrial tenants – although 

the area was recognized as a likely future development candidate” (Pereira, 2012b). It 

was not until 1987 that the Official Community Plan identified Edmonds as a town 

centre.  

From early on, The Apartment Studies acknowledged that good urban design 

would be critical in dictating the success or failure of the town centres. In seeking to 

attract residents, businesses, and employers to these high-density cores at the heyday 

of auto-oriented development, planners recognized that as a key part of getting people 

out of their cars, a significant change would be needed to the urban form. Specific 

mention was made to the urban design of the town centres in regard to the “governing of 

useable pedestrian open space, landscaping and screening, building design and off-

street parking” (Parr, 1969). It was recognized that these features were “elements which 

determine, to a large extent, the success or failure of a particular development in relation 

to the surrounding area, as well as to the environmental needs of the people who occupy 

it” (Parr, 1969). 

In 1974, the Burnaby Planning Department began a public education and 

outreach campaign in response to opposition to the perceived threat of high-density 

development (Pereira, 2012a). The results of this outreach campaign were published in 

The Public Meetings (1974). In speaking with residents, planners learned that the public 

was concerned about population growth projections and that residents did not want to 

see the character of their neighbourhoods change (Pereira, 2012a). Many expressed a 
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certain appreciation for Burnaby’s forested, country feel in close proximity to 

Vancouver’s urban core, which they felt might be lost.  

Through the public education and outreach process, planners recognized that it 

would be hard to silence resident opposition to growth. They also learned that residents 

were wary of spot-zoning because it could potentially result in unwanted change within 

established neighbourhoods (Pereira, 2012a). It was felt that such zoning practices 

could drastically change the nature and character of a neighbourhood overnight, thereby 

jeopardizing the quiet, tranquil lifestyle residents had bought into.  

Instead of being set back by this opposition, planners used it to promote the town 

centre concept. Under the town centre concept, densities could be concentrated into 

defined boundaries where rezoning would be specified as part of focused area plans. 

This would allow the city to meet its growth management strategies, while protecting 

both the character of established suburban neighbourhoods, industrial lands, and 

greenfields from development pressure. The concept of nodal development has been 

upheld by subsequent City Councils and planning directors over the years, with little 

deviation from policy (Chow, 2005). The city’s “long-term commitment to [its] plans has 

helped the development community have confidence in the city's direction” (Seccia & 

Corrigan, 2013). These factors, in turn, have allowed the growth of the city to occur as it 

has, around nodes at the four town centres, as well at District Centres and other 

SkyTrain stations.  

Around the same time as The Public Meetings (1974), Burnaby launched 

Edmonds’ first neighbourhood area plan since The Apartment Studies. These plans 

identified the Kingsway-Edmonds core as an area for significant future growth (Parr, 

1972). The Public Meetings (1974) was also significant for Edmonds because it was 

through the public consultation exercise and subsequently published report that the idea 

of having a fourth town centre for Burnaby was born. A town centre at Edmonds would 

allow Burnaby to fulfil the quadrant concept and have an even number of town centres 

for each ordinal direction of the city. However, it was not until the after the opening of the 

SkyTrain line and the publication of the Official Community Plan (1987) that Edmonds 

was formally recognized as a town centre.  
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5.3. Planning for SkyTrain 

In the late 1970s to early 1980s the provincial government began expressing 

interest in constructing a modern rapid transit system for the Vancouver region. The line 

was expected to be completed for the 1986 Exposition on Transportation and 

Communication (Expo ’86). The original SkyTrain line opened in December 1985 

between Downtown Vancouver and New Westminster.  

Burnaby collaborated with the GVRD on possible transit routes between 

Vancouver and New Westminster. The expected route would follow existing BC Hydro 

right-of-way, which previously carried the Central Park Interurban Line. This was 

determined to make the most sense, from a financial and planning perspective. 

Burnaby’s Transportation Committee sought to be actively involved, as much as 

possible, with the planning of the rapid transit line (Parr, 1980; Pereira, 2012a). There 

was also a strong intention to be proactive in regard to municipal planning matters 

surrounding rapid transit development. In recommendations to the City Council in spring 

1980, the Burnaby Transportation Committee requested that “Council authorize 

Municipal staff, in consultation with the GVRD, to give further consideration to the 

design, circulation, accessibility, and adjacent land uses at proposed stations in 

Burnaby” (Parr, 1980). The Committee also requested that Council work with the GVRD 

“to ensure that there is a high degree of Municipal involvement in subsequent design 

and implementation work” for rapid transit (Parr, 1980).  

These statements demonstrate that there was a strong desire by the City of 

Burnaby to be involved in the early stages of planning to begin coordinating land uses 

adjacent to proposed stations. The early recognition of this was critical for there to be 

sufficient time for plans to be written and approved before the opening of the rapid transit 

line. Indeed, a critical factor in the success of TODs, which Burnaby was able to meet, is 

the presence of supportive local government policies, including energetic, positive efforts 

to rezone and promote development around stations (Cervero, 2002; Gomez-Ibanez, 

1985; Knight & Trygg, 1977; Porter, 1997).  

Although Burnaby expressed a desire to be involved with rapid transit planning 

matters, they ultimately had little influence because the SkyTrain was planned and 
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constructed in a centralized process by the province. Initially the SkyTrain station 

intended for the Edmonds area was to be “Rumble”, which offered the closest proximity 

to the Kingsway-Edmonds core on the fixed rail alignment. In a bid to save costs, 

however, in 1984 the province abandoned its plans for an elevated station at Rumble. 

Instead, an at-grade station was proposed two blocks south, where present-day 

Edmonds Station is located (see Figure 4). The new station location posed challenges 

for Burnaby planners who were counting on the SkyTrain to provide a catalyst for 

redevelopment in support of the Kingsway-Edmonds Area Plan (Parr, 1972).  

The at-grade station at the end of 18th Avenue was flagged as problematic by city 

staff. First, staff identified concern that an at-grade station would create “potential 

severance problems, reduce the accessibility of Edmonds Station to South Slope3 

residents, and close future options for land use development” (Parr, 1982). There was 

also concern that the new location lacked “close or positive linkages with existing and 

planned Middlegate Town Centre development,” which was an auto-oriented shopping 

mall that served as a neighbourhood hub, but had become rundown and was eyed for its 

redevelopment potential (Parr, 1982).  

The challenges identified by city staff continue to affect connectivity in the area 

today; they have not been fully rectified, although mitigation measures have helped limit 

their impacts. Planning efforts in the decades since have looked to address these 

challenges, with varying degrees of success. The following sections will explore key 

milestones in the planning history for the Edmonds Station area and discuss specific 

redevelopment outcomes that have been guided by the established planning policy.  

3 South Slope refers to the area on the southwest side of the SkyTrain guideway and directly to the 
south of Byrne Creek Ravine Park (see Appendix A). 
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Figure 4. Proposed Rumble Station (© M. Ohnemus) 
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Chapter 6. Station Area Planning 

In the early to mid-1980s, as work was underway for the planning and 

construction of the SkyTrain, Burnaby sought to be proactive by embarking on its own 

internal planning processes of coordinating and reviewing land uses near SkyTrain 

stations. Burnaby was eager to harness the redevelopment potential the SkyTrain would 

provide. In highlighting the need for an area plan review, the Planning Director wrote to 

the Municipal Manager, “The imminent start-up of the ALRT4 system and the 

establishment of an ALRT station in this area is considered to create strong 

development potential in the vicinity of the station. This potential should be taken 

advantage of for the benefit of the Middlegate Town Centre Area in particular” (Parr, 

1984).  

As early as 1984, Burnaby began work on the Edmonds Station Area Plan, which 

was finalized in 1987 but never adopted by the City Council due to opposition by area 

residents which caused the plan to become a prominent issue during that year’s 

municipal election (Pereira, 2012b). Also in 1987, Burnaby’s first Official Community 

Plan was enacted, which reinforced long-range objectives established in the years prior, 

including continued support for nodal development in the town centres, including at 

Edmonds. In 1994, the Edmonds Town Centre Plan was adopted, which set a vision for 

growth and redevelopment of the Edmonds area, strongly based around transit-oriented 

development and nodal planning principles.  

4 During the planning and construction phases SkyTrain technology was known by its technical name - 
Advanced Light Rapid Transit (ALRT).  
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6.1. Official Community Plan (1987 / 1998) 

In 1987, Burnaby approved the municipality’s first Official Community Plan 

(OCP), which was a new provincial requirement under the Municipal Act5 (Pereira, 

2012a). The OCP has since received one major revision in 1998, but maintains its 

consistency with the earlier version. For Burnaby, the 1987 OCP was an opportunity to 

restate long-range objectives identified in The Apartment Studies (1966/1969) and The 

Public Meetings (1974). The 1987 OCP supported the vision for the town centre 

concept, going into greater detail regarding the importance of nodal development, laying 

out the relationship between the hierarchy of nodes, and identifying how nodes serve to 

protect and preserve existing resources. The document also reiterated the importance of 

establishing a strong transit orientation within the town centres. As part of this, Edmonds 

was brought into the fold and officially recognized as a town centre; this completed the 

vision for a town centre for each quadrant of the city (District of Burnaby, 1987). 

The OCP defines Burnaby’s contribution to shaping a livable region with the 

central goal of creating a more complete and livable community that reflects local needs, 

aspirations, and values (Wolmarans et al., 2008). The 1998 OCP, in particular, was used 

to fulfil the Regional Context Statement required under the GVRD’s Livable Region 

Strategic Plan (1996). The OCP offers a growth management approach for the city, 

presenting a balanced land use framework to provide choice and diversity of opportunity 

for future needs. Six strategic directions guide the OCP and its work to support 

Burnaby’s communities. These are: (1) a more complete community; (2) a more 

environmentally aware community; (3) a community of economic opportunity; (4) a 

community with increased transportation choice; (5) an involved community; and (6) a 

community with a livable region (City of Burnaby, 1998).  

The focus of growth into nodes supports the strategic directions of the OCP. The 

1987 OCP stressed protection and preservation of lands to divert urban growth away 

from major open space and protect the suburban character of single and two-family 

5 The Municipal Act is now known as the Local Government Act. It is the is the provincial statute that 
creates municipalities and regional districts and, together with the Community Charter, enables them 
to perform their assigned responsibilities and obligations. 
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residential neighbourhoods (District of Burnaby, 1987). The town centres play an 

important role in the city’s growth management strategy and allows the city to evolve, 

while respecting local community values. By focusing growth around its four town 

centres and in other designated areas, Burnaby has been able to adopt a balanced 

approach to growth. This approach provides new residential and development 

opportunities, while ensuring the protection and preservation of assets, such as single 

family housing stock, industrial lands, and open space.  

The town centres support the city’s growth management strategy by providing 

opportunities for high-rise, low-rise, and ground-oriented residential development 

through a progressive buildup of density, where appropriate. They also include a range 

of office and retail opportunities. Each town centre is recognized as the primary 

commercial focus for its respective quadrant, although Metrotown has developed a 

larger regional focus under its designation as a Regional City Centre. Furthermore, the 

SkyTrain and other bus connections at each of the town centres supports Burnaby’s 

goals relating to increased transportation choice, by providing a close integration of land 

use with the delivery of improved transit. 

In the 1987 OCP, published shortly after the opening of the original SkyTrain line, 

Burnaby recognized the significance of the rapid transit investment stating that it was 

“the most important public transportation development” at the time. To benefit from the 

capital investment of the SkyTrain, the plan stated that the “system should be used to 

reinforce the concept of nodal development around stations” (District of Burnaby, 1987). 

Planners recognized that the SkyTrain could have a positive impact and bring about 

desired land use change. Therefore, they were eager to align planning priorities 

accordingly. The plan also recognized that for nodal development around SkyTrain 

stations to be successful the “type and intensity of development adjacent to each is 

differentiated.” This is certainly the case at Edmonds Station, where development has 

occurred in a very different style and scale, compared to the other Burnaby town 

centres.  

Burnaby’s OCP remains a very strong policy document for the city. Burnaby’s 

City Council “abides by the plan and takes it very seriously,” which results in very few 

rezoning applications contrary to the plan (Chow, 2005). The OCP has provided a range 
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of opportunities for residents, businesses, and developers. The results, says former 

Planning Director Jack Belhouse, are “quite phenomenal in how it all evolved; yet it is 

quite predictable in terms of the time” (Luksun & Belhouse, 2015).  

6.2. Edmonds Station Area Plan (1987) 

Since the OCP did not provide specific details for how the town centres might 

develop, staff simultaneously began work on an Edmonds-specific area plan. The 

Edmonds Station Area Plan was an opportunity for revision and expansion of the 

previously adopted Kingsway-Edmonds Area Plan (1972). Much of the area south of 

Edmonds Street had been designated as an “area under study” in the 1972 plan. 

Therefore, the existing area plan was in need of revision to accommodate any 

development pressures that would arise from the opening of the SkyTrain. Planners also 

sought to rectify the lack of “close or positive linkage” with the Middlegate Shopping 

Centre on Kingsway, recognizing that a high quality connection between the station and 

the existing commercial core was critical (Parr, 1987a). There was also a desire to 

update the community plan to address transportation issues, including changes to the 

local road network to protect existing homes from excessive traffic and the provision of 

good vehicular access to Edmonds Station, with particular concern regarding access for 

feeder buses to the station. In response to these needs, the plan identified sites for both 

residential and commercial development, as well as a number of transportation 

improvements. 

In regard to residential development, the Edmonds Station Area Plan identified 

as an objective the need to “take advantage of an opportunity to provide desirable 

apartment accommodation in close proximity to the Edmonds Station” (Parr, 1987a). The 

plan sought to open up new areas to more intense development, particularly closest to 

the station. Therefore, there was the designation of high-rise apartment sites within 

walking distance of Edmonds Station, east of 19th Street and along Salisbury Avenue. 

Up to ten sites were designated for high-rise development (Parr, 1987a). It also 

proposed eight new low-rise apartment sites between Edmonds Street and 18th Avenue 

and between 17th Avenue and Stride Avenue, where development would be scaled to 
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provide a transition to established single and two-family residential areas (Parr, 1984, 

1987a).  

For commercial development, two objectives were identified. First, to “provide a 

small commercial retail node to service the southern edge of the town centre area 

associated with the SkyTrain Station” (Parr, 1987a). Second, to “provide limited 

suburban office development…that will complement but not compete with…Metrotown 

and yet be compatible with both residential and industrial neighbouring uses” (Parr, 

1987a). Under these objectives, sites for suburban office, local commercial, institutional, 

and light industrial development were designated in the wedge-shaped area between 

Griffiths Drive and the SkyTrain right-of-way, now home to BC Hydro and the SkyTrain 

Operations and Maintenance Centre with a combined employment of approximately 

1,900 employees (Constantineau, 1989; TransLink, 2016a). The provisions for office 

space in this area would provide a higher intensity use that would be compatible with 

adjacent light industrial lands to protect them from being pushed out of the area (Parr, 

1984). 

Transportation improvements were also identified to facilitate movement between 

Edmonds Station, the Kingsway-Edmonds core, and other residential areas within the 

station area. In response, the Edmonds Station Area Plan called for the provision of a 

“strong north/south axis between the existing Middlegate Shopping Centre and the 

Edmonds SkyTrain facility to help improve the structural function and focus for the area” 

(Parr, 1987a). To address this connectivity issue, planning staff envisioned a high-

density corridor between Edmonds Station and Kingsway along Salisbury. This high-

density corridor would provide a visual north/south link and serve as a “spine for 

development” (Parr, 1984). The plan also made a commitment to providing safe, high 

quality pedestrian facilities throughout the station area. It included the provision of 

sidewalks and stressed the importance of off-street pedestrian routes, including the BC 

Parkway, which “provides an important open space resource and pedestrian/bicycle link 

for the proposed residential communities” (Parr, 1987b).  

Despite the positive attributes of the Edmonds Station Area Plan, it was not well 

received by local residents who opposed high-rise development near their properties. A 

majority of the opposition came from residents of an area referred to as the “Edmonds 
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Triangle” – who lived in the area bounded by Kingsway, Edmonds Street, and Griffiths 

Drive (see Figure 5). Residents of this area were “increasingly concerned about plans to 

introduce high-rise residential towers to two properties adjacent to their low-rise garden 

apartment complex” (Diamond, 1988). Residents were primarily concerned about loss of 

privacy, view blocking, overshadowing, and parking. The issue became political during 

the 1987 municipal re-election campaign. Sensing an opportunity to gain political 

support, the minority party – the Burnaby Citizens’ Association (BCA) – voted to oppose 

the rezoning. The BCA won the fall 1987 election, and with the change in power at City 

Hall came the promise that high-rise proposals within the Edmonds Station area be 

reviewed, ultimately preventing the implementation of the Edmonds Station Area Plan 

(Diamond, 1988; Pereira, 2011). 

 

Figure 5. Edmonds Triangle (© M. Ohnemus) 
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6.3. Edmonds Town Centre Plan (1994) 

After the dismantling of the Edmonds Station Area Plan (1987) under BCA 

leadership, Edmonds was left without any plan guidance. In the interim period between 

1987 and 1993 planning staff made several recommendations on a case-by-case basis 

regarding land use decisions within the station core as significant redevelopment 

opportunities became available. A number of decisions during this time were related to 

closing of the Dominion Glass factory, a large industrial tenant which vacated 6.5 

hectares adjacent to the Edmonds SkyTrain Station. Due to the proximity of this land to 

the SkyTrain, staff recognized the residential redevelopment potential of such a large 

parcel. This land ultimately became the City in the Park development, which is home to 

1,150 residents across seven high-rise towers (Pereira, 2012b).  

While planning staff and the City Council were able to make some critical 

decisions for the area in this interim period, Edmonds still lacked a formal and 

comprehensive area plan. To restart the planning process, a fourteen-member Edmonds 

Area Advisory Committee was formed in 1993, composed of two Councillors, one School 

Trustee, and various local residents. Over 17-months, meeting virtually every week, the 

Advisory Committee explored various options for concepts and visions for the 

community. The city carried an open-ended agenda for the Advisory Committee, 

allowing the residents themselves to come up with the issues and work through them. In 

the end, the Advisory Committee produced a draft plan in consultation with the public.  

Throughout the process, every effort was made to engage with local residents. A 

public consultation event was held and over 200 local residents participated in person or 

in writing. The process to allow “citizens to be architects of their own destiny” was the 

first of its kind in the city and was described as “an experiment intended to allow citizens 

to plan their own neighbourhood” (Kirkby, 1994). In September of 1994, after the 

successful consultation period, the resident members of the Advisory Committee 

presented the Edmonds Town Centre Plan (ETCP) to Burnaby City Council, who 

formally approved the plan.  

The ETCP outlined the vision for how the town centre would develop to increase 

its self-reliance, with people working, recreating, and living in the same area and able to 
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meet the majority of their daily needs through shops, amenities, and civic facilities within 

the neighbourhood (Kirkby, 1994). Most surprisingly, the engaged, citizen-led process 

allowed those in the community to feel proud about what they had achieved. Through 

this, the ETCP was able to depart from the anti-density rhetoric of 1987, instead 

accepting various increases in residential density and commercial development. This 

allowed the ETCP to support the goals and objectives in the city’s OCP, in line with 

general TOD theory.  

The ETCP focused around four guiding principles. The first recognized its role as 

“A Town Centre Within the City” for the southeast quadrant of Burnaby. Therefore, it was 

envisioned that a mixture of housing, shops, businesses, employment opportunities, 

schools, and recreation facilities could provide for the daily needs of residents. This 

would contribute towards increasing Edmonds’ self-reliance to make it “one of the most 

desirable areas to work and live and socialize in Burnaby” (City of Burnaby, 1994; 

Kirkby, 1994). The ETCP also called to improve roads and transit service to meet local 

needs, while providing traffic calming measures to protect residential roads from through 

traffic. It also sought to provide for development opportunities while protecting sensitive 

natural areas.  

The second principle of the ETCP envisioned “A Community of Neighbourhoods” 

made up of distinct areas that contain a range of housing types. This was to be achieved 

by offering different “character” neighbourhoods using building type, scale, and design. 

There was a call to provide a diversity of housing types, ranging from high-rise all the 

way down to single-family, to enable people of different incomes and age groups to live 

within the town centre. The ETCP recognized two cores within the town centre (see 

Figure 6). One located around the SkyTrain station and the other located at the 

intersection of Kingsway and Edmonds Street. These cores would serve as nodes for 

higher density residential, retail, and office development. The Kingsway-Edmonds core 

would be centred around the redevelopment of Middlegate Mall and include a mix of 

street front retail stores and high-rise apartments. Within the station core, directly 

adjacent to the SkyTrain, the plan called for high-rise offices, restaurants, a medical 

clinic, stores, and other local services.  
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Figure 6. Edmonds Town Centre Plan Land Use (© City of Burnaby, 1994) 

 

As a third principle, the ETCP identified “A Community for Pedestrians,” where 

the town centre would provide a network of public spaces and urban trails to serve as a 

convenient alternative to the automobile. A number of natural and pedestrian amenities 

were identified, including people-oriented uses, squares, and small parks. As well, 

specific development features were listed such as setbacks from storefronts, canopies, 

wider sidewalks, street furniture, street trees, lighting, and improved pedestrian 

crossings. Urban trails were identified as an asset for the community that could be 

expanded upon to improve active mobility. Mixed residential and commercial uses were 

also highlighted as a way to establish a pedestrian friendly environment and discourage 

car use.  

Finally, the fourth principle the ETCP proposed was “A Livable Community,” 

recognizing the interdependence of the environment, housing, shopping, work, schools, 

and parks in creating a complete community. The plan considered social livability, calling 

for community services and facilities for area residents, community policing, and youth 

programming. In recognition that denser environments mean that there will be less 

private open space for each household, the ETCP called for the protection of natural 
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resources and environmentally sensitive areas to provide ample open space for 

residents. It suggested creative site design and architectural practices to manage 

development impacts and enhance other forested habitats and natural ravines. The plan 

also recommended the preservation of 31 hectares of green space along Byrne Creek, 

adjacent to Edmonds Station. Ultimately, the designation of Byrne Creek as protected 

open space in such proximity to the transit station would be contrary to the principles of 

TOD. The TOD literature recommends parks located between the core commercial area 

and residential areas, not at the station core itself. However, with the case of Edmonds, 

implementing this model of development would be challenging due to the station’s 

constrained site in relation to the naturally occurring features of the neighbourhood.  

 

Figure 7. Ground-Oriented Housing Artist Rendering, Edmonds Town Centre 
Plan (© City of Burnaby, 1994) 
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Figure 8. Urban Trails Artist Rendering, Edmonds Town Centre Plan  
(© City of Burnaby, 1994) 

 

6.4. Edmonds Station Transit Village Concept Plan (2008)  

In the mid-2000s TransLink and Metro Vancouver were awarded funding from 

Transport Canada under the Urban Transportation Showcase program, which 

encouraged Canadian municipalities to adopt more energy efficient transportation and 

land use patterns. The City of Burnaby and TransLink partnered on creating a vision for 

a Transit Village at Edmonds, as a way to promote sustainable transportation and land 

use in the vicinity of the station. The aim of the Concept Plan was to overcome the 

factors that inhibit the choice of walking, cycling, and transit as viable transportation 

options within Edmonds and to regional destinations. The resulting Concept Plan was 

submitted as part of the Urban Transportation Showcase project.  

The Concept Plan highlighted the potential for development in the immediate 

station area and identified a number of strengths and weaknesses with the study area. It 

recommended tapping into the development potential in the immediate station core and 

to strengthen the link between the Edmonds Station core and the Kingsway-Edmonds 
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core. To better link the two cores, it encouraged urban approaches to shared space 

streets and green approaches to storm water and landscaping. Improved street-level 

links between the two cores along 18th Avenue and Salisbury Avenue were identified as 

a priority. Edmonds Street was identified as a secondary corridor to be developed as the 

area matures. The Concept Plan encouraged the use of curb bulges, roundabouts, 

landscaping, public art, and an urban shared space approach to encourage pedestrian 

comfort and discourage through traffic on local roads.  

The Concept Plan’s primary focus was on the immediate station area and 

developing a preliminary site plan. To address shortcomings with the existing station, the 

plan envisioned a reconfiguration of the existing bus loop and vacant lots to establish a 

station forecourt anchored by four new towers with podiums to create a well-defined 

public space. This would create an active street that doubles as a bus loop and offer a 

dramatic new entry into the Edmonds Town Centre. It made the provision for streetfront 

retail, focused primarily around 18th Street and the main forecourt. The plan was 

intended to offer ample space for pedestrians, vibrant street frontages, and improved 

connections to the neighbourhood’s urban trails. The configuration would improve 

transfers between bus and SkyTrain for transit customers and include a new station 

entrance to the west. Retail and commercial spaces were proposed and would be 

targeted to pedestrians. Together, these elements would help see the area developed to 

its best potential and allow for improved access to Edmonds Station via all modes of 

travel. 

Due to longstanding opposing objectives between key stakeholders, including 

TransLink, the City of Burnaby, and the property owners (BC Hydro), the Concept Plan 

was purposely kept as a high-level visioning tool. Therefore, it lacked any formal 

regulatory measures or implementation tools. It was never adopted as policy and failed 

to spur any further discussions into promoting redevelopment of the station core. As a 

result, the plan has not helped stimulate any new development that would address the 

issues or opportunities identified in the plan.  
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6.5. Contributing to Transit-Oriented Development 

Together, the series of plans adopted by Burnaby in the years since the opening 

of the SkyTrain have worked cohesively to support the redevelopment of the Edmonds 

Station area in accordance with transit-oriented development goals and objectives. The 

vision and supportive policies adopted by Burnaby have used transit as a catalyst to 

achieve a desired community – where people want to live, work, play, and raise a family. 

The early efforts from planning staff and neighbourhood residents have resulted in a 

significant amount of development around Edmonds Station.  

The Edmonds Town Centre Plan strongly contributes to transit-oriented 

development through its vision to create pedestrian-friendly environments. The plan 

embraces many of the key aspects of urban design which work to create pedestrian-

friendly environments and serve as a cornerstone for TOD (Dittmar & Poticha, 2004; 

Llewelyn Davies Yeang, 2000). Indeed, redevelopment of the study area under the 

ETCP has been guided by the urban design principles of TOD. 

TODs must create places for people that are safe, comfortable, and distinctive. 

Under the “Community for Pedestrians” guideline, the Edmonds Town Centre Plan 

emphasized the development of people-oriented uses, squares, and parks. These public 

space elements, along with mixed uses and strong pedestrian routes, help to create a 

vibrant, pedestrian-friendly environment in the station area. TODs must also make 

connections and be integrated physically and visually with their surroundings. The ETCP 

included provisions for pedestrian and cycle routes to link neighbourhoods and for 

housing to be within walking distance of core areas. It also identified a number of 

specific public space interventions that improve the pedestrian experience, provide 

safety and weather protection, and create attractive public spaces that are diverse and 

interesting (Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013; Jacobson & Forsyth, 2008)  

A successful TOD will enrich the existing qualities of urban places. Through the 

community-led Edmonds Town Centre Plan, Burnaby was able to achieve an area plan 

informed by the local context that could meet the needs of a growing neighbourhood, 

while maintaining character and other elements important to the community (Calthorpe, 

1993). Building community support for the plan was also significant because residents 
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themselves bought in to supporting higher densities and an appropriate mix of land uses 

(Cervero, 2002). With this community support in the ETCP, residents set out to establish 

a distinct identity for the town centre and develop community services that would 

enhance the area and provide for the well-being of residents.  

It is also important for TODs to work with the landscape and strike a balance 

between the natural and manmade environment. The ETCP also identified “A Livable 

Community” as one of its guidelines in recognition of the interdependence of the 

environment and the development of the town centre. Therefore, it sought to protect 

natural resources and environmentally sensitive areas. TODs should also be adaptable 

for a change in lifestyles, with flexibility to respond to future changes in use, resident 

needs, and demographics. In response to this, as part of its livable community guideline, 

the ETCP made provisions for a mix of housing types, neighbourhood character, and 

community services to provide for the needs of different incomes and age groups.  

Finally, mixed uses and forms within a TOD can provide stimulating, enjoyable 

and convenient places that meet the needs for a range of users. The ETCP identified the 

need for a mix of land uses to foster a sense of community and reduce the use of private 

automobiles. For Edmonds, mixed uses were focused around two cores, each providing 

a mix of housing, variety of shops and businesses, employment opportunities, and 

schools, to provide for the daily needs of area residents. The vision for a mixed-use 

community also extended to include a number of specific city services, including a 

library, swimming pool, community policing centre, and parks.  

Thanks to the formative work of municipal and neighbourhood-level plans and 

the visions established within them, development within the Edmonds Town Centre has 

come to encompass a number of the urban design features required for a successful 

TOD. However, not everything has developed as planned. Indeed, the various plans for 

Edmonds are only about 80% implemented, demonstrating that the neighbourhood will 

continue to evolve. The 2008 Transit Village Concept Plan was completed in recognition 

of the shortcomings in the implementation of existing plans. It aimed to identify ways in 

which Edmonds could strengthen its performance as a TOD. The lack of consensus 

among stakeholders and lack of implementation tools in the Concept Plan, however, 
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means that none of its recommendations have been implemented. As a result, Edmonds 

continues to face a number of shortcomings.  

The following section will provide an overview of existing land uses and highlight 

key redevelopment projects that have transformed the area in the years since the arrival 

of rapid transit. Quantitative analysis and an urban design inventory presented in 

Chapters 8 and 9, respectively, will then begin to interpret how development lives up to 

TOD urban design goals and objectives. 
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Chapter 7. Redevelopment at Edmonds Station  

In the years since the opening of the SkyTrain, the area around Edmonds Station 

has undergone a significant transformation, with the majority of parcels in the station 

area redeveloped since the late 1980s. Development has been spurred by the arrival of 

rapid transit and supported by subsequently adopted planning policies. A map and 

timeline of key developments are presented in Appendix A and B, respectively. 

Development in the station core has been primarily residential, driven by the strong real 

estate market for homes in close proximity to frequent transit. The study area also offers 

a mix of other land uses, including vacant development sites to the east, the BC Hydro 

office tower and maintenance facility to the southeast, and green areas to the north and 

west.  

Edmonds’ transformation has been aided by the presence of the factors Knight 

and Trygg (1977) identify as requirements for development to occur, including 

government policies supportive of redevelopment; positive regional development trends; 

and the presence of developable land. The area has benefited from supportive and 

sustained policy from the City of Burnaby. A history of regional planning has also helped 

contribute to a “crystalized vision of transit-oriented growth” (Cervero, 1998a). 

Furthermore, Edmonds has benefited from strong regional development trends, 

particularly for residential and commercial property near rapid transit in Greater 

Vancouver (Wagier, 2011).  

7.1. Redevelopment in the Study Area  

Immediately adjacent to Edmonds Station is a nine hectare site, home to the BC 

Hydro office tower and two vacant parcels owned by Edmonds Centre Developments 

Ltd., which is related to BC Hydro (Wolmarans et al., 2008). The $50 million complex 

built by the provincial electric utility contains 37,150 m2 of office space and 

accommodates 1,250 employees (Constantineau, 1989). Built in the early 1990s, the 
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office was intended to help BC Hydro address shifting regional demographics. The new 

site would place the company in the geographical centre of Greater Vancouver, making 

it easier for employees who increasingly lived in the suburbs to get to work and for the 

company to serve its customers (Wanless, 1991). The proximity of the office tower to the 

SkyTrain provides employees with convenient options for commuting. It also established 

an employment base within the station core, with potential for significant daytime 

economic activity.  

Figure 9. BC Hydro Office Tower and Vacant Parcels (© Microsoft, 2016) 

 

As customers exit Edmonds Station (bottom centre) they are greeted with a space-intensive bus 
loop and approximately 1.5 hectares of vacant land. The BC Hydro office complex (top right) is 
the nearest commercial development near Edmonds Station.  
 
Image from Bing Maps Birds Eye View, used with permission from Microsoft.  

The remaining portions of the BC Hydro site were expected to be a part of a 

larger scheme to develop the entire block into an office quarter. However, owing to the 

difficult office market conditions of the mid-1990s, later phases of the project were not 

implemented (Wolmarans et al., 2008). Despite the time that has passed since then, the 

sites remain vacant (see Figure 9). The two vacant parcels are zoned as comprehensive 

commercial (high-density office). They have not been rezoned, “although residential 
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development pressures exist in the current real estate market” (Luksun & Belhouse, 

2015). This has been a conscious decision by Burnaby to protect space for jobs as part 

of the overall growth management strategy (Wasson, 2015). 

Development has been distinct between the east and west sides of the station. 

The west redeveloped out of a few large industrial properties and vacant sites, whereas 

on the east side, mainly smaller properties were assembled slowly into residential 

developments over time (Pereira, 2011). To the west of the SkyTrain, the City in the 

Park development was redeveloped from a large industrial parcel formerly home to 

Dominion Glass (see Figure 10). Upon the closure of the factory, Burnaby staff 

recognized the significance of the site in terms of residential value, due to its proximity to 

the SkyTrain. Rather than retaining the land as industrial space the site was rezoned, 

allowing the entire 6.5 hectare parcel to be purchased by a single developer, Millennium 

Development Corp. This industrial past provided the developers with a blank slate for 

“starting a community that could be planned from the very beginning” (McQuade, 2001). 

Millennium Development proceeded to build the site as a master planned community, 

originally conceived by Arthur Erikson, from the 1990s into the mid-2000s.  

Figure 10. Dominion Glass – City in the Park Redevelopment 

  
Before: Dominion Glass Factory  
(© City of Burnaby Archives, 1989) 

After: City in the Park and other South Slope 
residential developments (© Google, 2014) 
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City in the Park is home to seven high-rise towers with over 1,150 residents. The 

community has a distinctive design, with each building having its own architectural style 

and community amenities. It features soaring high-rises set amidst formal European-

style gardens. There is nearly one hectare of formal gardens, patterned around a grand 

staircase, a 20 metre reflecting pool, and five fountains (McQuade, 1997). Eighty percent 

of the site is dedicated to green space, allowing density to be built up rather than 

outwards (McQuade, 2001).  

Figure 11. City in the Park Formal Gardens (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

City in the Park benefits from its proximity to the SkyTrain station that allows 

residents to come and go easily. A landscaped, 170 metre wide land bridge was built 

over the SkyTrain tracks as part of the BC Hydro development and provides connectivity 

to City in the Park. Furthermore, good pedestrian access to other parts of the community 

is provided by the adjacent BC Parkway. In keeping with the self-reliant theme 

envisioned in the neighbourhood plans, a small (380 m2) grocery store was also built as 

part of the City in the Park development. This store stocked gourmet items, fresh 

produce, basic staples, and light hot meals. However, this retail site has suffered through 

a succession of retailers in recent years, leading to extended periods of vacancy and as 

of March 2016 the site remains vacant. Outside of this site, there is no other retail within 

the study area. 
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The ETCP promoted a vision of various neighbourhood villages coming together 

to create a complete community. In line with the ETCP’s vision, residential development 

has occurred throughout the neighbourhood, but the strong mixed-use components 

featuring retail continue to be a challenge. Elsewhere in the station area, residential 

development has occurred on a more piecemeal basis, as smaller industrial properties 

have become available and, in other cases, as individual parcels are assembled by 

developers or the city. As a result, the remainder of the study area, although entirely 

residential, still offers a diversity with regard to the range of housing types, architectural 

styles, and ages. Together these developments have helped create the neighbourhood 

of villages laid out in the ETCP.  

The area immediately east of 

Griffiths Drive, which is closest to the 

station, has seen very intensive residential 

development. Within the past few years, two 

residential towers which also feature 

adjoining ground-oriented townhomes, have 

been built along Byrne Creek. Reflections 

by developer Ledingham McAllister and 

Park 360 by developer Cressey are set in a 

fully treed setting adjacent to Byrne Creek. 

Reflections, in particular, was significant for 

the community given its location. 

Environmental considerations became a 

strong component of the project, with more 

than one-third of the site “transferred back 

to the City of Burnaby in order to expand the 

existing Byrne Creek Park and provide 

environmental protection to sensitive 

riparian area and ravine” (Vancouver Sun, 

2012). This is one way in which the ETCP’s 

vision for protecting natural resources and 

environmentally sensitive areas has taken 

shape. A number of large parks, including 

Figure 12.  Park 360 (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

Park 360, a 32-storey residential tower 
adjacent to Byrne Creek, features ground-
level townhomes to provide street-oriented, 
human scale development. 
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Byrne Creek Ravine Park, Ron McLean Park, and Taylor Park, and additional smaller 

neighbourhood parks have been established to provide recreation opportunities and 

environmental protection within the community.  

Elsewhere in the station area, the majority of development has been in the form 

of low-rise multi-family residential in the areas north of Edmonds Station, east of Griffiths 

Drive, and south of City in the Park. Many of these buildings are ground-oriented, 

offering units on the first and second floors direct access to the street. Within the study 

area, 43 multi-family residential projects have been constructed since the SkyTrain 

opened. Of these, 33 are low-rise residential of 3 to 4 storeys, 2 are mid-rise of 6 to 10 

storeys, and 9 are high-rise ranging from 20 to 32 storeys. The majority of the multi-

family residential buildings are freehold strata condominiums, although there are four 

separate housing cooperatives, providing a degree of diversity in housing tenure and 

affordability.  

7.2. Redevelopment outside the Study Area  

Outside of the study area a number of key developments have taken place, 

which are worthy of context for this research. These redevelopments support the vision 

outlined in the Edmonds Town Centre Plan, which identified the Kingsway-Edmonds 

core and existing Middlegate Shopping Centre “as the primary core area for shopping, 

working, living, socializing and community services” (City of Burnaby, 1994).  

 In 2003, the rundown, auto-oriented Middlegate Shopping Centre on Kingsway 

was demolished and replaced by a new shopping centre known as Highgate Village (see 

Figure 13). This has transformed the four hectare site from a sprawling parking lot into 

an urban village. The Bosa Ventures development features a major retail grocer tenant, 

pharmacy, local shops, services, and a fitness club. Within the site, there are pedestrian-

friendly open spaces and retail has been brought up to front Kingsway, providing a 

pleasant walking environment along the street. Just behind the new shopping centre, 

four high-rise residential towers with podiums and one mid-rise residential building have 

been built around a small park. The result has been a significant mixed use development 

for the neighbourhood with just under 900 units and 11,000 m2 of retail (Bosa Properties, 

2015). 
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Figure 13. Middlegate Shopping Centre – Highgate Village Redevelopment 

   

 

Blocks away from Highgate Village, Bosa Ventures partnered with the City of 

Burnaby in 2004 to build a mixed-use development with commercial and residential 

space, including two high-rise towers, at the northwest corner of Kingsway and Edmonds 

Street. The development was built on land primarily owned by the City of Burnaby, which 

had been assembled over 10 years. The city then sold the land to Bosa for $8.1 million 

in 2005 (Burnaby News Leader, 2005). Profits from the sale were used to help pay for a 

new library in combination with community amenity funds acquired through density 

bonusing6 allowances in the adjacent mixed-use development. The Edmonds library, 

known as the Tommy Douglas Branch, is a 1,625 m2 facility, with a focus on outreach to 

new Canadians and access to computer technology and training (MacLellan, 2004). The 

new library opened in November 2009 and has set the tone for the continued 

6 Density bonuses offer developments a level of density that surpasses the allowable Floor Area Ratio 
(FAR) in exchange for amenities or housing needed by the community. Specific density bonusing 
programs used by the City of Burnaby are detailed in Section 10.4.  

Before: Middlegate Shopping Centre  
(© City of Burnaby Archives, 1989) 

After: Highgate Village  
(© Google, 2014) 
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revitalization of the area, according to Jack Belhouse, the city’s former director of 

planning and building (MacLellan, 2004).  

The investment in community facilities has continued north of the library site 

along Edmonds Street, where the Edmonds Community Centre opened in 2012. The 

$32-million facility is multi-generational and multi-service recreation centre. The facility 

houses a range of amenities, including a family-friendly leisure pool, swim tank and 

fitness area. There is a dedicated youth lounge and seniors’ lounge, two gymnasiums, 

an indoor playground, and multi-purpose areas which provide services for all ages. The 

community centre has helped support the needs of the surrounding community and 

demonstrates that “the regeneration and rejuvenation of the Edmonds area is a key city 

priority” (MacLellan, 2004). 

Figure 14. Edmonds Community Centre (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

An investment in schools has also been made within the Edmonds area by the 

Burnaby School District and provincial government to accommodate the growing 

population. Byrne Creek Secondary School opened in 2005 to provide relief for Burnaby 

South Secondary, which was operating 700 students over capacity. Byrne Creek 

Secondary was built for an initial capacity of 1,200 and 53 classrooms with room for 

expansion to 1,500 as needed (Mah, 2002). The 11,800 m2 school cost $21-million and 
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was constructed on a former Telus industrial site (Myers, 2003). A short walk away, 

Taylor Park Elementary School was also constructed around the same time to serve 480 

kindergarten to Grade 7 students (Mah, 2002). The $3.8-million, 3,740 m2 school was 

built on the site of a former sanitary landfill and adjoins the municipal Taylor Park. In 

2010, only a few years after opening, the school was expanded by 11 classrooms to 

increase capacity to 725 students (Moreau, 2010).  

The redevelopment that has occurred, both within and outside of the study area, 

has been primarily positive in helping establish Edmonds as a successful transit-oriented 

development. Edmonds incorporates commercial, residential, and public uses, all of 

which are identified as critical uses for TOD (Calthorpe, 1993). This has allowed the area 

to establish the density, compactness, and diversity required to support higher rates of 

public transit usage, encourage walking, provide a jobs-housing balance, and protect 

environmentally sensitive lands (Bernick & Cervero, 1997; Calthorpe, 1993; Dittmar & 

Ohland, 2004; TransLink, 2010c).  

Although there is diversity within the greater area, the station core suffers from a 

lack of mixed land uses. This fails to stimulate pedestrian activity and place things within 

short walking distance of one another (Calthorpe, 1993; Campoli, 2012; Ewing & 

Bartholomew, 2013). Furthermore, the location of the neighbourhood’s core commercial 

area at Highgate Village, rather than Edmonds Station, violates the key principle that 

“each TOD must have a mixed-use core commercial area located adjacent to the transit 

stop” (Calthorpe, 1993). The following sections illustrate more detailed and specific ways 

in which the neighbourhood excels and where it falls short in meeting the urban design 

guidelines identified in the TOD literature, using quantitative and structured inventory 

analyses. 
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Chapter 8. Quantitative Analysis 

To examine specific ways in which the Edmonds Station area meets the urban 

design guidelines identified in the literature, quantitative analysis was used to evaluate 

quantifiable variables and metrics for the study area. The quantitative analysis evaluated 

walkability and pedestrian connectivity, by examining walk route distance, block size, 

block lengths and intersection density. Land use diversity and density were also 

evaluated through the municipal zoning bylaw and census data.  

8.1. Walk Route Distance / Block Size / Block Lengths / 
Intersection Density 

In choosing whether to take transit, potential riders are substantially influenced 

by the distance and amount of time it will take them to walk to the transit stop. A range of 

consequential decisions, including characteristics of the station area and neighbourhood, 

transit stop location, climate, transit network structure, reliability, and frequency affect 

the assumptions about how far riders will be willing to walk. Physical environment 

features that impact walking distance and the pedestrian experience include the block 

size, block lengths, and intersection density.  

A 500 metre walkshed radius was selected as the boundary for this research 

project. This radius represents approximately a 5 to 8-minute walk in a straight line. 

However, as an air-distance measurement, this does not accurately represent the 

maximum distance and time riders will spend reaching transit. Actual distance and time 

may be affected by geographical barriers, topography, and the existing street network, 

including block size, block lengths, and intersection density (Dittmar & Ohland, 2004; 

Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013; Walker, 2012).  

The use of a 500 metre radius as the boundaries for the study area may imply 

that the whole area is within a 5 to 8-minute walking distance. However, even in 
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situations with the near-perfect pedestrian grid, only 64% of such a walkshed radius 

could be reached in 500 metres or less (Walker, 2012). This proportion can drop 

significantly with an obstructed suburban network, such as if a transit station were 

adjacent to a freeway or in a neighbourhood dominated by cul-de-sac residential streets; 

in these cases less than 30% of the radius may be reachable in 500 metres or less 

(Walker, 2012).  

Figure 15. Edmonds Pedestrian Network (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

The Edmonds Station area is relatively well connected. Approximately 60% of the 

area can be reached within a 500 metre walk from the station, as indicated in green in 

Figure 16. Connectivity is fairly even and radiates in a circular pattern from the station. 

Urban trails and pathways have been used extensively throughout the area to improve 

the connectivity for pedestrians. Without these, less than 50% of the area would be 

reachable in under a 500 metre walk. The majority of the station area can be reached in 

a 500 to 650 metre walk (8 to 10 minutes), as indicated in blue in Figure 16. A small 

number of segments to the south of the station are over 650 metres away, as shown in 

red, meaning that they are over 10 minutes from the station.  
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Figure 16. Edmonds Walking Route Distances (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

The physical environment of an area determines the actual route distance, as 

well as the quality of experience riders have walking to transit. Shorter block lengths and 

smaller block sizes are recommended in the TOD literature “in order to create a high 

level of connectivity that provides a choice of routes for travellers, an active walking 

environment, and the opportunity for diversity in design” (Greenberg, 2004). Larger block 

sizes have been a staple of postwar urban and suburban development, which is 

problematic because it “contributes to a city scaled to cars” (Sucher, 2003). According to 

Jacobs (1961) “frequent streets and short blocks are valuable because of the fabric of 

intricate cross-use that they permit among the users of a city neighbourhood.” Indeed, 

block size has been shown to correlate strongly with walking and transit use due to 

increased intersection density, which is addressed in detail later in this chapter. 

A connected street pattern with smaller blocks shortens walking distances and 

provides the opportunity for more street-facing buildings (IBI Group, 2004; Jacobs, 

1961). More intersections means more places to go and creates the potential for more 

direct routing (Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013; Jacobs, 1961). Furthermore, it can help 

shape traffic behaviour, by dispersing traffic so that each street carries less traffic and 
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can be scaled accordingly, making them more pleasant to walk along (Ewing & 

Bartholomew, 2013). Optical and psychological factors also come into play, because the 

human eye can perceive detail up to approximately 45 metres away. When block lengths 

are shorter, the majority of the block can be visible in great detail. This can encourage 

walking by reducing perceived distances, creating a more inviting atmosphere, and 

improving personal perceptions of safety (Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). 

In the Edmonds Station area, block lengths and sizes vary considerably 

throughout the study area due to the physical constraints of the area. Block lengths 

range from as short as 90 metres to as long as 320 metres. The median block length is 

170 metres and half of the sampled blocks are between 130 to 205 metres. Planning 

guidelines recommend that blocks be between 60 to 75 metres and never longer than 

110 metres (Greenberg, 2004). Therefore, the blocks in the Edmonds Station area are 

close to twice as large as recommended for a TOD.  

As a consequence of the larger block lengths, block area is also large. Planning 

guidelines recommend a maximum block size of 1.2 hectares in the core area and no 

more than 2.8 hectares in the surrounding areas. Figure 17 demonstrates how when 

only roadways, lanes, and major driveways are considered, blocks in the study area are 

larger than recommended. Under this measure, only a small portion of the area’s blocks 

fall within the recommended guidelines and half the station area registers block sizes of 

10 hectares or more. 

The larger block lengths and block areas have some implications for overall 

walkability in Edmonds. In The Life and Death of American Cities (1961), Jane Jacobs 

states that “long blocks tend almost always to be physically self-isolating.” This is true 

within Edmonds where long blocks are up to twice as large as recommended and sort 

people along few channels that meet too infrequently. This means that different uses or 

destinations that may be very near each other geographically are, in practical effect, 

further apart from one another. This has been shown to discourage walking and 

presents challenges for maintaining economically vibrant, mixed use neighbourhoods 

(Jacobs, 1961).  
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Figure 17. Edmonds Block Size – Roads Only (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

Figure 18. Edmonds Block Size – All Paths (© M. Ohnemus) 
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The presence of larger blocks does not mean that the Edmonds area cannot be a 

successful transit-oriented community. A number of other factors also affect walkability 

and transit use, which are critical to consider. As a result of the larger block sizes, 

special consideration must be paid to urban design and how other elements of the built 

environment encourage walking. For example, Figure 18 shows how pedestrian-only 

paths have been used to break apart the larger blocks and deliver some of the benefits 

associated with smaller block sizes. With the paths, approximately 30% the station area 

is made up of blocks less than 2 hectares in size, while another 40% of blocks are 

between 2 and 4 hectares. This also relates to the walkability and walking distance 

analysis presented in Figure 16, which helps explain why despite the limited street 

network, a majority of the station area can be reached in a 650 metres or less.  

Intersection density is the number of intersections in an area. It corresponds 

closely to block size; smaller blocks will result in a greater intersection density. A study 

by Ewing and Cervero (2010) found that of all the built environment measurements, 

intersection density has the largest effect on walking; more so than population density, 

distance to shops or transit, or number of jobs in the area. Their findings concluded that 

connectivity of 30 intersections per km2 or greater is pedestrian friendly. Similarly, 

TransLink’s Design Guidelines recommend 30 to 40 intersections per km2, adapting 

findings from Larry Frank (2006).  

The Edmonds Station area has a density of 26 intersections per km2 when 

examining three and four-way roadway intersections. This jumps to 68 intersections per 

km2 when both three and four-way roadway and footpath intersections are examined 

(Figure 19). Again, this shows the strong role pedestrian-only footpaths play in improving 

connectivity in the Edmonds Station area. Four-way intersections, however, represent 

the greatest level of connectivity and choice for pedestrians; they present pedestrians 

with the option to travel in any direction they desire, ultimately creating more places to 

go. When only four-way intersections are counted, the intersection density drops 

significantly to 16 intersections per km2 for both roadways and footpaths, demonstrating 

that there may be some limits to connectivity and movement within the area.  
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Figure 19. Edmonds Intersection Density - All Paths (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

Walk Score® uses the concepts of walk route, block length, and intersection 

density to calculate a score based on the number of amenities within a 30-minute walk of 

any given address. Walk Score measures the walkability of any address using a 

patented system. For each address, Walk Score analyzes walking routes to nearby 

amenities. Points are awarded based on the distance to amenities in each category. 

Amenities within a 5-minute walk are given maximum points. A decay function is used to 

give points to more distant amenities, with no points given after a 30-minute walk. 

Despite its proximity to rapid transit, which is acknowledged by an “Excellent 

Transit” rating, the Edmonds Station area scores 51 of 100 for walkability and is deemed 

“Somewhat Walkable” in Figure 20. This is likely due to the larger block sizes, low 

intersection density, and lack of commercial activity in the area closest to the station. 

The reasoning behind this low Walk Score as it relates to the lack of commercial activity 

is discussed further in Section 10.5.  
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Figure 20. Edmonds Walk Score® (© Walk Score, 2015) 

 

8.2. Land Use and Residential Density 

A key element of transit-oriented development is the presence of a mix of land 

uses. This places out-of-home activities closer to one’s place of residence, helps 

residents and workers meet more of their daily needs without having to leave the area, 

and supports greater rates of walking and transit use. It also adds variety and vitality to 

the neighbourhood and minimizes the need for automobile transportation. 

Land use designations under the Burnaby Zoning Bylaw for the Edmonds Station 

area (Figure 21) support a diversity of residential building styles. The highest densities 

are located closest to the station, surrounded by a band of medium-density, and finally 

low or medium-density designation towards the edge of the study area. The area is well 

served by parks and open space, which is important for residents living in multi-family 

residential buildings who have limited private green space. A commercial area is 

designated for the blocks closest to the SkyTrain station. However, there is no mixed-

use designation for any parcels within the station area, which is a fundamental 

component of TOD.  
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Figure 21. Edmonds Zoning Bylaw Land Use (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

 

Figure 22. Edmonds Current Land Use (© M. Ohnemus) 
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Although the area is zoned in a particular way (Figure 21), not everything has yet 

been developed or developed as envisioned. The current land use map (Figure 22) 

demonstrates that over half of the commercial land in the area sits vacant and 

undeveloped. A number of single-family homes also continue to exist in the station area, 

although the land is no longer zoned for them. In addition, where given the option 

between low or medium-density multi-family residential (MFR), in almost every case, 

developers have chosen to build at a higher density, likely due to market economics.  

Density is another critical component of TODs. Densities shorten trips by bringing 

more activities closer together; induce more non-motorized travel; and increase vehicle 

occupancy levels for motorized trips (including public transit). Without sufficient density, 

there is unlikely to be sufficient transit demand to justify frequent transit service. 

Planning guidelines recommend an average residential density of 72 units per hectare to 

support frequent levels of dedicated rapid transit service (Ontario Ministry of 

Transportation, 2012). On the whole, the Edmonds Station study area has an average 

density of 51 units per hectare (Figure 23), which is below the recommended minimum. 

While the majority of individual residential parcels do meet the minimum recommended 

density, when vacant, commercial, institutional spaces are considered, which make up a 

large portion of the study area, the overall density of the study area drops significantly. 

Figure 23. Edmonds Residential Unit Density (© M. Ohnemus) 
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8.3. Population and Jobs 

Statistics Canada data from the 2011 Census shows that there is a population of 

approximately 6,500 within the study area (500 metre buffer). There are approximately 

1,500 jobs within this same area, primarily concentrated at the BC Hydro office complex. 

Population and jobs numbers increase considerably as the buffer around the station 

expands. At 800 metres, a larger portion of the Edmonds Town Centre, including key 

employers along Kingsway and at the SkyTrain Operations and Maintenance Centre are 

brought into the buffer. Therefore, the population increases to 12,500 and jobs to 3,570. 

An 800 metres buffer is still within the walkshed of Edmonds Station, although outside of 

the scope of this research project (APTA, 2009; Canepa, 2007).  

Figure 24. Population Density – 2011 Census (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

Notwithstanding SkyTrain right-of-way, open space, and commercial lands 

adjacent to the SkyTrain, the study area has a healthy population density. High 

residential densities of over 155 persons per hectare have been developed near the 

SkyTrain, through high-rise towers to the east and west of the tracks. A number of 

developments have occurred since the 2011 census, including Reflections, a 29-storey 
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high-rise on the parcel bounded by Edmonds Street, 18th Street, and 18th Avenue; in 

Figure 24 this parcel is shown having less than 20 persons per hectare. Elsewhere in the 

station area, the medium-to-high densities are continued through 3-4 storey low-rise 

apartments and ground-oriented housing, as well as 2-3 storey townhomes. There is a 

general tapering off of densities from the station to the east, west, and south.  

8.4. Quantitative Analysis Summary 

 The transit-oriented development concept is simple, offering “moderate and high-

density housing, along with complementary public uses, jobs, retail, and services … at 

strategic points along the regional transit system” (Calthorpe, 1993). Edmonds is one of 

these strategic points along the SkyTrain system (discussed further in Section 10.1) and 

the quantitative analysis presented in this chapter reveals the presence of traits that both 

promote and impede the urban design goals and objectives of TOD. Through zoning for 

various land uses and different levels of density, Edmonds offers diversity that creates a 

dense texture of housing types and destinations within the study area (Calthorpe, 1993; 

Campoli, 2012; Ewing et al., 2011; TransLink, 2010c). This also works to provide 

densities that can support transit service (Pushkarev & Zupan, 1977; TransLink, 2010b). 

According to Calthorpe (1993), “each TOD must have a mixed-use core 

commercial area located adjacent to the transit stop,” which provides “convenience retail 

and local-serving offices.” While some commercial space does exist, improved jobs-

housing mix can balance activity throughout the day and better meet the needs of local 

residents and workers (Calthorpe, 1993; Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013; TransLink, 

2010c). Furthermore, a limited mix of uses, with no vertical mixing results in larger 

distances for pedestrians to travel and makes it challenging to establish pedestrian-

oriented places (Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). 

Ultimately, TODs must offer a walkable environment to encourage alternatives to 

auto use. This is why elements such as density, mix of uses, and vertical mixing are 

critical (Calthorpe, 1993; Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). Other physical environment 

features also affect walkability, including roads and pathways that determine actual route 

distance and the number of options people have in their journeys (Greenberg, 2004; 

Jacobs, 1961; Walker, 2012). Based on the road network alone, Edmonds suffers from 
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larger than recommended block lengths and block sizes (Greenberg, 2004). However, 

walkability is not as severely impacted by this thanks to an extensive trail network that 

helps break apart larger blocks and create more choices for people to travel. At the 

same time, the steep topography of the neighbourhood presents a barrier, which 

negatively affects walkability, particularly for travel between the station core and the 

Kingsway-Edmonds core.  

The Urban Design Inventory that follows in Chapter 9 builds on the evaluation of 

the metrics presented in this chapter. Using a structured observation of macro and 

micro-scale features of urban design, the Inventory illustrates the impacts of these 

features as they relate to walkability within the Edmonds Station area.  
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Chapter 9. Urban Design Inventory Analysis 

9.1. Introduction 

The Irvine Minnesota Inventory (IMI) is designed for collecting data on urban 

design features linked to physical activity. This includes walking and cycling, which is 

undertaken to reach destinations within the neighbourhood or for travel to and from 

transit. The inventory is designed for observing settings that are roughly the size of a 

neighbourhood. It is adaptable for uses that are primarily residential, commercial, or 

mixed use. Settings may be rural, suburban, or urban. Studies can compare two or more 

settings, or may focus on one setting only. The instrument has been previously adapted 

by Jacobson & Forsyth (2008) for use as one of the data inputs in a mixed methods 

analysis for analyzing various TOD projects in terms of urban design. 

The instrument allows for observation of macro and micro-scale physical 

environment features related to (1) accessibility and ease of movement, (2) 

pleasurability and attractiveness, (3) comfort, and (4) safety. The instrument allows for 

observation of macro-scale (pertaining to the entire study area, or setting) and micro-

scale (pertaining to one particular block, or segment). By documenting the presence or 

absence of dozens of key components of the urban landscape, its approximately 170 

questions are combined to create indicators of the four domains.  

9.2. Findings  

9.2.1. Accessibility 

Accessibility is the perceived ease with which destinations can be reached and 

terrain can be traversed during physical activity (walking or cycling) for travel and/or 

recreation (Day et al., 2006). The study area performs well under accessibility. Within 

Edmonds there is a mixture of housing types, schools, office space, and light industrial 
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uses. This offers people the opportunity to live close to work, should they desire. It also 

makes for a diverse community not only in terms of land uses, but also demographically. 

By providing different housing types, the neighbourhood can appeal to different ages, 

incomes, and family types. Similarly, the range in commercial land uses supports 

diversity in jobs type, ranging from professional, back office, and trades/industrial. 

Together, these factors allow the study area to support a diverse population.  

The area also performs well in terms of general walkability. There is a complete 

sidewalk network and extensive urban trail system that support walking and cycling. 

Land uses within the study area offer good accessibility. There are no auto-oriented 

developments, such as strip malls, big box stores, or car lots, which are incompatible 

with human scale development. The at-grade SkyTrain tracks and the SkyTrain 

Operations and Maintenance Centre create impassable land uses at the southern edge 

of the study area. Natural barriers in the form of ravines and protected open space also 

exist. These features affect integration around Edmonds, limiting developable land 

directly adjacent to the station and impacting connectivity within the neighbourhood. One 

resulting consequence of this unique geography is the lack of a true grid street network, 

meaning that pedestrians face irregular crossing opportunities along some road 

segments. While this is a barrier that can be overcome with minor inconvenience, it can 

be more problematic along Rumble Street and Griffiths Drive, which are high speed, high 

traffic corridors with the longest block lengths in the study area.  

Where the Edmonds Station area performs poorly under accessibility is through 

the provision of goods and services. There are no civic or community amenities, medical 

facilities, retail stores, or restaurants within the observed study area. Many of these 

facilities and amenities are concentrated along the Kingsway-Edmonds core, presenting 

a unique challenge for accessibility within the station core.  

9.2.2. Pleasurability  

Pleasurability is the perceived attractiveness of the setting for physical activity. 

Pleasurability includes aesthetic appeal, the presence of attractive destinations (places 

that contribute visually to the environment, such as farmers’ markets and parks), and 

comfort (Day et al., 2006). The lack of the retail and commercial destinations extends to 
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the pleasurability factor of the Irvine Minnesota Inventory. The lack of amenities like 

restaurants, coffee shops, and corner stores in the study area limits the opportunities 

residents have to relax, take comfort, and meet their daily needs within the study area. 

The lack of other features, such as sidewalk awnings, benches, bike racks, and public 

art also limit the pleasurability experienced by pedestrians and cyclists. However, the 

area does benefit from its extensive natural space and parks, which provide forests, 

streams, and other natural beauty elements. Pleasurability also benefits from the 

complete sidewalk network rated to be in excellent condition by the observers. The 

neighbourhood also benefits from other physical environment and architectural 

elements, such as low to mid-rise development that interface well at the human scale.  

9.2.3. Comfort 

Comfort involves individuals’ beliefs that limited opportunities exist in the setting 

for crime victimization or harassment during physical activity (Day et al., 2006). Under 

the Irvine Minnesota Inventory, comfort is evaluated through the perceived safety from 

crime, examining factors such as adult-oriented land uses, abandoned buildings, 

maintenance of buildings or landscaping, presence of graffiti or litter, and outdoor 

lighting. In this regard, the Edmonds Station area performs highly. However, it is 

important to note that perceptions of safety are highly subjective and can be affected by 

personal beliefs, past crimes, physical ability, weather, or time of day. The Irvine 

Minnesota Inventory looks for quantifiable perceptions of safety by evaluating variables 

of the built environment that are relatively constant.  

 None of the land uses associated with crime are present in the study area. The 

maintenance of buildings throughout the study area is good. Most segments have street 

lighting, and lighting improvements have been made to pedestrian pathways over the 

years (Wasson, 2015). With the exception of designated open space and the land 

directly adjacent to the SkyTrain station, the majority of the area is developed, providing 

some degree of natural surveillance. The lack of development and activity at Edmonds 

Station itself is certainly problematic given that it can create a perception of poor safety 

for transit customers. While the total number of drug and violent crimes reported at 
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Edmonds Station is relatively low,7 it ranks sixth highest of the thirty-two Expo and 

Millennium Line stations in regard to crime (Skelton, 2010). This, in combination with 

recent high profile crime8 and the poor physical environment, may make it difficult for 

Edmonds to shake this negative reputation.  

9.2.4. Safety  

Perceived safety from traffic involves individuals’ beliefs that limited opportunities 

exist in the setting for injury from autos or other vehicles (Day et al., 2006). This is an 

important factor in encouraging or influencing physical activity, including walking to/from 

transit or for daily errands. Pedestrian road crossings within the Edmonds Area were 

identified as safe and convenient by the observers. Where needed, there are marked 

crosswalks, stop signs, and traffic signals to allow pedestrians to cross easily. The 

network of sidewalks is in good condition and most have buffers from traffic to improve 

safety. Some traffic calming measures have also been introduced, such as the closing 

off streets into cul-de-sacs to limit through-car traffic, while still allowing pathways for 

pedestrian-through access. Most roads are two lanes and relatively easy to cross, with 

the exception of Edmonds Street, Griffiths Drive, Rumble Street, and Southpoint Drive. 

Improvements could be made using additional mid-block crossings on long block 

segments. Additional traffic calming measures could also be implemented, such as 

speed tables, curb bulbs, or traffic circles to reduce the speed of traffic, reduce noise 

pollution, and improve the perception of safety for pedestrians and cyclists.  

9.3. Summary 

The results from the Irvine Minnesota Inventory reveal that the built environment 

around Edmonds Station features a number of components linked to active living. The 

assessed components provide an indication of the ease of movement, pleasurability, 

and perceived safety from crime and traffic. Overall, the station area performs well in 

7 In 2009, the most recent year for which detailed station crime data is available from Transit Police, 
there were 26 reported drug crimes and 22 reported violent crimes at Edmonds Station (Skelton, 
2010).  

8 In February 2015 a bystander was fatally stabbed after intervening in an altercation at Edmonds 
Station (Dobie, 2015). 
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each of the four domains, indicating that neighbourhood features create an environment 

that is conducive to walking. This is an essential trait for transit-oriented development to 

promote active and alternative modes of travel. While overall the neighbourhood 

performs well under each of the four domains, the absence or limited presence of some 

features, indicates that there is opportunity for improvement. Table 1 presents a 

summary of these findings and the corresponding parameters from the TOD literature. 

Chapter 10 will use these findings alongside other data inputs to further the discussion 

through a comprehensive assessment of the station area.  
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Table 1. Irvine Minnesota Inventory Summary Findings 

Domain Category* Literature Guidelines** Findings 
Ac

ce
ss

ib
ilit

y 

Land Uses 

Fine-grained mix of land uses, 
including diversity in retail and housing 
types, which place trip origins and 
destinations within walking distance. 
Vertical mixing is encouraged. 

Area features a good mixture of land 
uses and housing types, tenures, and 
densities; however, uses remain in 
distinct pockets. There is a lack of 
vertical mixing and limited retail in the 
station core. 

Public 
Space 

Public uses are required to service 
residents and provide a sense of 
community, participation, identity, and 
conviviality. This includes meeting 
places and civic services. 

Neighbourhood parks and small squares 
provide spaces for recreation and 
gathering. Key civic facilities, however, 
are located a fair distance away at the 
Kingsway-Edmonds core. 

Complete 
Sidewalks 

Continuous sidewalks that are 
appropriately scaled and are not 
interrupted by barriers. Sidewalks 
serve as safe rights-of-way for 
pedestrians and influence how far 
people are willing to walk. 

Sidewalks are present and in good 
condition throughout the majority of the 
area. Limited barriers to movement 
exist. Trails have been used extensively 
to improve pedestrian connectivity.  

Pl
ea

su
ra

bi
lit

y 

Natural 
Features 

Major creeks, riparian habitat, slopes, 
and other sensitive environmental 
features should be conserved as open 
space amenities and incorporated into 
the design of developments. 

The perseveration of Byrne Creek has 
protected environmentally sensitive 
area. Creative site design for 
developments adjacent to the creek will 
ensure long-term vitality of these natural 
features.  

Sidewalk 
Amenities 

Street trees and awnings provide 
shade, privacy, better aesthetics, and 
protection. Elements such as street 
furniture, public art, or special 
pavements can enhance public spaces 
and cultivate diversity. 

Most roadways contain street trees and 
a grass boulevard. Street furniture, trash 
cans, bike racks and other elements are 
limited.  

Parking 

On-street parking is encouraged on all 
streets, except arterials. Off-street 
parking should be minimized and 
placed under buildings, in structures, 
or at the rear of buildings. 

On-street parking is permitted on all 
roadways but the main arterial, providing 
a buffer between pedestrians and traffic. 
All multi-family and commercial buildings 
feature underground parking. 

  

*   Categories adapted from Boarnet et al. (2006) “Summary of reliability tests for Irvine Minnesota 
Inventory” 

** Literature Guidelines adapted from Bernick & Cervero (1997), Calthorpe (1993), Ewing & 
Bartholomew (2013), & Metropolitan Council (2014). 
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Domain Category* Literature Guidelines** Findings 
Co

m
fo

rt 

Maintenance 
Safe and well-maintained streetscapes 
should feature buildings in a good state 
of repair and low levels of litter and 
graffiti. 

Overall maintenance of buildings is in 
excellent condition, with no abandoned 
structures. Some graffiti is present on 
fences and electrical boxes. Litter is only 
a concern near vacant or public lots. 

Lighting 

Lighting for pedestrians is most 
effectively provided by pedestrian-
scale streetlights which distribute light 
evenly, improve visibility, and increase 
the feeling of security.  

All roadway segments feature street 
lighting, although applications of 
pedestrian-scale lighting are limited. Off-
street trails generally feature pedestrian-
oriented lighting for security. 

Sa
fe

ty
 

Safe 
Crossings & 
Connections 

A sufficient level of safe, frequent, well-
marked crossings are necessary to 
allow for interplay between opposite 
sides of the street. Safe crossings 
improve pedestrian volumes.  

Crossings are provided and well-marked 
and/or signalled where needed. 
Additional crossings may be beneficial 
along the busiest roads. Pathways 
provide connections through cul-de-
sacs. 

Traffic 
Calming 

Traffic calming measures, such as 
medians, curb extensions, and speed 
tables improve the pedestrian 
environment, which suffers greatly as 
traffic volumes and speeds pass 
certain thresholds.  

There is limited use of traffic calming 
measure within the study area. There 
are opportunities to add additional 
measures to ensure cars travel at safe 
speeds and improve perceptions of 
safety.  
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Chapter 10. Assessment of Station Area 

Supported by planning policies that adopted transit-oriented development urban 

design principles from an early stage, Burnaby has capitalized on the regional rapid 

transit investments. The SkyTrain lines through Burnaby have had a ripple effect on 

development, including at Edmonds Station, thanks to Burnaby’s efforts to concentrate 

growth around nodes. The goals and objectives laid out in planning documents for 

Edmonds seek to promote mixed uses; develop a strong network of pedestrian, cycling 

and frequent transit connections; and enhance the station area streetscape. Together 

these objectives establish the density and variety of uses that are required to spur modal 

shift, reduce trip distances, and create a complete community. However, not all planning 

visions are successfully translated into reality. Furthermore, as development occurs in a 

piecemeal and market-driven fashion, change does not occur all at once. 

Neighbourhoods such as Edmonds are in a continual evolution. This assessment, 

therefore, seeks to evaluate the station area as it exists today, while acknowledging that 

the Edmonds neighbourhood will continue to evolve.  

As a setting for transit-oriented development, Edmonds holds a number of 

strengths, weaknesses, challenges, and opportunities. As new development occurs, 

building on these strengths and addressing its weaknesses can help Edmonds Station 

develop a clear sense of place. This will enhance the station area and fortify its role as a 

TOD for southeast Burnaby. The municipal and community visions set forth through the 

town centre concept and Edmonds Town Centre Plan have positioned Edmonds Station 

as a site for transit-oriented growth. To specifically understand how the built environment 

within the study area fulfills TOD principles of urban design, the findings of the research 

are presented through the lens of the “six D’s” of transit-oriented development. 
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10.1. Destination Accessibility 

Destination accessibility relates to how closely a place is located to the 

destinations to which people travel regularly (Campoli, 2012). Destination accessibility is 

a function of both regional and local destinations, as routines and travel patterns typically 

involve a mixture of both over the course of a week or month. Some destinations are 

best suited for a local population, such as grocery stores, library branches, and schools. 

Meanwhile, regional destinations are large traffic generators, like a central business 

district, shopping malls, universities, or airports, that are draws for large numbers of 

people from throughout the region on both a regular and occasional basis, depending on 

individual needs.  

Regional accessibility is one of Edmonds’ greatest strengths, and its setting near 

the geographic centre of Greater Vancouver has supported its growth and development. 

Edmonds’ central regional location between Surrey and Vancouver places residents, 

offices, and other businesses at the midpoint of the rapid transit network (see Figure 25). 

Figure 25. Future Rail Transit Network (© TransLink, 2016) 
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Figure 26. Buses from Edmonds Station (© TransLink, 2016) 

 

The SkyTrain provides connections to Municipal Town Centres, including 

Brentwood and Lougheed, Regional City Centres, including Metrotown and New 

Westminster, and the Metropolitan Cores of Downtown Vancouver and Surrey Metro 

Centre. The result is that Edmonds has direct service to six of the largest traffic 

generators in the region via the SkyTrain network (Wolmarans et al., 2008). Its location 

also provides easy access to major residential and employment areas on both the north 
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and south sides of the Fraser River, via the SkyTrain and private automobile. Edmonds 

is also served by six bus routes, providing connections to Kingsway, Uptown New 

Westminster, north Burnaby, and the Big Bend (see Figure 26).  

Edmonds’ proximity to Metrotown has been a key element in its development. 

Metrotown is Burnaby’s primary urban centre, designated as Regional Town Centre by 

the municipality and as a Regional City Centre by Metro Vancouver. Therefore, it has 

always been seen as the premier town centre for Burnaby and supports higher 

employment and residential densities. With this regional designation, Metrotown has 

attracted a broad spectrum of people for working, shopping, and entertainment, not only 

from within Burnaby but also from the rest of the Lower Mainland. Kenji Ito, Burnaby’s 

former Assistant Director of Current Planning, drew a parallel between the development 

at Metrotown and Edmonds, stating that Edmonds’ “recent growth in apartment 

development and by the establishment of the BC Hydro Headquarters complex, are 

partly attributable to its proximity to Metrotown” (1995). Metrotown continues to be a 

draw for development at Edmonds. In its early years, Edmonds offered the opportunity to 

be near Metrotown but retain a quieter, suburban character, and this was the primary 

draw for residents moving to the neighbourhood (Gannon, 2015). In more recent years, 

there has been a shift. The majority of buyers “would prefer Metrotown if they could 

afford it” due to its prominence as a hub for the city and the range in shopping it offers. 

Instead, many of those purchasing homes in Edmonds do so because it remains more 

affordable and still offers convenient access to Metrotown (Gannon, 2015).  

Local destination accessibility is primarily a function of the land use diversity of 

the area. As already explored, the study area suffers from a lack of commercial activity 

and civic amenities, despite the fact that these uses were envisioned for the station core 

as part of the ETCP (City of Burnaby, 1994). The City in the Park development contains 

a single retail unit, which housed a Choices Market as its commercial tenant for 

approximately 10 years until April 2012. In the years since, the site has had trouble 

maintaining a tenant and has been vacant since July 2014. With this vacancy, all of the 

neighbourhood’s commercial amenities are focused around the Kingsway-Edmonds 

core. The Kingsway-Edmonds core is home to a large format grocery store, smaller 

ethnic markets, a liquor store, banks, a public library, and a recreation centre, among 

other uses. For residents who live towards the north edge of the study area, Kingsway is 
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accessible by foot. However, for residents elsewhere, this can be a considerable uphill 

walk. Therefore, it is expected that residents who have access to a vehicle might opt to 

drive to Kingsway for shopping and other errands, rather than walk.  

The proximity of Edmonds Station to Kingsway puts the area adjacent to the 

station, where commercial uses would naturally fit in a transit-oriented development, in a 

peculiar situation (Bernick & Cervero, 1997). Kingsway is just far enough away to be out 

of reach for some, but at the same time Kingsway may be too close to allow for 

businesses to succeed on their own at Edmonds. The succession of retail tenants and 

the ongoing vacancy of the City in the Park retail site reflect this concern. While the 

distance between the station and the commercial core at Kingsway-Edmonds is not 

ideal, it is certainly not an impassable barrier. For those with a car it is a short drive. 

Frequent bus service also provides connections between the two cores.  

The Edmonds Station study area benefits from having a wide range of local 

destinations nearby. This allows residents to perform many of their daily errands within 

the greater town centre, but not within the study area itself. This presents challenges for 

transit users, who cannot complete errands on their way to or from the SkyTrain. There 

is also a risk that when people must get in their car or take transit to access shops, 

services, or other amenities that they might leave the town centre altogether to complete 

those errands. Anecdotal evidence from the qualitative interviews suggests that this may 

be the case for Edmonds, given its proximity to the auto-oriented Burnaby Business Park 

(Market Crossing and Big Bend Crossing Shopping Centres), which is home to a number 

of big-box retailers. 

10.2. Distance to Transit 

Since all transit trips involve a degree of walking, the distance to transit and an 

environment which facilitates this movement, are critical elements in a TOD. Distance to 

transit relates to the “accessibility” domain explored in the Irvine Minnesota Inventory. 

Accessibility is the perceived ease with which destinations can be reached and terrain 

can be traversed (Day et al., 2006). To aid accessibility, developers and municipalities 

can include physical environment features that aid people in making connections, reduce 
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total distance traveled, link more destinations, and facilitate access (Brons et al., 2009; 

Canepa, 2007; Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013; Handy, 2005). 

For the Edmonds neighbourhood, the SkyTrain has played a significant role in 

the transformation of the area. BC Hydro relocated its headquarters to Edmonds to 

strategically locate itself in providing better regional access with close proximity to transit 

for its employees and customers (Constantineau, 1989; Wanless, 1991). The SkyTrain 

has also brought major changes to the area by attracting numerous multi-family housing 

projects that allow residents to come and go easily. Recognizing the added value that 

the SkyTrain can provide in terms of connectivity and convenience, developers have 

used proximity to Edmonds Station as a marketing feature for their new residences 

(Anderson, 1992; McQuade, 2001).  

The Edmonds Station area is well connected through sidewalks, roadways, 

paths, and trails. As demonstrated in quantitative analysis (Section 8.1) and the urban 

design inventory (Section 9.2), Edmonds features a robust pedestrian network that 

provides good linkages throughout the study area. The majority of the study area can be 

reached in a 500 to 600 metre walk (8 to 10 minutes). Since the study area lacks a true 

grid street network, the neighbourhood features a range of block lengths, which are 

longer than recommended (Dittmar & Ohland, 2004). The result is that the block area 

within Edmonds is also large. However, pedestrian paths and trails break apart the 

larger blocks and allow for more direct connections between different destinations. The 

use of pedestrian paths and trails have increased intersection density within the area, 

which the literature suggests has the greatest effect on walking by improving 

connectivity and making it easier for pedestrians to navigate the area (Ewing & Cervero, 

2010; Metropolitan Council, 2014).  

The Edmonds Town Centre Plan identified a “system of urban trails, and 

pedestrian and cycle routes” as a requirement to link neighbourhoods to one another 

and to the core areas, including Edmonds Station (City of Burnaby, 1994). In concert 

with these recommendations, there has been a deliberate attempt to create a trail 

system throughout the neighbourhood. The result is that of the four of Burnaby’s town 

centres, Edmonds has the most well developed off-street trail system (Wasson, 2015).  
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Part of these trail improvements includes the first rail-to-trails project in Greater 

Vancouver, the BC Parkway, which runs between Vancouver and New Westminster. 

Another rails-to-trails project, the Highland Park Trail, runs along the route of the former 

streetcar system in the north of the study area. To the south of the study area, the South 

Spur Urban Trail was recently constructed between the BC Parkway and 18th Street; it 

includes a new overpass over the high-traffic Griffiths Drive. This is expected to improve 

east-west connections and integrate the station with planned development at 

Southgate.9 An urban trail has also been partially implemented between Edmonds 

Station and Highgate Village along 18th Avenue and Salisbury Way. Segments are 

missing for this urban trail on both ends, in the blocks closest to Edmonds Station and 

Highgate Village. This partial completion is problematic in terms of providing a sense of 

visual connectivity to and from each of these key destinations. Together, these trails 

provide strong connections between the station and surrounding areas. However, 

wayfinding is absent and connections are not clearly signed. Anecdotal accounts from 

the qualitative interviews indicate that residents and transit customers express a number 

of safety concerns within the station area and pathways as a result of the lack of 

nighttime activity, areas of poor lighting, the absence of continuous development, and 

undefended wooded areas (see Figure 32).  

Additional considerations have been made throughout the study area to facilitate 

access to and from the station. Burnaby elected not to build any park and ride facilities at 

its stations, recognizing that the adjacent land was too valuable and such land uses 

would be contrary to the TOD concept. Instead, with the opening of the SkyTrain, the city 

underwent a reorientation of its bus system. This focused on creating a feeder system of 

buses that would help people get to the station, even if they were outside of the station’s 

walkshed. Six bus routes provide service to Edmonds Station, and two of these routes 

provide linkages between the station core and the Kingsway-Edmonds core. To shorten 

walking distances, a land bridge was constructed over the at-grade tracks south of 

Edmonds Station as part of the BC Hydro office tower project. This land bridge helps 

9 The City of Burnaby is currently developing the Southgate Neighbourhood Master Plan for a 20 
hectare site 750 metres east of Edmonds Station. This is the site of a former Safeway distribution 
centre and was purchased by developer Ledingham McAllister in 2012. Preliminary plans call for 
500,000 m2 of market residential and 18,500 m2 of commercial space across approximately 20 
towers up to 46-storeys in height. (City of Burnaby, 2014b) 
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address some of the integration and connectivity issues created by the at-grade 

SkyTrain tracks. While this routing is still circuitous, it greatly improves access to the 

residential neighbourhoods to the west of the station, including City in the Park and other 

South Slope developments.  

A second entrance to Edmonds Station on the west side has been proposed to 

create direct integration with City in the Park, rather than requiring pedestrians to walk 

around the station (Wolmarans et al., 2008). However, to date no progress has been 

made on the matter. Any such addition to the station would likely be a part of future 

station upgrades, which could come either as a standalone project from TransLink or in 

conjunction with the redevelopment of the adjacent vacant land and bus loop. In 2013, 

TransLink began work on a first round of upgrades to seven Expo Line stations 

(TransLink, 2016b). Edmonds, however, was not selected as a candidate for the first 

round of upgrades owing to higher priorities at other stations. The 2010 Expo Line 

Upgrade Strategy did identify major upgrades and improved neighbourhood integration 

as priorities as part of a second round of projects in the future (TransLink, 2010a).  

A direct walking environment also requires safe opportunities for crossing 

roadways. Research has found that safe and frequent crossings can increase pedestrian 

volumes (Boarnet et al., 2005; Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). Pedestrian crossings within 

the Edmonds area are well marked and the busiest intersections are signalized. There 

are opportunities to increase the use of mid-block crossings on long road segments, 

such as Edmonds Street, Rumble Street, and Griffiths Drive. These also happen to be 

the busiest streets within the study area and require dedicated or signalized places to 

cross. Edmonds and Rumble are designated as major collectors in the Burnaby 

Transportation Plan, while Griffiths serves as a secondary arterial (City of Burnaby, 

2004). As a result, these roads factor into city-wide transportation needs and must 

maintain an adequate level of service; this may limit opportunities for additional 

crossings and traffic calming measures.  

All roads within the study area, except for Griffiths Drive are two travel lanes 

wide, which is within prevailing TOD guidelines; streets wider than four lanes pose 

considerable challenges for pedestrians (Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). All two-lane 

roads in the study area also permit on-street parking, which creates a spatial and 
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physical buffer between the roadway and sidewalk. Vehicle operating speeds decline as 

individual lanes and street sections are narrowed. Research has shown that drivers also 

behave less aggressively, run fewer traffic signals, and are involved in fewer crashes on 

narrower roadways (Dumbaugh & Rae, 2009). The presence of two-lane roads 

throughout the study area is a positive feature. Griffiths Drive, however, is up to six lanes 

wide. This results in high speeds of traffic that are unsafe to cross except at signalized 

intersections. There is an opportunity to expand the use of centre medians for the full 

length of Griffiths to visually divide the street space and offer a sense of visual 

enclosure. Currently, there are segments of landscaped medians, but sections are 

removed for left turn bays.  

Despite the presence of the positive elements that support access to transit, as 

described above, the distance between the station core and the Kingsway-Edmonds 

core, where the majority of the neighbourhood’s retail, services, and public amenities are 

located, is an identifiable weakness. This is further impacted by the lack of a direct 

connection and the area’s geography. The station is much lower topographically than 

Kingsway, resulting in uphill northbound travel. These factors have undermined the 

development of a synergistic relationship between the two cores, although they are very 

much a part of the same neighbourhood. The result is two nodes that operate as 

relatively independent destinations (Wolmarans et al., 2008). 

Prior to the opening of the SkyTrain, Burnaby planners recognized that there 

would be a distance between the station and the established hub at Kingsway-Edmonds 

that had to be addressed (Parr, 1982). This continues to be a challenge today and is a 

connection that could be strengthened (Cipywnyk, 2015; Wolmarans et al., 2008). In the 

long term, the aspiration is to better integrate the station and the Kingsway-Edmonds 

core by way of complementary land uses and improved urban trail connections 

(Wasson, 2015). This is an important connection, considering that that the nearest 

commercial and civic amenities are all located at the northern core. Furthermore, as 

more mixed-use and residential developments are built at Kingsway-Edmonds, it will be 

important to provide attractive and convenient options to encourage residents to take 

transit, either via feeder buses or by walking, the latter of which is typically the more 

convenient option.  
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As a result of the distance, geography, and lack of active land uses, the walk 

between the Kingsway-Edmonds core and Edmonds Station tends to be negatively 

perceived. Previous research in the study area found that “SkyTrain modal share is 

much higher amongst residents and workers in the immediate station area than for 

journeys that originate or terminate at the town centre along Kingsway” (Pereira, 2011). 

SkyTrain trips account for a relatively high proportion of commuting trips from City in the 

Park and BC Hydro, but decrease further away from the station, where users may opt to 

use their vehicles instead (Pereira, 2011). The connection between the two cores suffers 

from the absence of active land uses, consistent streetscaping, and signage to animate 

routes such as Salisbury Avenue or Edmonds Street. Without these elements, there are 

few visual cues for pedestrians to signify their roles as connectors. These corridors are 

entirely mono-functional residential; therefore, there are no animated uses that draw 

people up through the street or provide continuously changing visual landscape. The 

wooded areas nearest the station also undermine perceptions of safety, particularly at 

night.  

10.3. Development at the Human Scale 

TODs should provide high-quality, safe, pedestrian-oriented streets and public 

spaces. Human scale refers to the size, texture, and articulation of physical elements 

that match the proportions of humans and correspond to pedestrian movement (Ewing & 

Bartholomew, 2013). Human scale development can include public space interventions 

to improve the quality of journeys, add visual interest, and create comfort. This is in 

addition to the elements described in the preceding section, such as connecting streets 

and providing safe crossings. All of these features work together to increase the 

likelihood that people will choose public transportation, walking, or cycling (Campoli, 

2012; TransLink, 2010c). As explored in the Irvine Minnesota Inventory, development 

features that relate to physical activity can be broken into four domains of accessibility, 

pleasurability, perceived safety from traffic (comfort), and perceived safety from crime 

(Day et al., 2006). Strong performance across each of these domains is important for 

TODs to develop at the human scale, where they can be inviting and attractive to many 

types of users and bring together diverse functions. Performance in regard to 

accessibility was discussed in Section 10.1; Edmonds’ performance under the remaining 
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three domains – pleasurability, safety from traffic, and safety from crime – is discussed 

in detail below.  

10.3.1. Pleasurability 

Pleasurability is the perceived attractiveness of the setting for physical activity 

and travel. In many cases, features that enhance pleasurability do so by addressing 

function and aesthetics simultaneously to accommodate human needs in ways that 

increase attractiveness. Built environment features linked to pleasurability include 

architectural character, aesthetic quality, contextual compatibility (the visual 

cohesiveness of nearby buildings and spaces), active façades, public spaces, street 

furnishings, and sidewalks (Day et al., 2006).  

Development at Edmonds has primarily been a distinctive exploration of towers 

in landscape, in the style of Le Corbusier. This forested setting is unique for a town 

centre and provides high aesthetic appeal to residents. In doing so, Edmonds is able to 

combine high urbanism in a park-side, suburban setting. This style of development has 

been described as “just what is needed to appeal to those whose choices would 

otherwise be limited to a traditional low-density product” by Vancouver City Councillor 

Gordon Price (McQuade, 2001).  

Throughout the neighbourhood, the architecture and design of buildings varies 

based on their use, age, and density. The majority of residential buildings are street-

oriented, helping create a “reciprocal relationship between the private space on the 

interior of the structure and public space along the sidewalk” (Ewing & Bartholomew, 

2013). This reciprocal relationship is primarily created in one of two ways. The first is 

achieved through direct street access to the front doors of first and second storey units 

in the majority of low-rise multi-family residences. Secondly, it is achieved through the 

limiting of building setbacks from the sidewalk and road. There tends to be significant 

variation in setbacks depending on building type and age of the property, older buildings 

tend to be further away from the street, and in some instances oriented away from the 

road. The newest properties, however, interface well with the public space on the 

sidewalk and road, with smaller setbacks, low fences, and greater visibility. There is also 
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significant variety in how buildings interface with the roadway and sidewalk, depending 

on the size of the road and traffic volumes.  

Buildings are architecturally varied and feature different styles, materials, colours, 

and landscape elements. While there are similarities between the overall styles of 

buildings, there is overall variation that provides visual engagement. This is true even for 

buildings constructed by the same developer, such as City in the Park, where a focus 

was put on allowing each building to have “its own architectural style to avoid tedious 

repetition” (McQuade, 2001). These elements support the complexity and visual richness 

of the neighbourhood, as viewers are exposed to a number of noticeable differences. At 

the same time, the area also presents coherence, or a sense of visual order, particularly 

amongst the ground-oriented developments to the north of the station. The same is true 

for the City in the Park development to the south of the station where having a single 

developer implement the master plan helped maintain consistency by keeping to a 

common theme. Although this master planned community is different from the rest of the 

station area, due to its relative isolation, it establishes a sense of coherence amongst 

itself.  

Figure 27. Ground-Oriented Apartments (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

Storybrook, built in 2014, offers clear lines of sight from the residential units to the sidewalk. It 
features minimal setbacks from the roadway and low fencing and landscaping.  
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Many of these development features also support the transparency of the 

neighbourhood. Transparency refers to the “degree to which people can see or perceive 

what lies beyond the edge of a street” (Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). As most buildings 

feature direct access to first or second floor units from the street, the high number of 

entryways contributes to the perception of human activity beyond the street (Jacobs, 

1993). Some streets benefit from a canopy of street trees which improves transparency 

by “affording awareness of the space beyond while still conferring a sense of enclosure” 

(Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013).  

Figure 28. Ground-Oriented Townhomes (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

Botanica, built in 2004, features ground-oriented townhomes that offer residents direct access to 
their units from the urban trail along Salisbury Way. The ground-oriented design offers natural 
surveillance and transparency to/from the urban trail.  

Pleasurability within the Edmonds Station area benefits significantly from the 

presence of parks and open space. Byrne Creek has driven the design of the town 

centre. Development was originally envisioned to have been pushed down the creek 

corridor. However, Burnaby City Council ultimately chose to retain the creek as a open 

space. The presence of this protected parkland in the centre of the Edmonds Station 

core has had its implications on the urban form by preventing development in the 

immediate vicinity of the station where the highest densities would typically occur and 
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affecting integration with nearby developments. The vast, undefended wooded areas 

also disrupt the human scale development found elsewhere in the study area and 

contribute to safety issues discussed in Section 10.3.3. At the same time, however, the 

presence of parks and open space in the heart of the Edmonds Station core help make 

the neighbourhood family friendly and offer opportunities for recreation and off-street 

travel, in concert with the urban trail system.  

10.3.2. Safety from Traffic 

Perceived safety from traffic involves individuals’ beliefs that limited opportunities 

exist in the setting for injury from automobiles or other vehicles. In making decisions 

regarding physical activity, perceived traffic safety may influence individual behaviour, 

more so than actual traffic safety (Day et al., 2006). Human scale development ought to 

include physical or spatial barriers between pedestrians and high speed traffic. There is 

evidence that features such as continuous and appropriately scaled sidewalks and traffic 

calming work to increase walking and cycling by affecting both actual and perceived 

safety (Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013).  

Sidewalks provide a number of features to communities, including street security 

and spaces for neighbourly contact (Jacobs, 1961). Sidewalks are more than just a 

transportation infrastructure; they are also spaces for everyday life and leisure 

destinations (Loukaitou-Sideris, 2010). Availability of sidewalks will influence how often 

and far people are willing to walk (Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). With few exceptions, 

sidewalks in Edmonds are continuous and of high quality. Missing segments are 

adjacent to single-family homes and duplexes, which were built prior to the SkyTrain.  

Sidewalks are well maintained and have been built to include a grass boulevard 

and street trees in accordance with City of Burnaby design standards. Street trees 

provide shade and rain protection, while grass boulevards provide a spatial buffer to 

protect pedestrians from car traffic and other road elements, such as car door swings, 

splashes from puddles, or plowed snow. However, in some areas sidewalks could be 

improved in width. This is especially so between the SkyTrain station and Griffiths Drive, 

where pedestrian volumes are the highest of any street segment (see Figure 31). 

Additionally, sidewalks along the busiest roadways – Griffiths Drive, 14th Avenue, and 
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Southpoint Drive – of are a standard width, but given the high speeds of cars, the 

proportion of space dedicated to automobiles, and lack of parallel parking, these 

sidewalks should be widened to enhance pedestrian safety and comfort. Furthermore, 

there is a need to improve and repave pathways (including informal paths) in the vicinity 

of Edmonds Station, particularly on the north side of the station. These paths are narrow, 

uneven, worn, and become muddy during inclement weather. While not part of any 

official urban trail, they were observed to be highly used and are critical for movement to 

and from the SkyTrain station.  

As the Edmonds area continues to develop and evolve, many pedestrian 

features will be upgraded according to Burnaby’s recently adopted Town Centre 

Standards, a series of public realm design standards for the construction of roads and 

boulevards fronting development sites. These standards are intended to facilitate high-

quality pedestrian movement throughout the town centre. It represents a commitment by 

the municipality to provide a connected network of streets, sidewalks, and paths that 

encourage walking, cycling and transit use as an alternative to driving (Handy, 2005). It 

also supports the notion that individuals will be more disposed to walk or walk longer 

distances in areas of high quality urban design (Canepa, 2007). 

The Town Centre Standards are intended to enhance the experience of moving 

throughout the town centre by improving the safety, access, and aesthetics of roadways. 

They are intended to create safe and enjoyable environments for pedestrians, cyclists, 

and transit users of all ages and abilities. The design standards are guided by the 

objective of recreating a “living room” for the street. Design elements across different 

zones will make the roadway more appealing and interesting. It will provide dedicated 

areas for different activities and will allow the city to use one of its most valuable assets, 

the road, to create an area of public space.  

In addition to sidewalks, a number of physical environment features to improve 

pedestrian safety have been incorporated throughout the station area. Traffic calming 

seeks to protect public health and safety by ensuring that speeds on local streets are 

suitable for their intended purpose. There is evidence that if used correctly, traffic 

calming increases walking and cycling (Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). Traffic calming 

measures, such as speed tables and curb extensions, are used occasionally in the study 
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area. In a couple of instances, streets have been blocked off as a traffic calming 

measure to prevent through-traffic. However, traffic calming is an area where additional 

improvements could be made to improve pedestrian safety along roadways where 

automobile speeds typically exceed safe speeds or volumes.  

Figure 29. Town Centre Standards Artist Rendering (© City of Burnaby, 2014) 

 

The Town Centre Standards will create a living room for the street and offer dedicated spaces for 
pedestrians and cyclists that can be enjoyed by people of all ages and abilities. 

With the recently implemented Town Centre Standards, there is an opportunity to 

improve the connectivity between the Kingsway-Edmonds and Edmonds Station nodes 

by enhancing the streetscape through landscaping, furniture, and public art. Elements 

such as these will provide visual interest, encourage people to linger, and put more 

“eyes on the street.”10 It will also improve safety by providing a dedicated space for 

pedestrians and cyclists. The Town Centre Standards are of particular importance for 

Edmonds, as it has developed with two nodes and a third node is envisioned at 

Southgate. As each node has destinations intended to serve the whole of the town 

centre, such as a rapid transit station or recreation centre, it is important to have strong 

pedestrian connectivity between each. Full implementation of the Town Centre 

Standards may take some time; it will be implemented on a piecemeal basis as 

properties are developed. This represents a challenge along Salisbury and Edmonds, 

10 “Eyes on the street” refers to the natural surveillance theory popularized by Jane Jacobs (1961). It 
aims to limit the opportunity for crime by increasing the perception that people can be seen, using 
the design of physical features and presence of active land uses.  
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where many properties have been developed in the last decade and the redevelopment 

potential of the street has been missed.  

10.3.3. Safety from Crime 

Perceived safety from crime involves individuals’ beliefs that limited opportunities 

exist for crime victimization or harassment. While both actual and perceived crime safety 

are important, perceived crime safety may have the greatest influence on an individuals’ 

decision to walk, cycle, or take transit because individuals rarely possess accurate or 

specific information on actual crime rates (Day et al., 2006). Examples of physical 

environment features linked to perceived crime safety include the level of maintenance 

of public and private property; street lighting; design features that provide “eyes on the 

street” for surveillance; and the absence of land uses that are perceived as threatening 

(Day et al., 2006). 

Overall, the principles of crime prevention through environmental design 

(CPTED) were observed to be well applied in the Edmonds station area. The ground-

oriented nature of many of the housing developments offer “eyes on the street” for the 

areas with residential development. Most buildings have windows and balconies facing 

the street or units that can be directly accessed from the street level. This helps ensure 

continuous activity and surveillance of the neighbourhood. The level of natural 

surveillance is different from block to block. For example, some older buildings have 

fewer windows facing busier roadways, while others may have views obstructed by high 

fences or landscaping (see Figure 30). Streets throughout the area are primarily lit by 

roadway streetlights. Pedestrian-oriented lighting along sidewalks is used on a limited 

basis. Expanding the use of these would be beneficial as a placemaking element and to 

enhance the pedestrian experience. Lighting that focuses on the sidewalk and shines 

down rather than out has been found to increase feelings of security (Ewing & 

Bartholomew, 2013).  

Many developments use landscaping as a form of natural access control. The 

newest residential buildings use waist-high fences, gates, and shrubs to create a 

boundary between the public and private space, while still maintaining high levels of 

visibility. In addition to landscaping, many buildings also employ signage such as 
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“private property” to demarcate private space. The majority of buildings and their 

surrounding property are well maintained. No buildings were observed to be tagged. 

However, graffiti was observed on public spaces, including electrical transformer boxes, 

bus stops, fences, and light posts. Varying amounts of litter was also observed 

throughout the study area, primarily concentrated near vacant lots, open space parks, 

forested areas, and along urban trails.  

Figure 30. Poor Natural Surveillance (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

Dense landscaping and tall fences at some properties limit visibility to the street. 

The vacant parcels adjacent to the SkyTrain, along with the at-grade station and 

elevated tracks that bisect the study area, create a fair amount of dead space (Figure 

31). This has resulted in areas with no development and few opportunities for 

surveillance. This becomes more extreme when the large amounts of protected, forested 

land are brought in to the equation. Ultimately, these elements create many CPTED 

issues for the Edmonds Station core, particularly at night. It has contributed to negative 

perceptions of personal safety within the station area (Wolmarans et al., 2008). These 

safety concerns stem primarily from the area’s dense landscaping and heavily forested 

nature, as well as a lack of “eyes on the street” along the trails and sidewalks that lead to 

Edmonds Station.  
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Figure 31. Vacant Lands Adjacent to Edmonds Station (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

The vacant commercial lands and the space-intensive, barren bus loop create a create a harsh 
environment for customers to wait in and offer little opportunity for natural surveillance. The 
narrow sidewalks and dense landscaping along 18th Avenue (pictured) provides poor connectivity 
to destinations to the north and east of the station. 

In response to this, the City of Burnaby has worked to make a number of 

improvements, including in the installation of lighting along paths and trails. In some 

cases, lighting has been provided by developers as part of new developments. In other 

cases, lighting was provided through a partnership with TransLink who owns the BC 

Parkway. Where possible, Burnaby has also looked to orient housing to face pathways 

to provide an “eyes on the street” approach to surveillance and security. However, 

because of the topography, most developments are somewhat removed from the 

pathways. In this situation, an “eyes on the street” approach has been less effective. The 

city has also trimmed trees to provide better visibility and installed fencing along 

pathways to limit hiding opportunities for possible assailants. 
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Figure 32. Wooded Urban Trails (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

Urban trails, such as this one, are a critical link for residents to easily and quickly access 
Edmonds Station. However, the densely wooded areas lend themselves to the perception of lack 
of safety, due to a number of CPTED issues.  

10.4. Density 

A compact built environment allows more workers and residents to live near 

transit (Bernick & Cervero, 1997; Metropolitan Council, 2014). Density is often defined in 

terms of population per square kilometre. However, density is more complex than just 

population; it can also consider things like the density of jobs, schools, and services in 

order to reveal the intensity of a particular element or activity. Despite the initial 

pushback against increased densities during the development of the defunct Edmonds 

Station Area Plan (1987), the subsequent Edmonds Town Centre Plan (1994) embraced 

density and has allowed Edmonds to become a node of high-density for Burnaby’s 

southeast quadrant.  

The Edmonds Station area achieves density through a mix of high-rise and low-

rise residential buildings. Low-rise, ground-oriented buildings typically take up the 

majority of their lot, with residences spread over 3-4 storeys. The high-rise buildings 

have significantly greater setbacks and extremely large lots, but achieve density through 
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vertical means. Edmonds is unique as a town centre in that it has two nodes of high-

density, with valleys of low-density in between. The third node of density planned at 

Southgate will continue this unique experiment with density.  

The highest densities occur in the region closest to the SkyTrain station. To the 

west of the station, City in the Park has brought high-rise residences within 100 metres 

of the tracks. On the east side, due to the vacant land adjacent to the station, high-rise 

residential developments begin around 200 metres from the SkyTrain. Just beyond the 

high-rise developments are medium-density residential developments. These are 

primarily ground-oriented apartment buildings and town homes of 3-4 storeys. Medium-

density housing makes up the bulk of the residential land in the study area. 

Approximately 75% (25.7 hectares) of the residential land in the station area is zoned as 

medium-density. This is compared to high-rise residential which has been allocated 22% 

(7.7 hectares) of the residential land. Medium-density housing provides a buffer between 

the high-density areas and the low-density, single and two-family homes which appear at 

the eastern edge of the study area. This buffer is not perfect and in some cases high-rise 

towers are located adjacent to single-family homes, creating a harsh shift in density.  

 

Figure 33. High-Rise Density Adjacent to Edmonds Station (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

City in the Park offers high-rise residential density within 100 metres of Edmonds Station.  
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Figure 34. Harsh Contrasts in Density (© M. Ohnemus) 

 

Single family homes adjacent to City in the Park are an example of the harsh shifts in density that 
are present in the study area, despite the prevailing zoning designation.  

With this mix of housing types, the Edmonds Station area has managed to 

achieve an average density of 51 units per hectare. Given that much of the land in the 

station area is open space, industrial, right-of-way, or vacant, the density of individual 

residential parcels is much higher. High-rise parcels are able to achieve densities of 140-

350 units per hectare. Medium-density parcels achieve densities between 51-165 units 

per hectare, thereby in some cases achieving the same densities as high-rise towers. 

This is due to generous setbacks, gardens, and open space amenities of some of the 

high-rise towers, whereas the mid-rise buildings are more likely to take up the majority of 

their parcel. As a result of this dense housing stock, approximately 6,500 residents are 

able to live within the study area (Dittmar & Ohland, 2004; Statistics Canada, 2011).  

One way Burnaby has pushed for higher densities within its town centres is 

through its Community Benefit Bonus Policy. Established in 1997, this density bonusing 

scheme enables the city to provide community benefits, such as parks, civic facilities, 
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affordable housing, and child care centres through contributions made by developers in 

exchange for additional density. The Community Benefit Bonus Policy is one of the 

mechanisms available to the city to help finance and achieve public amenities that 

maintain and increase residents’ quality of life. More recently, in support of its 

sustainability strategies, Burnaby has introduced Category ‘S’ zoning within its town 

centres. This has allowed developers to dramatically increase the amount of density on 

their site. In exchange for this density, developers must demonstrate that their projects 

can achieve the greatest sustainability in every measure. This includes the use of 

environmentally sound materials, promoting social mix, and providing street amenities as 

part of the Town Centre Standards. In both cases, the community contributions in 

exchange for density bonusing are voluntary for developers, who can otherwise build at 

the prevailing zoning.  

Jobs density is also an important component of the station area, with the BC 

Hydro tower offering space for upwards of 1,250 employees (Constantineau, 1989). 

Elsewhere in the station areas, employment opportunities are considerably fewer, limited 

to the industrial properties to the east of BC Hydro and the schools and daycares located 

in the neighbourhood. A better balance of jobs and resident labour force can provide 

more opportunities for residents to live and work within their neighbourhood, relieving the 

commuting burden and having a significant impact on regional transportation systems. 

Although the employment opportunities within the station area itself are limited, the BC 

Hydro and SkyTrain headquarters offer a strong employment base for the 

neighbourhood. The Kingsway-Edmonds core is also home to a number of employers 

who offer a more diverse range of employment opportunities. Furthermore, vacant 

commercial lands adjacent to Edmonds Station and proposed commercial development 

at the Kingsway-Edmonds and Southgate nodes, offer the opportunity to strengthen the 

balance of jobs to residents. 

10.5. Diversity 

Transit-oriented development literature recognizes that TODs should be diverse 

in their land use compositions. Diversity is most often identified as a mix of uses; 

however, it must also include housing and demographic diversity. This is essential to 
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create a more complete community, provide opportunities for a greater range of people, 

and support transit use (Dunphy et al., 2003; TransLink, 2010c). Addressing these 

elements can help TODs achieve their goals relating to reducing automobile use, 

creating more liveable communities by placing the activities of daily living within walking 

distance, and allowing a wider range of individuals to live near transit.  

The Edmonds Station study area is home to approximately 6,500 individuals 

living in approximately 4,000 housing units (Statistics Canada, 2011). Since the last 

census was completed, nearly 300 additional units have been added to the study area’s 

housing stock. Edmonds has historically been a modest income area in the City of 

Burnaby, so the price of housing has traditionally been more affordable than other areas 

of the city. Furthermore, the Edmonds Town Centre Plan placed an emphasis on 

providing a mix of housing. This offers a diversity of living opportunities and enable 

people of different incomes and age groups to live within the town centre.  

The provision of family-friendly housing has been two-fold. Firstly, for multi-family 

residential buildings, the city works with developers to require a certain number of family-

friendly units. These family-friendly units typically range between two and three-

bedrooms in size. The number of family-friendly units is decided on a case-by-case 

basis as rezoning applications come in; there is no formula that the city follows in order 

to not be too prescriptive. When large development applications are put together, the 

developer is asked to produce a study to show the housing needs for the 

neighbourhood. Category ‘S’ zoning, which permits density bonusing, gives the city 

leverage to push for aims like family housing. This discretionary zoning allows the city 

flexibility in requesting additional features from developers as part of their developments. 

However, the city also recognizes the market-driven nature of residential development 

and does not look to produce more than what developers and the market can bear. The 

second approach to providing family-friendly housing lies with the original concept of 

nodal development. By concentrating development in specific areas, Burnaby has been 

able to protect its single-family housing stock. This has protected the diversity in the 

neighbourhoods surrounding the Edmonds Town Centre cores by relieving the pressure 

of redevelopment in single and two-family areas.  
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The original developments in Edmonds were spacious and suitable for families 

and those looking to downsize from single-family homes. However, there is a concern 

that Edmonds is losing its family-friendly appeal, particularly as housing prices continue 

to rise. This has pushed developers to produce smaller multi-family residential units that 

can be offered at lower price points, while maximizing density. Rising housing prices 

have also pushed the single-family home, once the staple of family living, out of the price 

range of many families. The combination of these two factors is problematic for the 

sustained diversity of the Edmonds area. As more families turn to multi-family housing 

as the only option within their budget, they are faced with shrinking unit sizes and fewer 

ground-oriented housing options. Local realtor Brad Gannon stated, “if the space is not 

there, families are just making do; it’s not livability” (2015). As a result of this shift, 

Edmonds may be losing the appeal it once had.  

However, the range of old and new housing stock of varying sizes contributes to 

the overall diversity of the area and provides a diversity of living opportunities that suit a 

range of residents, as envisioned in the ETCP. The mix of housing opportunities at a 

variety of price points has contributed significantly to the demographic diversity of 

Edmonds. Four non-profit co-operatives within the station area provide affordable rental 

stock, while freehold strata condominiums also provide a mix of housing ownership and 

rental opportunities. These condo developments at Edmonds’ early years were initially 

popular with retirees, seniors, and empty nesters, downsizing from homes into condos. 

There has since been a shift, with condos and townhomes becoming popular among 

families, due to the rising costs of single-family housing. Another big demographic shift is 

currently underway with a large number of foreign buyers purchasing homes in the area 

(Gannon, 2015).  

Ethnic diversity is also a big component of the wider Edmonds Town Centre. A 

2015 study by data journalist Chad Skelton, identified Edmonds Town Centre as the 

most ethnically diverse neighbourhood in Greater Vancouver (Todd, 2015). Skelton 

developed the Metro Vancouver Diversity Index, which measures Statistics Canada 

census tracts for “the chances that any two people, chosen at random, will be of a 

different ethnic background” (Todd, 2015). This index found that the population of 

Edmonds is 25% white, 19% Filipino, 17% ethnic Chinese, 15% South Asian, 8% black, 

7% West Asian, and 3% South-East Asian. This diversity is partially attributed to the 
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positive reputation Edmonds has developed, particularly among immigrants, for offering 

good city services and for being an affordable area in Burnaby.  

Mix of uses is another critical component of TODs to allow people to complete a 

majority of their daily errands without leaving the neighbourhood. Mixed uses add variety 

and vitality to a neighbourhood, so that people are present throughout the week and at 

different times of day and encourages walking and transit use by decreasing the 

distances needed to travel (Cervero, 2002; Frank et al., 2008). Therefore, successful 

station areas feature a mix of pedestrian-oriented retail and jobs within a short distance 

of the transit stop (Calthorpe, 1993; Chen et al., 2007; Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013; 

TransLink, 2010c).  

In line with the ETCP, the Edmonds Station core has developed a mix of uses 

close to the station, with the exception of commercial retail. Within the study area there 

are a range of uses, including commercial office space, industrial, medium to high-

density residential, institutional, and park space. However, these uses remain separated 

in distinct areas and there are no instances of vertical mixing. Furthermore, the local 

services and shops envisioned by the community in the ETCP have yet to materialize. 

The result is that out of the four town centres, Edmonds stands very much alone in that it 

has the least commercial and the most green.  

The diversity and uniqueness of Edmonds in regard to physical area is one of 

Edmonds’ strengths. As a result of the extensive green space, the land uses within the 

study area have maintained a very suburban character. It offers a high quality natural 

setting at the edge of Byrne Creek Ravine, as opposed to the strong urban landscapes 

of Metrotown. As the only one of Burnaby’s town centres to not be located at a mall, 

Edmonds offers a more residential and pastoral setting for development. This is an 

attractive feature and selling point for many developers and buyers. It is in the midst of 

the natural setting that Edmonds is able to offer a diverse stock of mixed density and 

mixed income housing. 

With the neighbourhood’s strong residential focus, diversity is achieved primarily 

through housing. The study area has a number of high-rise towers, three on the north 

side and seven on the south side of the station. The remainder of housing is primarily 

ground-oriented multi-family buildings of 3-4 storeys. This, in turn, provides diversity 
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through different zones of density. Additionally, as a result of the station area’s 

piecemeal development pattern, the housing stock that reflects a range of age, styles, 

architecture, and building materials.  

In addition to residential diversity, the Edmonds Station area provides diversity 

through the provision of commercial space, schools, and parks. BC Hydro provides a 

significant number of jobs for the core. The majority of these jobs are back office, 

administrative, but BC Hydro also operates a maintenance facility on light industrial-

zoned land across the street from its office tower, thereby providing diversity in terms of 

job type within its campus. A number of other light industrial employers exist throughout 

or just outside of the study area, the largest of which is British Columbia Rapid Transit 

Company (BCRTC), the operator of SkyTrain, which has its Operations and 

Maintenance Centre at the southern edge of the study area. The presence of these 

established employers is a strength for the station area, that offers a large employment 

base to support and animate future retail uses during the daytime.  

Residential accessibility, or the proximity of out-of-home activities to one’s place 

of residence, is low when only considering the station area, due to the particular lack of 

commercial activity (Ewing & Bartholomew, 2013). While there are schools, day care 

centres, and a major employer that support the neighbourhood, the majority of residents 

needs will be met outside the study area. The neighbourhood is supported by 

established shops, restaurants, and services and civic amenities at the Kingsway-

Edmonds core. As a result of the area’s geography, these services are not equally 

convenient for all the residents of the station area. This presents unique challenges for 

residents, especially in considering the objectives to reduce car use. Therefore, it is 

expected that many residents will leave the study area for the majority of their out-of-

home activities, some of which may be met within the town centre at the Kingsway-

Edmonds core or at other retail and shopping districts such at the Burnaby Business 

Park or Metrotown.  

Economies of agglomeration are potentially important in explaining urban spatial 

structure, urban growth, and development patterns (Chatman & Noland, 2011). 

Historically, dense, urban clusters have arisen because firms and households want to 

locate near other firms and households from whom they benefit. Retailers, in particular, 
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locate in clusters near customers seeking economies of scale and a customer base 

large enough to be profitable. Indeed, the lack of commercial and local retail 

development at Edmonds Station and the vacancies experienced in the study area’s 

only retail unit may be explained by agglomeration economies. 

The first issue, in regard to the economies of agglomeration, lies with the 

population density of the station area. While the redevelopment efforts in the years since 

the opening of the SkyTrain have created a high density employment and residential 

cluster at Edmonds, these densities may be insufficient to allow commercial retail and 

other local services to be successful within the station core (Arnold et al., 2012). The 

residential population of the study area is far below the number recommended to support 

an urban streetfront. This number fares slightly better once employment population and 

transit customers are brought into the equation, but is still below the recommended 

density. Furthermore, dynamics within the station core, including topography, which may 

limit walkability for shopping trips, and the presence of a single large employer, with an 

on-site staff cafeteria, further erode a possible customer base.  

Efforts to establish a critical mass for a customer base may also be hindered by 

Edmonds’ proximity to established shopping districts at Highgate Village, Metrotown, 

and the Burnaby Business Park. The retail competition offered by these shopping 

centres may make it challenging to establish a new retail core with existing densities at 

the station core (Arnold et al., 2012). Furthermore, the proximity of Edmonds to 

Metrotown means that Edmonds is unlikely to become a regional destination. Shops and 

services at Edmonds, therefore, need to be supported by the local population: residents, 

transit customers, and the daytime workforce. As a result, establishing a new retail core 

may be reliant on future growth and development within the neighbourhood to establish 

a larger local customer base.  

Finally, the dynamics of existing retail within Edmonds Town Centre may also be 

explained by the economies of agglomeration. The Kingsway-Edmonds commercial 

core, which predates the SkyTrain, has attracted nearly all new commercial retail space 

in the town centre. This trend aligns with the findings of Stahl (1982), that new firms 

entering the market will choose to join the incumbents leading to a larger agglomeration, 

rather than open in a new market. The Kingsway-Edmonds core offers the benefits of 
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agglomeration economies. The proximity of retailers to one another and the variety 

offered means that customers are willing to travel from further away; the result is that 

retailers have access to a larger pool of customers who can access their shops with 

relative ease at a low cost. The failure of the single retail unit in City in the Park is also 

attributable to agglomeration economies, in the reverse sense. With a single retail unit, 

customers must make the conscious choice to travel to an isolated retailer, knowing that 

once there they will be unable to compare prices, may be faced with limited selection, 

and will have no alternatives should a product be unavailable (Fujita & Thisse, 2013).  

As the neighbourhood continues to grow, particularly as the Southgate Master 

Plan is built out, the economic dynamics within the station core are likely to evolve. A 

growth in residential and daytime population will be essential in helping provide a critical 

mass of customers and overcome the barriers that the economies of agglomeration 

present. As a result of these barriers, the station core lacks character and a diversity of 

uses that traditionally help TOD neighbourhoods develop a sense of place and provide 

for the needs of residents, workers, and visitors. The vacant lands adjacent to the 

SkyTrain remain a compelling opportunity for transit-oriented development. This is an 

ideal setting for a mixed-use hub to anchor the station core, that creates a well-defined 

public space which enhances the adjoining transit facilities and provides a range of uses 

to provide for the growing needs of residents and workers. Successful implementation 

will require public and private sector investment, as well as cooperation and agreement 

between the City of Burnaby, TransLink, and BC Hydro who have competing objectives 

for the site (Wolmarans et al., 2008). 

10.6. Demand Management 

TOD literature promotes coordinating parking supply among uses to reduce the 

overall quantity needed. However, because of the physical distance separating different 

uses, there is little opportunity to share parking within Edmonds. Outside of this, the 

station area seems to have developed in accordance to other guidelines for parking. All 

parking for multi-family dwellings is underground. A number of the high-rises, however, 

contain small surface visitor parking lots in front of their buildings. Parking for the BC 

Hydro headquarters is underground. The lot is reserved for employees and visitors and 
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charges a nominal rate of $1.00 per hour with a $4.25 per day maximum (Impark, 2015). 

This lot has 1089 spaces, about one space per 1.15 employees or one space for each 

34 m2 of gross floor area (Constantineau, 1989; Impark, 2015). This is greater than the 

minimum which Burnaby’s current off-street parking schedule requires at 1 for each 46 

m2 of gross floor area (City of Burnaby, 2014a).  

A small surface parking lot is located directly adjacent to Edmonds SkyTrain 

Station. This lot is reserved for TransLink staff and operations. It also serves as a waiting 

area for those picking up bus and SkyTrain customers. There is also one Modo car 

share vehicle located in this lot, for hourly rental by registered members. Other small 

surface parking lots in the study area can be found at businesses and institutions, 

including at the industrial properties on 14th Avenue, at the two elementary schools and 

daycare facilities, and the City in the Park commercial unit. Street parking is permitted 

throughout the study area, with the exception of Griffiths Drive. Street parking on blocks 

closest to the SkyTrain and on other select blocks is limited to two-hours Monday to 

Friday between 8am and 6pm and unrestricted at all other times. Parking meters are 

present on 18th Avenue, in the block closest to the SkyTrain station.  

The 2014 Burnaby Parking Schedule, part of the zoning bylaw, provides city-wide 

minimum parking requirements for various types of residential, commercial, and 

institutional land uses. For single-family, two-family, and row houses, including any 

secondary suite, one parking spot is required for each dwelling. For townhouses 

(buildings where each unit has direct access to the ground), 1.75 spaces for each 

dwelling must be provided, with an addition of 0.25 spaces per unit for visitor parking. 

For apartments, 1.6 spaces for each dwelling must be provided plus 0.25 spaces per 

unit visitor parking requirement.  

No specific accommodations within the Burnaby Parking Schedule are made for 

reducing minimum parking requirements within close proximity to transit or within the 

town centres. This is significant because a 2012 study by Metro Vancouver found that 

residential parking supply in strata apartments generally exceeds observed parking 

demand in the range of 30-35 percent within Burnaby and New Westminster. The study 

also found that the number of vehicles per household is generally lower near TransLink’s 

Frequent Transit Network, which includes SkyTrain stations (Metro Vancouver, 2012). 
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The study provides objective evidence for municipalities and developers when 

determining the appropriate amount of parking in new apartment developments (Metro 

Vancouver, 2012). It also identifies that the greatest opportunities for change are new, 

high density communities near frequent transit (Metro Vancouver, 2012). 

While no explicit reductions in parking are made for development near transit, 

Burnaby does have provisions for developers to reduce the parking minimums in 

multiple family residential districts (RM3, RM4, and RM5), which are primarily located on 

the SkyTrain or frequent transit corridors. Under the Burnaby Zoning Bylaw, developers 

are eligible for density bonusing of 0.25 FSR (floor space ratio) when community 

amenities or affordable or special needs housing are provided. The parking schedule 

allows the parking space requirement to be reduced from 1.6 to 1.1 per dwelling unit “in 

direct proportion to the ration that the actual supplementary density incorporated” (City of 

Burnaby, 2014a). In effect, the result is that developers do not need to add additional 

parking spaces for the units gained through density bonusing, unless the minimum of 1.1 

per dwelling is reached. This ultimately reduces the total number of parking spots 

needed for a building. The parking schedule also allows for some parking reductions for 

special housing types, including non-profit housing that receives rent supplement 

assistance from the government and for senior citizens’ housing.  

Managing parking and limiting parking oversupply is an important practice. 

Research has shown that parking management strategies can increase affordability, 

economic efficiency, and equity in the neighbourhoods in which they are implemented 

(Litman, 2016). Generous parking requirements have been found to reduce housing 

affordability and impose various economic and environmental costs. Current parking 

practices are comparable to about a 10% tax on development (Litman, 2016). This 

increase is much more significant for lower-priced and affordable housing. For the typical 

affordable housing development, requiring one parking space per unit can increase 

prices by 12.5%, while requiring two parking spaces per unit can increase prices by 25% 

(Litman, 2016). This is particularly problematic for lower-income people who tend to own 

fewer than the average number of vehicles per household. Similarly, those who live near 

frequent transit have been shown to have lower rates of vehicle ownership (Metro 

Vancouver, 2012). Therefore, more efficient parking practices can provide monetary 
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savings and make neighbourhoods more affordable, while also improving community 

design.  

10.7. Summary of Urban Design Assessment 

The assessment conducted at Edmonds Station area has demonstrated that on 

the whole, the station area performs well as a transit-oriented development. However, 

there are several missed opportunities and problematic characteristics related to the 

setting and urban design that affect elements essential to TOD. Addressing these 

weaknesses and building upon established strengths will allow Edmonds to establish a 

stronger sense of place, provide for the needs of local residents and workers, improve 

safety, and increase walkability. 

The transit-oriented development checklist presented in Table 2, adapted from 

TransLink (2012), is intended to help think through the various transit-oriented 

considerations of development near frequent transit. The checklist provides a simple 

approach for summarizing the evaluation of the Edmonds Station area on factors 

relevant to the urban design principles of transit-oriented development. It uses a scoring 

system whereby the urban design topics are presented as a series of questions and 

rated as good (green), fair (amber), or poor (red).  

Fair to poor performance under the “six D’s” can be broadly traced to key land 

use and TDM elements within Edmonds Town Centre, which have prevented a 

“functional integration of transit and the surrounding development” (Dittmar & Poticha, 

2004). There are a number of features present at Edmonds that have complicated the 

development of the area under established TOD guidelines. This has resulted in 

challenges in developing the station area, impacting issues such as connectivity, 

isolation, and safety. The features negatively affecting Edmonds’ overall performance as 

a TOD can be summarized as the vacant lands and protected parklands adjacent to the 

station; the station’s location in relation to the established Kingsway-Edmonds 

commercial core; the neighbourhood’s topography; and limited parking management 

opportunities. These features are underlying factors in impacting destination 

accessibility, distance to transit, human scale development, density, and diversity of the 

study area, as demonstrated earlier in this chapter. 
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There are also a number of features that allow Edmonds to perform well across 

many of the “six D’s”. Edmonds benefits tremendously from strong regional accessibility 

to jobs and key destinations. Detailed attention to the urban design of the neighbourhood 

has resulted in a pedestrian-friendly environment that offers high levels of pleasurability 

through its pastoral setting, generous setbacks, and open space. The neighbourhood is 

well-connected for pedestrians, cyclists, and transit users and supports safe movement 

throughout the area with a network of sidewalks, urban trails, road crossings, and traffic 

calming measures. Furthermore, density and diversity has been achieved through a 

diverse range of housing types, housing tenures, and family supporting amenities.  

Edmonds’ performance across each of the “six D’s” is summarized in Table 3. A 

score of 1-10, with 1 being the lowest, has been assigned to each category based on 

cumulative evidence presented throughout this research. As the neighbourhood 

continues to evolve, there will be opportunities to improve accessibility, perceived safety, 

local amenities, and the quality of public space. The Town Centre Standards (Pelletier, 

2015)and the Transit Village for Edmonds Station Concept Plan (Wolmarans et al., 

2008) offer policy and vision, respectively, to enhance the area. Enhancing connections 

between the town centre’s nodes will help promote greater transit use, owing to the fact 

that people are willing to walk greater distances to reach transit in areas of high quality 

urban design (Canepa, 2007). Redevelopment of the station, the bus loop, and adjacent 

vacant lots will be an opportunity to introduce a wider mix of uses, including local-serving 

commercial retail. It will also offer an opportunity to create a well-defined public space 

that makes the transit station the centrepiece of the community and infuses the 

neighbourhood with much needed character and identity (Bernick & Cervero, 1997). 

Redevelopment will create a more inviting and comfortable transit experience and 

improve integration with the neighbourhood.  
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Table 2. Transit-Oriented Development “Six D’s" Summary Checklist11 

 

 
11

 Adapted from TransLink. (2012). Transit Oriented Communities - Design Guidelines. Appendix A1.  

Good Fair Poor N/A

x

Does the neighbourhood: 

Provide for a well-connected network of sidewalks and other pedestrian facilities? x

Have direct, high-quality pedestrian and bicycle paths to and from key transit 

passenger facilities? 
x

Provide for a well-connected network of bicycle facilities? x

Primarily include blocks no longer than 150 m? x

Contain arterial streets served by transit approximately 800 m apart? x

Have an intersection density of at least 0.4 intersections per gross hectare? x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Does the neighbourhood: 

Focus the highest intensity of use within 400 m of frequent transit and within 800 m 

of an existing or planned rapid transit station? 
x

Feature lower-density and auto-oriented uses farther away from frequent transit? x

Feature appropriate transitions between higher- and lower-density areas? x

Does the neighbourhood: 

Allow for a mix of residential, commercial, and/or institutional uses? x

Feature active uses within 200 m of transit facilities? x

Feature an appropriate amount of public open space? x

x

x

x

x

Are traffic signals in the neighbourhood timed to favour safe and comfortable pedestrian 

crossings? 

Are streets designed for universal access by people with disabilities? 

Does the design and placement of off-street parking facilities reduce its visual impact? 

Checklist Item Rating

D1. Destination Accessibility

Does the neighbourhood focus growth and key destinations within 400 m of bus stops with 

frequent transit service and within 800 m of rapid transit stations? 

D2. Distance to Transit

D3. Development at the Human Scale

Are high-quality sidewalks provided on at least one side of all streets and on both sides of 

arterials and collectors? 

Are there safe pedestrian crossings available at all intersections? 

Has traffic been calmed to speeds that are safe and comfortable for pedestrians? 

Checklist Criteria

Are there reduced or eliminated minimum parking requirements in Urban Centres, around 

rapid transit stations, or in areas with high transit access to destinations? 

Has the land use pattern been planned concurrent with complementary walking, cycling, and 

transit infrastructure and services? 

D4. Density

D5. Diversity

D6. Demand Management

Are shared parking arrangements utilized to minimize the amount of parking? 

Is the cost of parking to be unbundled from housing and commercial leases? 

Is there pricing of on-street parking? 



 

Table 3. Transit-Oriented Development “Six D’s" Scoring 

Category Overall Rating  
(1-10) 

D1. Destination Accessibility 6 

D2. Distance to Transit 8 

D3. Development at the Human Scale 9 

D4. Density 7 

D5. Diversity 5 

D6. Demand Management 3 

 Overall 7 
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Chapter 11. Conclusions 

The arrival of rapid transit to the Edmonds community in 1985 offered a catalyst 

for redevelopment and helped establish a fourth town centre for the southeastern 

quadrant of Burnaby. However, the redevelopment of the area in the three decades 

since has not been without its challenges, namely as a result of the station’s physical 

location within the town centre. The centralized planning and construction of the 

SkyTrain by the provincial government limited the City of Burnaby’s influence in the 

process. As a result of cost-savings sought by the province, the station was moved to an 

at-grade location further south than originally planned. This was done despite warnings 

that the site would not have close or positive linkages with the neighbourhood’s existing 

commercial core; that it would result in severance and accessibility issues; and that it 

would close options for future land use development (Parr, 1982). As a result, many of 

these concerns originally identified in 1982 continue to hold true, despite the level of 

development that has occurred. The station’s location, setback from any major roads, 

has undermined connectivity and integration with the surrounding neighbourhood. 

Adjacent land uses have also limited opportunities for development closest to the 

station. Without the ability to develop within this core, commercial growth and civic 

investments have been primarily focused at the original Kingsway-Edmonds core.  

From early on, public transit was recognized as a key method to enhance and 

better unify the Edmonds neighbourhood. In the years after the opening of the SkyTrain, 

Burnaby was proactive in coordinating and reviewing land uses at Edmonds to capture 

the development potential of the new rapid transit line. These efforts were supported by 

regional planning policies that encouraged municipalities to build complete and compact 

communities that increase transportation choice and reduce the dominance of the 

Metropolitan Core. The municipal planning process at Edmonds culminated with the 

Edmonds Town Centre Plan (1994), whereby the City of Burnaby, in collaboration with 

local residents, set out to transform the area into a mixed-use, high density 

neighbourhood strategically oriented around Edmonds Station. By intending to create a 
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distinct neighbourhood character with a mixture of retail, residential, and office space 

that capitalized on the area’s proximity to a transit station, the Edmonds Town Centre 

Plan was in essence a transit-oriented development strategy.  

The research provided in this study explores how the built environment near 

Edmonds Station lives up to the urban design goals and objectives of transit-oriented 

development. For Edmonds, the SkyTrain has successfully offered an opportunity to 

intensify residential development, provide residents and workers with local and regional 

travel options, and protect established land uses and industry. Through the vision 

outlined in the Edmonds Town Centre Plan, the neighbourhood has evolved with a focus 

on urban design that has created a dense, walkable community that can support rapid 

transit service. At the same time, Edmonds has developed strong suburban elements, 

which makes living in a transit-oriented community at Edmonds an attractive option that 

appeals to a wide range of users. Urban design has been a key part in providing a 

continuity of the urban experience, and it allows the area to incorporate a mix of uses, 

including diverse housing types, commercial office space, family amenities, open space, 

and off-street trails. It has also resulted in a strong pedestrian orientation for the 

neighbourhood, which facilitates access to transit and other destinations within the town 

centre.  

While the study area demonstrates an inclusion of features related to walkability, 

including an extensive off-street trail network, cars still play a big part in the mobility 

needs of many residents due to the relative isolation of land uses, limited commercial 

activity, and steep topography. Therefore, improvements to the built environment are 

needed to further enhance the pedestrian environment, reduce auto dependence, and 

integrate the station with the surrounding neighbourhood. This will be important as the 

neighbourhood continues to grow and densify, particularly as the Southgate Master Plan 

is implemented. It will be critical to ensure that the different nodes within the town centre 

are well-connected and develop a synergistic relationship going forward. Addressing 

these weaknesses and building upon established strengths will allow Edmonds to better 

meet the urban design goals and objectives of transit-oriented development. In doing so, 

it will help establish a stronger sense of place, provide for the needs of local residents 

and workers, improve safety, and increase walkability.  
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The findings of this research contribute to the growing literature of best practices 

that can guide future TOD projects. This detailed examination of Edmonds Station 

provides lessons within a local context that build on the existing literature and further our 

understanding of TOD. The findings can guide future planning policy, where it is 

important to consider urban design outcomes and travel behaviour throughout all stages 

of planning, particularly for the integration of station areas with their surrounding 

neighbourhoods and the establishment of new commercial areas, in order to shape 

development that creates complete communities and delivers on the goals and 

objectives of TOD.  

The Edmonds case study provides an example of the challenges and difficulties 

of developing a TOD in a constrained station location. A physically constrained site was 

one of four factors Knight and Trygg (1977) identified that suppress development. 

Constraints at Edmonds include the distance from the main commercial core at 

Kingsway-Edmonds; a lack of direct access to the station from key developments; the 

absence of active land uses directly adjacent to the station; the proximity to large 

amounts of parkland; and the at-grade SkyTrain tracks.  

The selection of a constrained site for Edmonds Station, due to an existing right-

of-way and a desire to reduce construction costs, echoes the trends from other cities 

identified by Cervero (1984). For Edmonds, the station’s location has affected its 

integration with the surrounding community. It has also presented challenges in 

developing the station area to its full potential due to agglomeration economies relating 

to Edmonds’ proximity to established commercial centres. The success of a TOD in 

terms of its urban design is heavily predicated on the station location, which ultimately 

determines and shapes surrounding development and land uses. The experiences at 

Edmonds reveal that planning for TOD must begin as early as the rapid transit alignment 

selection. Transit alignments and station locations should be selected with a focus on 

facilitating future TOD growth to maximize desired development opportunities near 

stations, support existing plans for growth and development, and attract transit ridership. 

Edmonds’ distinct two-core development pattern is a product of the station’s 

constrained site. It demonstrates how planners have had to work with the existing 

landscape in developing the station area. Future analysis should explore this two-core 
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relationship further, at Edmonds or other station areas where pre-existing commercial 

sectors do not align with transit right-of-ways. Understanding how to use urban design to 

integrate and better link communities that develop in this fashion will be important to 

grow ridership and reduce private automobile use. Within Edmonds, further analysis may 

be useful in understanding the economies of agglomeration and quantifying the viability 

of commercial and retail space within the station core. This will help identify whether 

there is a business case for redeveloping the vacant commercial lands adjacent to the 

SkyTrain and will inform the scale of development and types of uses that can be 

supported. It may also shape development priorities within the wider study area, in a way 

that allows the station core to reach the critical mass required for redevelopment. 

Ultimately, the development patterns at Edmonds reveal that there is no one size 

fits all approach to TOD. While the principles of TOD offer standards for developing 

communities around transit stations, design should ultimately be influenced by the local 

context. Edmonds has successfully diverged from planning norms, and in doing so, has 

established an identity as a TOD with a suburban look and feel inspired by its forested, 

park side setting. This choice of lifestyle offers a contrast to the hard urban landscapes 

found at Burnaby’s remaining town centres. By offering high-density, high-amenity living 

in a pastoral, suburban setting, Edmonds may be an attractive option to people who 

have traditionally been drawn to the suburbs. In doing so, it can confer the economic and 

spatial benefits TODs provide to a different segment of the population. The experiences 

of Edmonds may speak to broader opportunities to offer “choice” for living near transit; a 

choice that expands the opportunities people have to live near transit in a way that fits 

with their lifestyle. Having these options to expand the reach of transit-oriented living will 

help municipalities meet their growth management objectives, help protect our health 

and natural environment, and make our communities more attractive, economically 

stronger, and more socially diverse. 

The experiences of Edmonds, from site selection to present-day development 

patterns, indicate the need for an evolution in thought and policy for successful TOD 

implementation. The Edmonds case shows that the adoption of TOD policies or the 

availability of vacant land does not necessarily spur development. As Edmonds Station 

enters its third decade of operation, there continue to be opportunities for redevelopment 

and enhancement of the existing neighbourhood. 
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The drawn out process of developing Edmonds as a TOD demonstrates that it is 

not only necessary for municipalities to adopt TOD policies, but there is also a need for 

them to measure and evaluate progress. During Edmonds’ first years in operation, the 

city remained actively involved in developing a planning framework for the area. 

However, more recent years have seen the city take a more hands off approach, which 

has not helped the Edmonds Station area overcome any of its longstanding weaknesses 

as a site for TOD. This illustrates an important case for continued involvement by 

municipalities. As planning practices, urban design standards, implementation tools, and 

markets evolve, it is important that municipalities have the opportunity respond and 

adapt as needed. Midcourse reviews of development can examine how the vision for a 

station area matches what is being built. Elements such as zoning may need to be 

reviewed and adapted to what the market can handle, while in other cases a clear 

strategy and a toolkit for transit supportive planning can help realize the construction of 

new development near transit stations (Arrington, 2009).  

The lack of action in addressing previously identified problems and shortcomings 

with the Edmonds Station area demonstrates the need for more involvement and 

coordination from municipalities and key stakeholders. The failure of the Transit Village 

Concept Plan to spur change, reveals that more needs to be done to engage with 

stakeholders. This will help develop a unified vision on how the station area should 

develop and identify appropriate implementation measures for this to occur. Coordinated 

efforts will be required to redevelop the vacant lands closest to Edmonds Station, which 

are a key component of enhancing integration of the station with the community and 

increasing the area’s self-reliance. If successfully applied, these plans will help deliver 

the vision originally set forth in the Edmonds Town Centre Plan. They will allow the 

station core to better meet the needs of residents, visitors, and workers; increase the 

convenience of walking, cycling, and transit; and decrease use of private automobiles.  

Edmonds’ experiences reveal the importance of considering urban design at 

multiple stages of implementing transit-oriented development: from the initial planning 

and alignment selection; to station-specific area plans that can guide and shape 

development; to revisiting plans and measuring progress to ensure that development 

aligns with the original vision and evolving practices. The structured tools used in this 

research, including the Irvine Minnesota Inventory (Day et al., 2006) and the Transit-
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Oriented Communities Checklists (TransLink, 2012), offer a straightforward approach to 

evaluating TOD sites, community plans, and other proposals on the urban design 

principles of transit-oriented development. These tools were instrumental in revealing 

Edmonds’ strengths as a TOD, including walkability and human scale development. 

They also identified ways in which the Edmonds study area could be improved, including 

the need for more active and pleasurable uses and increased opportunities for 

transportation demand management. However, the tools were not perfect and missed 

certain important elements. The Irvine Minnesota Inventory, for example, failed to 

capture concerns about personal safety that were a common theme among 

interviewees. The Transit-Oriented Communities Checklist, similarly, identified that the 

Edmonds study area had a diverse mix of uses, but failed to capture the problematic 

spatial separation between uses and the lack of commercial retail amenities in the area. 

As every station area is different, structured tools like the ones used in this 

research will not be able to capture every individual strength or weakness. However, 

they offer a good way for municipalities, developers, and stakeholders to start a 

discussion and help identify priorities for investment and development. The range of 

flexibility offered by these tools, allows them to be used to establish new plans or review 

existing plans. The review of existing plans may be particularly important for jurisdictions 

which have already been involved in TOD planning, as the findings from this research 

suggest.  

The Edmonds case illustrates the experiences highlighted in the literature that 

demonstrate how shortcomings of first generation projects may be valuable inputs that 

can be used in focused planning processes to enhance the outcomes of the second 

generation of projects (Greenberg, 2004). Therefore, it is recommended that specific 

structured tools be developed for use in midcourse reviews. These can help evaluate 

how existing plans have been implemented, while helping prioritize future development 

based on present-day best practices. Identifying opportunities for specific planning focus 

will help governments and stakeholders identify regulatory or financial tools to spur 

implementation and help deliver on the visions set forth in plans in a way that works with 

the local context and meets the needs of residents.  
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In summary, this research shows that physical design is an important aspect of 

making TOD projects work; it allows these sites to accomplish a number of interrelated 

goals for different users and accommodate various modes of transport. How future 

projects address and integrate key urban design elements will depend on the 

circumstances surrounding each project and the tools available to policymakers, 

developers, and residents. As more TODs are built and urban design considerations and 

priorities evolve, there will continue to be a need for understanding and evaluating the 

successes and failures of TODs in terms of their urban design practices to guide future 

generations of projects.  
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